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Partisan squabbling
bogs down session

ED REINKE/AP photo

CENTER OF ATTENTION...Senate President David Williams, R-Burkesville. talks with reporters in
the Senate chamber during a recess on the opening day of the General Assembly Tuesday in
Frankfort.

Sheriff:
Trailer fire
likely an
accident
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Calloway Cow.,) Sheriff Stan
Scott said Wednesday that a fire
inside a sethi-traller parked outside
Wiggins Furniture on U.S. 641
North that killed an Almo man was
likely accidental in origin. •
The body of Gayle Talmadge
Thompson, 20, was found inside the
trailer Monday evening. According
to Scott. an autopsy performed on
Thompson's bodYTuesday revealed
that he died of smoke inhalation.
"We suspected that all along,"
Scott said Wednesday morning."Of
course, we can't make an official
ruling until we get back his toxicology tests."
Scott said an eye-witness spotted
Thompson, who was also known as
Adam Ryan Thompson. in the vicinity of Wiggins Furniture at approximately 4:20 p.m. Monday.
Thompson apparently climbed into
the trailer, which was being used by
Wiggins to store mattresses and box
springs, shortly after that time.
Scott said when Wiggins'
employees left for the day at approximately 4:40 p.m.. they closed up
the trailer, locking Thompson
inside. Scott said the employees
were unaware that Thompson was
inside the trailer when they locked
It.
A passing motorist spotted smoke
coming from the trailer at approximately 7 p.m. Monday, and called
the Murray Police Department. The
Murray Fire Department responded
and put out the fire. Thompson's
body was recovered as firefighters
were removing the trailer's contents.
Scott said he could not reveal
why Thompson may have been in
the trailer, although Scott did confirm that the fire began on the
inside. Scott said that while
Thompson had run afoul of the law
-in the past, he had no active warrants out for his arrest.
Scott said he was unsure of when
the toxicology results would be
made available.

`...Everyone is just going to have to keep their eye on the prize.'
--Robin.Taffler

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

UNDER CONSTRUCTION.. Work continues on the Murray Main Street downtown streetscape project around the Calloway
County courthouse.

Patience urged with downtown project
Since construction began, quesBy BRANDI WILLIAMS
have risen to whether the new
tions
Staff Writer
Anyone who has tried to travel and improved downtown area is
through the downtown area of going to constitute the convenience
Murray knows that isn't a difficult that has been promised.
One of the main questions,is if
task.
With the Murray Main Street there will be adequate parking on
Streetscape project underway, the square after the project is comparking has been limited and travel pleted.
"No parking is being eliminathas been made difficult.
"It is definitely an inconven- ed," Main Street Coordinator
City Robin Tattler said."We are simply
now,"
right
ience
Administrator Don Elias said."We removing the center turn lane."
Tattler said many years ago, the
just ask people to hold their judglawn was cut down.
courthouse
completis
project
the
ments until
The streetscape project calls for
ed.-
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Kentucky Lottery
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
0-8-5
Pick 4:
4-9-4-5

EVENING
Pick 3:
4-6-8
Pick 4:
4-6-2-9

Cash Ball:
9-14-21-30 Cash Ball 23
GU YOUR LOTTO TICKETS An
Jr. Food Mart AA
1302 Main St.• Murray

tionalize bipartisanship on schools,"
the legislature.
BY MARK R. CHELLGREN
Sen.
said Sen. Ernesto Scorsone, Ddone.
be
can
If
nothing
,
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Any Albert Robinson, R-London,offered Lexington.
Senate President David Williams
prospect of bipartisan cooperation in a bill that would delay the filing
the 2002 General Assembly seems deadline for this year's primary blocked Scorsone's proposed rule
appealed
Scorsone
to have disappeared the first day from Jan. 29 to April 15 and the pri- change.
Tuesday with bickering over redis- mary itself from May 28 to June 18. Williams' ruling, which had to be
The Senate, which teeters on a put to a vote of the full Senate.
tricting and committee makeup set20-18 Republican advantage, broke Williams, R-Burkesville, was
ting a sour tone.
House Democrats prepared — out into a partisan fight almost upheld on a party line vote, 20-18.
"It's not fair and it's not a good
but did not introduce — a bill that immediately after the session began
note to start the Senate on,"
would draw new boundaries for the at noon.
At issue was the Senate Scorsone said.
House and Senate, departing from a
Williams said Democrats needed
recent practice of each chamber set- Education- Cummittee,-which for a
ting their own districts. The bill also time was evenly divided between to get accustomed to Republican
would set up two districts where Repalicans and Democrats. That control. "They're having majority
there are two Republican incum- was before Republicans gained con- withdrawal," he said.
trol, and the committee's makeup 'Redistricting, though, has the
bents.
attention of nearly every legislator.
Senate Republicans countered now is 7-6 Republican.
House Speaker Jody Richards
Democrats on Tuesday tried to
that they might tinker with House
the House plan would pit Bob
rules
operating
said
Senate's
the
have
result
The
own.
their
on
districts
would likely be gridlock and courts written to require an even split once Heleringer and Ron Crisis) in
drawing new district boundaries for again. The Senate should "instituSee Page 2A
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building the square back to its orig- structed.
"That space was. dead space
inal size and making wider sideshe said.
41nyway,"
walks and curbs fur pedestrians..
Concerns have also been raised
"Really, we are restoring two
sides of the courthouse to its origi- to whether two lanes of traffic will
be able to fit down the streets surnal size," Elias said.
The corners are being built up rounding the courthouse, or if.the
to accommodate pedestrian traffic, project calls for making the downmaking a shorter distance from town streets one-way streets.
"All traffic will remain two-way
curb to curb.
"You can walk and be much on the square" Tattler said. "Onesafer, and they will know you are in ways are the death nail of downtowns."
a pedestrian zone," Tattler said.
Elias said when he saw the conTattler said there were no parkworkers begin on the
struction
the
ing spaces in the areas where
pedestrian btillicarel-being con-

MI See Page 2A
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Alcohol
• sales
steady
over
holiday
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Murray's first New Year's Eve
with alcohol turned out to be business as usual for several local
restaurants.
Since Murray voters approved a
measure in 2000 that allowed
restaurants in the city limits that seat
at least 100 and derive 70 percent of
their gross revenue from food sales
to serve alcohol by the drink, no one
was quite sure what to expect on a
holiday known as a time when
-excessive amounts of alcohol are
consumed.
Most restaurant owners and managers, however, said that while their
overall revenues saw an increase,
alcohol sales were relatively normal.
"Alcohol-wise. I didn't really
notice that big of a deal," said Bob
Bradley. owner of The Bull Pen
Steaks & Spirits. "Business-wise, it
was probably our busiest night of
the year. It was more than I was
expecting, for sure."
Bradley said his restaurant took
in nearly $9.000 between the hours
of 5-9 p.m. New Year's Eve, with
only roughly $1,500 of that total
coming from alcohol sales.
General Manager Rich Lucy said
Applebee's saw nearly $10,000 in
business that same day, while
Robert Danielson, co-owner of The
Big Apple Cafe, also reported brisk
sales. Jeff Yates, owner of Fifteenth
and Olive. the first Murray restaurant eligible to serve alcohol under
the new law, declined comment.
What made the sales totals even
more amazing to Lucy. Bradley and
Danielson, however, was the fact
that none of their restaurants stayed
open until midnight — the prime
party hour for those out for New

See Page 2A
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Brandon files to run in District #3 FirePoliceLogs
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Marcia Brandon has filed for re
election for the office of Magistrate
of District #3. Brandon was the first
woman to be elected to this office in
the history of Calloway County.
She is also a supervisor in the
receiving, department of Mattel
Toys; where she has worked for
nearly 26 years. She has been in di!-

Subscribe
Today!

• Partisan.
From Front
Jefferson County and Johnnie
Turner and Howard Cornett in the
Harlan-Letcher counties area into
primaries with one another..
"I think we'll fight it with all
we've got," Cornett said.
Cornett
said
the
House
Democratic redistricting plan would
divide more counties than necessary.
The Kentucky Supreme Court ruled
after the 1990 redistricting that a
minimum number of counties
should be split among districts.
Richards said he did not know
how many counties were split, but it
was more than the 23 that must be
divided because they contain more
than the population required for a
single district.
House Democratic, leaders
worked late into the night Tuesday
trying to get a bill introduced, which
their lawyer had promised a judge
on Monday. Richards said the schedule could lead to a vote by Monday
or Tuesday, which would he barely
two weeks before the existing Jan.
29 filing deadline.
Two new districts would be creat-
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ferent types of
supervisory positions for 24 of her
26
years
at
Mattel. She has
gone
through
numerous training courses durBrandon
ing these years..
She has also
attended Department of Local
Government training that has been

1 year
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of great help to her in her position of
magistrate. Mrs. Brandon is currently serving on the Parks Board, the
Main Street Committee, and the
Nominating Committee for the
Hospital Board.
Mrs. Brandon stated that she
feels that we need a continuation of
our present support for the citizens
of District #3. She feels the job
needs a person that is concerned
with the citizens and one that will be

pre they have the knowledge of all
Murray Fire Department
•
Three
trucks
and
10
firefighters
responded to a kitchen fire at 414 S. 16th
aspects of the job and use the best
St. Saturday afternoon. The fire was extinguished, and an exhaust fan was
judgement before casting a vote so used to clear the smoke out of the rest of the house.
The owner of the house stated she was cooking soup prior to the fire
that the end result will be in the best
• One truck and three firefighters responded to a report of a structure fire
interest of the citizens of District *3.
at 1614 Loch Lomond Drive late Sunday evening.
Mrs. Brandon will be leaving
The occupant at the residence said a multi-plug outlet had shorted out and
Mattel later this year and states that caught a piano on fire. The occupant extinguished the tire by throwing water
she is looking forward to devoting on it. and MFD was called to make sure the fire was out
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
even more time to supporting the
• Eight firefighters and two trucks responded to a house fire at 4010
Speaker Trail Monday. According to a report, the fire began around the flue
citizens of District #3.
in the wall. The fire was contained to the bedroom and kitchen area, and no
injuries were reported
Firefighters were on the scene for approximately one hour.
Kentucky State Police
• For the week of Dec. 30, 2001, through Jan, 5, 2002. Kentucky State
ed with no incumbents. One would
The Democratic plan differs
comproMise parts of Henry, Owen, markedly from the one preferred by Police Post 1 in Mayfield opened 24 criminal cases, made 20 criminal
Carroll, Trimble and Oldham coun- the Republican-dominated Zongres- arrests; worked 11 accidents; answered 179 complaints; made 10 DUI
ties. The other would be in southern sional delegation. Third District arrests; and wrote 496 citations.
Five fatalities were reported during the week
Fayette and northern Madison coun- Rep. Anne Northup, R-Ky., wants to
-- Information obtained from reports, logs and
ties.
pick up part of Oldham County.
citations from respective agencies
The one plan that did actually
Rep. Ed Whitfield, whose 1st
male it onto paper Tuesday would District would be most changed,
redraw Kentucky's six congression- said Monday he might not like it. but
al districts to keep up with popula- there is little he can do about it.
tion shifts.
"What my thoughts are on redisThe plan, sponsored by Rep. tricting are inconsequential because
among the council, Mayor Freed
Charles Geveden, D-Wickliffe, I simply don't have any input in it," From Front
Curd broke the tie by voting in favor
reverses a long tradition and would Whitfield said in a telephone inter- Year's,Eve night on the town.
of
the motion.
take Daviess and Hancock counties view.
Lucy said Applebee's closed its
Both Bradley and Danielson
from the 2nd District and place them
Geveden, chairman of the House door at 8 p.m., which was a policy
expressed
regret over the council's
in the 1st District. In exchange, State Government Committee that for restaurant's in the chain nationdecision
said the extra hour
and'
Allen,. Monroe, Cumberland and will get first crack at redistricting, wide. "We felt that we lost
a lot of
Adair counties would go into the said the congressional plan is com- employees because they couldn't go would likely have meant a significant boost to their profits.
2nd District. Russell ?nd Clinton pact and constitutional,
out and do what they wanted to do
"I think we actually did better
countes would go into the 5th
While some counties are split, on New Year's Eve,"_ he explained. than we thought
we would, but I
District.
_notably Grayson. Garrard, .Menifee "Since we value our employees,.we think we
.
would
done
better with that
The 2nd District would also pick 'and Shelby. the six districts vary decided to start closing down early."
extra hour," Danielson said. "Most
up Lincoln, Boyle and most of from the mathematical ideal by no
The Bull Pen and The Big Apple, of the people who came in here
Garrard counties, which are now in more
than
seven
votes. which closed for business at 9:30 came to eat and then went somethe 6th District.
Alternatively, the plan preferred by p.m. New Year's Eve, cited a differ- where else."
The 3rd District would remain congressional Republicans vary ent reason for closing shop early,
"We didn't set up any formal celentirely within Jefferson County. more than 5,000 from the ideal pop- though.
ebration-type deal because of the
The leftover portions of Jefferson ulation.
In November, the Murray City city council's vote," Bradley said.
County would remain in the. 2nd
-"SiY thi.is 718 times better.- Council turned dirwien a request by "There's
not much of a way To--h4ve
District, as now.
Geveden said.
leical alcohol-serving restaurants to a New Year's Eve party if you can't
-allowed serving liquor until mid- -stay open pag-midnight."
night New Year's Eve. Under- the
Danielson said he believes the
city's Ordinance, all restaurants must city council will allow the extra hour
stop serving alcohol by II p.m.
next year. While that-could help The
.Council- members
Johnny Big Apple-% sales totals, he said the
nation's 48 million' public school payer-financed tutoring pr other
Bohannon; Jay 'Morgan, Tom
_
stunts.
--ciftrcatiorral -services. The mcnrey Rushing, Danny Hudspeth and Bill bulk of the restaurant's profits do
not -ccinie from acoliol sale an-y•
do not-want children trapped can go to private companies .and
Cberry voted in favor of a motion way,
in schools that will not change and religiou's institutions.
that would prohibit- any-exeilip • us
'Ninety-"pa-cent--or the people
will not teach," Bush told several
Children in an additional 6,700 to the ordinance until June 1, 2002.
that
come in here, come in to eat,"
hundred foot-stomping students. failing schools will he eligible for Council
members Bill Wells, Doris he said. :That's mostly the case,
teachers and .Parents in a packed transfers to more successful public Clark-Parham
, Lance Allison, Rita except for when it gets up past 10
high school gym.
schools, and. federal money Could Henley and Dan Miller
voted (p.m.). Then we have a few people
Though some of his initial ideas. pay for their transportation.
against the motion. With a 5-5 split who come in mainly to drink.did not survive in Congress. Bush
A new regime of student tests in
claimed success On his top domestic math, reading and science will begin
priority.
to take effect in the fall of 2005.
He • meets Wednesday ‘vith• edu- identifying more failing schools that
cators and will urge them to imple- could lose federal money as student,
From Front
Taffler said she would like to
ment the changes. He may propose take advantage of the new options.
emphasize
that this was not a fly-byan education tax credit later in the
To students who donilike taking project,--he was also concerned that
night-plan. She said every aspect of
year, aides said, and some GOP law- tests. Bush said, "Too bad, because there
wouldn't be room for two the project has been reviewed by
makers want the rnone . to help low- we need to know- whether the
vehicles.
state agencies.
income families go to private schools are working.
"When I first went out, I even "This had to go through layers of
schools.
After a year of debate. a strong thought it was small," he said.
approval," she said.
Bush signed the foot-thick hill majority of Democrats and
The standard width of city streets
She said construction crews are
behind a worn, wooden school desk Republicans approved the bill — a is
II feet. Elias said he went to the working several weekends to get the
and a sign that read. "No child left rare point of bipartisanship that courtsquare
and measured the project completed as quickly as posbehind.- The shrieks and squeals of Bush hopes will impress voters streets,
and they are 11 feet. He said sible.
students were an ear-rattling weary of political bickering. He celthis is difficult for the public to see
"The construction crews are
reminder of Bush's_ high approval ebrated its passage during a- 12-hour. now
because the existing street lines working unbelievably quickly and
ratings since the Sept. II terrorist 1,600-mile swing through the states
have not been changed.
efficiently," Taffler said. "And they
attacks.
of lawmakers who sponsored the
Elias said the construction are doing beautiful work."
Drawing from his popularity as bill.
process also makes it difficult to
She also asks people to be patient
commander in chief. Bush pledged
In New Hampshire. home of assume there will be plenty of room.
until the process is over.
to win a, war against illiteracy as GOP Sen. Judd Gregg. he said."The
The construction area takes up an
"It is like living through the
well as the war in Afghanistan.
hope Of the future for this country is additional three feet to accommoremodeling of your house," Taffler
The most immediate changes will not only to make sure that we're
date workers.
said."We are trying the best we can,
appear next school year when chil- secure and we're sale. hut the true
"Once the curb is poured it will but everyone is just going to have to
dren in some 3.000 poorly perform- hope for the country is to make sure
allow for several additional feet," he keep their eye on the prize."
ing schools will be eligible for tax- everybody gets a good education.said.

• Alcohol .
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Bush signs education bill
_ HAMILTON. Ohio -(API
President Bush 'sat at a sc-hool desk
Tuesday and signed the most farreaching federal education bill in
nearly four decades, a $26 billion
plan to broaden academic testing.
triple spending for literacy programs
and help children escape America's
worst public schools.
"We've spent billions of dollars
with lousy results,- the president
said. "Now it's time to spend billions of dollars and get good
results."
With his signature. Bush fulfilled
_____a_carapaign_ promise to increase federal education spending and use the
money to make educators accountable for failures in teaching the
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270-753-5797
Woodmen of the World takes pride in introducing
our new Field Representative.
Trained in our complete service of insurance
and fraternal benefits, our Representative will be glad
to discuss your needs. A telephone call will bring
complete information and no obligation.
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By Appointment Only
Open Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.

QUIT SMOKING CLASSES

1271 Johnny Robertson Rd., S.
www.westsidevet.com

CLASSES BEGIN JANUARY 17th
When:

Thursdays 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.

Where:

Stuart Poston Health &
Wellness Center

NAME BRAND DISCOUNTS

SHOES
Glendale & 4th St • Murray
OPEN EVEhRY THURS., FRI. & SAT.
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Call To Register: 753-3381
Classes also available in Ballard, Graves. McCracken coniitic,
Call the local Health Center for details.
Sponsored by:
*Purchase District Health Department/Calloway County Health Center
*Murray Calloway County Hospital
*Stuart Poston Health & Wellness Center
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Fort Campbell soldiers
to be deployed soon
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)—
More than 100 soldiers from a military police company will deploy
within the next 24 to 48 hours in
support of Operation Enduring
Freedom, according to a statement
from Fort Campbell on Tuesday.
Soldiers with the 194th Military
Police Company, 716th MP
Battalion, 101st Airborne Division
(Air Assault) will report to Fort Dix,
N.J., for initial training. The soldiers
will assist the U.S. Southern
Command to establish facilities
capable of supporting as many as
2,000 maximum-security al-Quaida
and Taliban detainees at the U.S.
Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
according to Fort Campbell offi-

cials.
The Department of Defense
announced Dec. 27 that the base in
Cuba would serve as a temporary
holding facility for terrorists that
come under U.S. control as a result
of the ongoing war on terrorism.
The soldiers will be working with
other military personnel from Fort
Hood, Texas; Camp Lejeune, N.C.;
Naval Station Roosevelt Roads,
Puerto Rico; Norfolk Naval Station,
.Va.; Dover Air Force Base, Del.; and
-Charleston Air Force Base, S.C.
The service members will beinvolved in construction and security of the detention facilities.

glie Essential'Day Spa
would like to welcome our
newest team member

TINA WARD
Nail Technician
Call to make your
appointment today!
1311 Johnson Blvd. • Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 767-0760
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Revenue
receipts decline
in December

Wendy's founder leaves warm feelings, lawsuit
KNOXVILLE'. -Term. .(AP) — Wendy's already been fired from his first job delivering
founder Dave Thomas, who died at 69 in groceries and his Second job at a dnig store
Florida
.on Tuesday, was remembered in the before Thomas found both an erntiloyer and
town where he got his first taste of the restau- friends at Regas Restaurant.
"His adopted dad said, 'Well, you won't be
rant business as a good-natured, lifetime
able to hold a job, David," Regas said. "It was
friend.
"What you saw on TV was really David," negative motivation. Most of the time-lido-easaid Bill Regas, who as a teen-ager served 45- n't work because it kills a person's spirit.
"But it motivated David. He said, 'Well, I
cent Blue Plate Specials in his family's Regas
Restaurant with young Thomas in the early am going to show him. I am going to be successful."
1940s.
Regas, then 14, remembers working
"That was his personality. He loved making
everybody laugh. And still, he had probably through the night with Thomas at the restauone of the greatest business minds you could rant, carrying five Blue Plate Specials at a time
ever find anywhere. Just a truly great person." in each arm to the tables and making hundreds
Not everyone may have shared that assess- of brown-bag sandwiches for workers headin,ment. Thomas and others are accused in a off to the Manhattan Project nuclear site II
pending federal lawsuit here of misleading 17 nearby Oak Ridge.
"He took a liking to my dad and uncle. He
local investors into buying $1.7 million in
stock a now-bankrupt Internet company of for- considered them to be mentors," Regas said of
his restaurateur father Frank Regas and uncle
mer Kentucky Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Thomas in turn sued Wilkinson, who had George Regas. "And then he went on to be
long supported Thomas' causes benefiting mentor for hundreds of thousands of young
underprivileged children and adoption, for people."
Thomas never lost touch with the Regases
duping him into guaranteeing a $25 million
or ,Knoxville, returning here in 1998 for a
loan to Wilkinson's businesses.
Attorney Jeff Hagood, whose nearly luncheon. He said then it wasn't the details of
$400,000 combined investment in Wilkinson's running a restaurant that he learned at Regas
failed ecampuS.com was the largest stake Restaurant, but the values of its owners.
"The most important thing Mr. Frank said
among the Knoxville group, did not immedito me was,'As long as you try, you can do anyately return calls for comment Tuesday.
But Bill Regas, also one of the suing thing you want to do,— Thomas said."And it's
also good to be nice about it. The nicer you are,
investors, had only kind words for Thomas.
He recalled that by age 12- Thomas- had it becomes contagious."

State gets 'A' for school
accountability effort
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The report also noted that
Kentucky got an "A" for its learn- Kentucky requires no clinical
ing standards and school accounta- training beyond student teaching
bility on a statestate_compari- and that its teacher training proson of public schooling released grams are not held accountable for
Monday.
teachers' assessment scores.
It was part of an annual "report
No state was given an A in the
card" by Education Week. Two category. Of six states above
other states --Maryland and New Kentucky, Arkansas includes
York — 41so -got-A's for standards -ulassrouiii observation-as parrot
and accountability,
its assessment. Nog Catalina and
- Each was cited for having &nines-tient include videotatied
"clear and specific standards" for lessons and portfolios.
what students-at -different-levcls
The report also eximined
are expected to know in core aca- "early learning," covering day
demic subjects and for holding care, preschool and kindergarten.
schools accountable.
It singled out Kentucky and four
Kentucky's other grades were other states — Texas, Connecticut,
lower: a B-minus for adequacy of Massachusetts and New Jersey
funding, C-plus for equity of fund- for "paying for large-scale initiaing and a C-minus for improving tives aimed at reaching as many 4teacher quality.
year-olds as possible, especially
The report — Quality Counts those from poor families."
2002 — shows Kentucky spending
The report also identified
an average of $7,639 per student, Kentucky as one of 13 states that
which was $560 above the nation- require children to attend kinderal average. Comparatively affluent garten. Three-fourths of the -state's
districts skew the average, howev- elefnentary schools offer all-day
er. Statewide, only two students in kindergarten, though the state pays
five is in a district in which per- only for a half-day program, the
pupil expenditures equal or exceed report noted.
the national average.
As for equity of funding from
district to district, Kentucky was
tied for ninth 'among the 50 states
and District of Columbia — even
at C-plus.
Department of Education
spokeswoman Lisa Gross said
complained that "we don't get any
(January, 2002)
credit for how far we've come" in
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
school funding. "Twelve years
Fixed Annuity
ago, we didn't have equity in this
state," she said — a reference to a
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
lawsuit by "property poor" disis subject to change on policy
tricts that „led to the Kentucky
anniversary dates However, regardEducation Reform Act of 1990.
less of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guaranOn teacher quality, Kentucky
tees the rate will never decrease
was marked down because its
below 3.00% Since early surrender
teacher certification requirements
charges apply, please call for details
are not as extensive as those in
some other states. Beginning
teachers have to pass written
Hwy. 121
exams. After that, a local team
Bypass
evaluation is required for the sec753-4703
ond stage of certification.
Ad 499ANN006

TOM STRATI MAN Ai-, Pnoio/Wendy's, File

Dave Thomas, right, founder of Wendy's hamburger restaurants, serves customer Tim Hughes, at a new Wendy's in Ft. Wayne, Ind., in this April 30, 1998 file
photo. Thomas, died around midnight at his home in Florida, the company said
Tuesday.He was 69.
Those who worked with Thomas after he
became famous found he lived by that philosophy he learned from Regas.
"Golly, what a sweet man," said former
NASCAR driver Darrell Waltrip of Franklin,

Tenn., who filmed two commercials with
Thomas."We finished one commercial last fall
and I could tell he wasn't feeling well but he
was out there like a trooper. He was ant there
doing the best he could."

Food Market

Prices Good Jan. 9
thru Jan. 15

90041

407 Main
Phone 753-4682

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:00-7:00

7/444L 90420e, 90//e4

We Acceptfood Stamps- We Reserve The Right-Tolimit Quantiliqs And Correct Pricing Errors.

Shoulder Roast

ttI

U.S. Choice Boneless Whole

Owens Best Extra Lean

Ground Round
Lipton
100 Ct

1

Tea Bags
$ 1 99

•

Ribeye
$399

Paramount 32 oz
Hamburger D,1 1

Pickles
Lb.

I

Kentucky Farms

$219

Quaker Instant

Oatmeal
12-16 oz $299

Whole Milk
I

(Chicken of the Sea

('Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

99'

Best Yet

Tuna
6 oz

Sugar
$169

2/99'

5 Lb.

Anthem

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
$•129
12 Pk
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

Stockholders

2% Milk

It's important to keep
up-to-date on the
latest stock market news.

Orange Juice
ACIPMAL,

Pasta Sauce
17-300z.99'

I
,J
Rose Acre Grade A

Large Eggs

Doz

Prairie Farms
1/2 gal $ 1 09

Minute Maid

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Lb

Edwardiones

Ky Gold Smoked
Assorted VarietA,

Serving Individual Investors Since 1871
www.edwardjones.com

(1

Chili Magic

15 5 oz

1

59'

3/$1 99

Land of Lake Real

Nen's Best Assortea
Rotserie

Baked Ham Chicken
q99 $0189

Call or stop by today for current Information.

Eric Permicton
600 \lain St
1Iurra). K1 42071
753-7401

Deli Hot Line
753-7611

U.S. Choice Boneless

5.00%

Heath Scott
305 N. 12th St., Suite B
Murray, KY 42071
753-4227

FRANKFORT, K.). AI')
Revenue receipts to Kentucky's
General Fund took a dip in
December, causing some concern
among state budget-makers who
have already been forced to slash
more than $500 million this year.
Receipts were $633.2 million
down 0.5 percent from the saute
period a year ago. Through the
first six months of the fiscal year,
the General Fund is up 1.5 percent
from the previous year.
Growth for the fiscal year that
ends June 30 must be 0.9 percent
in order to meet tht.latest budget
projections.
Budget director James Ramse)
said he remains nervous about the
direction of the national economy
and its effect on state revenues.
-The decline in December reinforces that concern," Ramsey said.
Corporate income tax collections, which had been soft, plummeted 17.8 percent in December,
which is usually one of the largest
collection months of the year.
Sales tax receipts grew an
encouraging 5.1 percent, though
individual income tax receipts
grew only 1.9 percent. .

$

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

Member srpc
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64 oz

$ 1 99

Butter

1 Lb

$299

xrAgresAmicolmw
Owen's Best
Q-Irbeque Be

Brisket
$589

%.0 Ea

Lb

Owen's Best
Storemade

.Field
Premium Cut

Turkey Breast Ham Salad Roast Beef
$399 18
? $399

GCHOel
, R1C,e

3La Bag
/-'Idaho Baking
Red z.Golen Del.

Bananas
Apples
$ 00 2/$3oo
V Lbc
Large

Stall
Celery

89'

Potatoes

49!

4 LID. Bag
Florida Juice

Oranges
$ 59

Onions

49!
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Gov.Patton
invested in Ky.
ag economy;
continuation
called in '02
FRANKIQRT, Ky. — The
Patton Administration invested
heavily in agriculture during 2001,
using a portion of the state's share
of funds from legal settlements with
tobacco companies, according to
John-Mark Hack, executive director
of the Governor's Office of
Agricultural Policy (GOAP).
- Hack says these .iivestiliviebin
i
local projects are a.key feature of__
the governor's plan to strengthen
the state's agriculture economy and
should be continued.
He explained that during the legislative session, which began this
week, the Kentucky State
Legislature will be considering
whether to continue to use settlement funds to invest in local agriculture development after 2002.
"We believe that to really solidify our agriculture economy, it will
_ require strategic investment over
the long term," said Hack.
"As of the-end of 2001, the'
Agricultural Development Board,
Chairedby- Gov. Patton, has aViarded approximately 415 grants and
loans totaling more than $60 million to individuals and organizations across the state," reported
Hack."These projects are locallygrown efforts, where farmers are
making choices that will ensure
their communities,counties-and—
regions are places where families
can live, work and prosper.
"The board has approved investments in the livestock industry,
farmers markets and agricultural
education. It has funded farmers
who produce corn, honey, tomatoes.
grapes and even shrimp," he
explained. "It has also assisted
cooperatives and businesses in
building storage and processing
centers for crops and livestock.
And, it has funded business planning and marketing efforts that are
crucial for agriculture's profitability."
He said these -local efforts are
important as the state deals with the
decline in income from tobacco farming.
In addition to 370 local projects
that have received funding, the
board has invested iffrrams that
impact the entire state.
For example, it has established
the Kentucky Center for
Agricultural and Entrepreneurship
to provide comprehensive business
assistance to farmers, and it has
provided significant funding to help
farmers comply with water quality
laws.
In addition, it has funded development of cooperatives to serve
farmers and helped set up
KentuckyVirtual.com, an on-line
marketing tool for Kentucky products.
These grants and loans are made
possible as a result of the Master
- Settlement Agreement, a $206 billion court settlement, dated Nov.
23, 1998, between the major cigarette manufacturing companies and
46 state attorneYs general, compensating state governments for the
_expenses incurred in the treatment
of tobacco-related illness.
In Kentucky. the Agricultural
Development Board, staffed by the
GOAP and chaired by the governor,
was created to oversee funds from
this legal settlement earmarked for
agriculture.
For the years 2000-2002,
approximately $110 million has

NOW
'A/HATS

TI-IAT ?

been made available for agricultural
development grants to individuals,
organizations and educational institutions. Of the funds Kentucky
received from the Master
Settlement Agreement (Phase I), 50
percent goes to the Agricultural
Development Fund for the grants
through 2002. Twenty-five percent
goes to an early childhood develop—
ment fund,and the remaining 25
percent goes to the Kentucky health
care improvement fund.
The Kentucky State Legislature
will be reviewing the board's
progress and making a determination about continuing the program
and funding levels. Sixty-five percent of the agriculture funding is set
aside for projects with a statewide
impact: 35 percent is set aside fOr
111
11
J
vE iZSAL .01Z.SS
county-level projects and are priori02_002 1).M TJELJ .k€10131--1(tized by County Agricultural
Development.Councils,
The board is continually soliciting proposals to invest the fund's
resources in innovative and sustainable agricultural economic develiipment projects across the
By CAL THOMAS
Commonwealth.
Syndicated Columnist
,Applications. deadlines, instructions and criteria used for judging
proposals are available on line at
www.kyagpolicy.com or by contacting the Governor's Office of
Agricultural Policy at(502) 64
4627.
President
Applicants may apply for county
Bush returns
funds, state funds, or a combination
to Washington
thereof.
this
week with
The board's guiding philosophy
progress
in the
is to invest monies from the
war
against
Kentucky Agricultural
terrorism, but
Development Fund in innovative
knowing the
proposals that increase net farm
conflict
is
income and affect tobacco farmers,
nowhere near over.
tobacco-impacted communities and
He will face a situation
agriculture across the state through
nearly
identical'to the one his,
stimulating markets for Kentucky
father
• confronted:
agricultural products. finding new
a
Democratic majority in the
ways to add value to Kentucky
agricultural products and exploring
Senate led by a man with a
new opportunities for Kentucky
nice, smile whose sole objecfarms and farm pro-ducts.
tive was to beat Bush in the
- The Governor's Office of
next election-:-----•
_
Agricultural Policy oversees a variThe president's .father faced
ety of other statewide agricultural
Senate
Majority
Leader
initiatives, all focusing on strength- George Mitchell. George W.
ening family farming. It adminisBush faces his political reinters the Kentucky Tobacco
carnation.in Tom Daschle (DSen. Tom Daschle
Settlement Trust Corporation,
S.D.). The elder Bush mistakwhich is responsible for certifying
patron
saint, who said in 1937:
enly believed he could get
individuals to qualify for funds
"Majority
rule must be prealong with Mitchell and that
from the National Tobacco Growers
served
the
as
safeguard of both
his "kinder-gentler" approach'
Settlement Trust (Phase II), a $5.15
liberty and civilization. Under
would
bring
Mitchell
around.
billion trust fund established under
Mitchell tied up every it property can be secure;
the leadership of Gov. Patton in
meaningful piece of legislation under it abuses can end; under
cooperation with the four largest
Bush tried to enact, then it order can be maintained —
cigarette manufacturers.
blamed Bush for the lack of and all of this for the simple,
Kentucky tobacco quota holders
results. Surely, this President cogent reason that to the averand growers will share in approxiBush can see an instant replay age of our citizenship can be
mately $1.54 billion over the 12brought a life of greater
coming.
year life of the trust. This
opportunity, of greater
Daschle has thrown
December, the third annual pay- _
security, of greater
ment was distributed to aperoxidown a gauntlet, say
happiness."
mately 150,000 Kentucky producing that he will allow
ers.
votes only when a 1,4
The GOAP has just released a
Roosevelt
said
"super majority" of
draft of Kentucky's Long-Term
majority
rule pre60 votes is in favor.
Comprehensive Plan for Agriculture Daschle claims hisserved "our fundamenDevelopment, and is soliciting con- torical
tal institutions against
precedent.
structive input regarding its goals.
the " ceaseless
extending back to
The plan reviews the history of
attack
of
the Founding
farming in the state, assesses its
those
Fathers for
current status and strengths and
who
his posipoints to a variety of promising
have
tion.
investments into new and existing
no
faith
In fact,
business ventures that merit supDaschle
port.
demohas few
The plan is available on-line at
cracy."
historical
www.kyagpolicy.com.
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should
start by
quoting
FDR, the
Demo-cratic

I
n
1 788,
James
Madison
opposed
a super
majority.
all
cases where
justice or the
general
good migtit
require new

laws to be passed or active
measures to be pursued, the
fundamental principle of free
government
would •
be
reversed," he wrote.
"It would be no longer the
majority that would rule;.the
power would be transferred to
the minority ... a practice
which leads more directly to
public convulsions, and the
ruin of popular governments,
than any other which has yet
been displayed among us."
Thomas Jefferson was even
more succinct, saying in 1809:
"Where the law of the majority ceases to be acknowledged,
there government ends; the
law of the strongest takes its
place, and life and property are
his who can take it:
President Bush's adversaries are not Democrats, per
se. Some moderate Democrats
have joined with him on some
issues. His opponent is liberalism.
He should resurrect the
political ghost of the late Lee
Atwater, who labeled Michael
Dukakis, the elder Bush's
Democratic opponent in 1988,
a "card carrying member of the
ACLU" and a threat to all we
hold dear.
Chief_ Justice William
Rehnquist is offering some
help with his statement last
week that the Senate's delay in
confirming judges to the federal bench is hurting the war
against terrorism.
The president's schmoozing
of liberal Democrats like
Daschle and House Minority
leader Dick Gephardt of
Missouri was good public relations, and it won some points
for Bush while half the country
was still disputing the 2000
election results.
But now is the time to

oppose adversaries at home
with the same resolve the president is showing as he opposes
enemies abroad.
Bush has said he knows he
must spend some of his political capital and that his high
approval ratings will not last.
The big media, in tandem
with liberal Democrats, will
soon begin their assault to
lower those numbers.
The president should take
the initiative and force his
opponents to react to what he's
doing, not react to their criticism of him. It worked when
Bush won his prewar tax cut
measure. It can work again.
A domestic policy "war
room" should be created
(though let's call it something
else to avoid comparisons with
the previous administration).
Just as presidential advisor
Karen Hughes has led an information campaign to counter
propaganda coming from
Osama bin Laden, so should
the administration immediately respond to every statement
and strategy of liberal
Democrats, defining them
before they define Pie-side-FA
Bush.
Whether it's a history lesson
or a charge that liberals are
'hurting the war against terrorism, the president mush show
the same mettle he's demonstrated against terrorism to
promote the policies he
believes are best for the country.
EDITOR'S NOTE —
Direct all mail for Cal Thomas
to: Tribune Media Services,
435 N. Michigan Ave., Suite
1500, Chicago, III. 60611.
0 2002 TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVICES INC.
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Deaths
Gayle Talmadge(Adam Ryan)
Thompson
Gayle Talmadge (Adam Ryan) Thompson, 20, Almo, died Monday. Jan.
7, 2002, at 7:30 p.m. in an accident in a storage trailer at Wiggins Furniture,
U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray.
He was a member of Shawneetown Church of God, Shawneetown, 111.
Born Nov. 13, 1981, in Calloway County, he was the son of Rebecca Holt
Thompson and the late Gayle Thompson.
Survivors include his ttiother, Mrs. Rebecca Holt Thompson, Almo;
grandparents, Raymond and Nellie Holt. Dexter; two half brothers, Tommy
Thompson and James Thompson, both of Panama City, Fla.; several aunts,
uncles and cousins.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Richard Holt. the Rev. Shelby Underhill and the
Rev. Art Heinz will officiate. Burial will follow in Brooks Chapel Cemetery,
Dexter.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Thursday.

Lee Roy -Henderson

Mrs. Ann Stokes Jones

The funeral for Lee Roy Henderson is today (Wednesday) at 11:30 a.m.
The funeral for Mrs. Ann Stokes Junes will be Thursday at 11:30 a.m. in
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Howard Conner the North chapel of Ziemer Funeral Home, Evansville, Ind. The Rev.
and the Rev. James Fulton' are officiating. Burial will follow in Unity Michael Bell will officiate. Burial will follow in Sunset Memorial Park
Cemetery.
Cemetery.
Mr. Henderson, 71, Murray Highway, Benton, died Monday. Jan. 7,
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 2 to 8 p.m. today
2002, at 12:05 a.m. at his home.
(Wednesday).
A retired deputy sheriff of Marshall County, he was also a former
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer Society.
employee of Fischer Body shop, St. Louis, Mo. An Army veteran of the
Mrs. Jones, 48, Evansville, Ind., died Monday, Jan. 7, 2002. Her death
Korean Conflict, he was a member of South Marshall Baptist Church.
was from cancer.
His father, Gobel Henderson, preceded him in death.
An employee of Target, Evansville, she enjoyed gardening and bicySurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Johnson Henderson; one cling.
daughter, Mrs. Debbie Brewer and two sons, Jeff Henderson and Roy
Survivors include her husband, Kevin Jones, to whom she had been marHenderson, all of Benton; his mother, Mrs. Lillie Harris Nelson, Calven ried for 27 years; one daughter, Ms. Julie Jones, Evansville; one son, Eric
City; three sisters, Mrs. Glenda Stephen, Benton, Mrs. Eva Thorn, luka, and Jones, Murray; her parents, Richard Stokes Sr. and Martha Stokes,
Mrs. Wilma Walker, Hardin; one brother, Harold Henderson, Benton; four Evansville; one brother, Richard Stokes Jr., Jasper, Ala.
grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

Purse containing nearly $8,000 returned to owner

O.C. Kimbro
The funeral for O.C. Kimbro will be Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. The
Rev. Eugene McWherter will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Toby Kimbro, John Todd, Jeremy
Kimbro, Brian Carpenter, Bro. David Cunningham and
Bro. Bobby Edmonson. Burial will follow in Barnett
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m.
today (Wednesday).'
Mr. Kimbro, 79, Broad Street, Murray, died Tuesday.
Jan. 8, 2002, at 4:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Kimbro
As a teenager. he drove a car for Dr. S.A. Douglas.
He worked most of his life as a self-employed automobile mechanic and for
various car dealers in Calloway County. He also operated a fire plow for the
forestry service for many years.
‘Ati-Arniy veteran of World War H, he served in combat as a rifleman in
the Pacific Theater. He was a member of Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 10, 1922, he was the son of the late Richard Kimbro and Alice
Manning Kimbro. One brother, James Richard Kimbro, half sister, Gladys
Garland, and half brother, Finis Collins, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Ms. Doris Kimbro and Mrs. Judy Todd
and husband. Joey, all of Murray; three sons, Gene Dale Kimbro and wife,
Viki, Florida, and Tommy Kimbro and wife, Judy, and Billy Kimbro and
wife, Debby, all of Murray; eight grandchildren; five great-grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -- Calvin
Graham found a purse with nearly $8,000 in cash
inside, but all he noticed was the identification
card of its owner.
"I thought, if I lost my wallet, I would want
someone to give it back," Graham said.

Graham found the purse sitting in an empty
shopping cart in the parking lot of a Clarksville
grocery store Sunday. The Clarksville man took it
to the Montgomery County Jail after he was
unable to reach Bettye Binkley, the purse's owner.
"Usually we see people here because they stole

a purse, not because they're bringing one back,"
Sgt. Steve Delle said.
Deputies Tony Janusas and Melissa Cheek
looked inside the purse and found a bank envelope.
"It was full of 100-dollar bills," Cheek said.

0
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Gene D. Starks
Gene D. Starks, '65, Radio Road, Almo, died
Tuesday, Jan.-8, 2002, at 2:30 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Retired from United Propane Gas Company of
•
Paducah, he was an Army veteran and a member of
Hardin Baptist Church.
His wife, Rose Volpe Starks, one sister, 11 urlene
Lowery, and one brother, Charles Starks, all preceded
him in death. Born July 3, 1936, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Raymond Starks and Helen
Oglesby Starks.
Starks
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sherrie A.
Holbrook and husband, Mike. Murray; one son, Mark
Starks and wife, Jennifer, Benton; five grandchildren, Tera Yarbrough,-Seth
Holbrook, Josh Starks, Daisha Starks and Jacob Starks; one sister, Mrs. Gail
McCuiston and husband, Mason, Murray; two brothers, Ray Starks and
wife. Stella. and Jerry Starks, all of Almo; special friend, Edna Bogard.
Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be 'made to Team Streams Youth
Organization, 1207 Doran Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

,
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Mrs. Lots Jones Hunt
Mrs. Lois Jones Hunt, 95, Calvert City, formerly of
Benton, died Tuesday. Jan. 8, 2002, at 10:50 a.m. at
Calvert City Convalescent Center, Calvert City.
She was a member of First Missionary Baptist
Church, Benton.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Dewey
Jones, her second husband, Will Hunt, two daughters,
Clara Nell Jones Dillingham and Catherine Jones
Faughn, one grandchild, three sisters and four brothers.
She was the daughter of the late Eli Darnall and Lona
Rose Darnall.
Hunt
Survivors include two sons, Dewey B. Jones and Roy
Jones. one sister, Mrs. Helen Harrell, and one brother,
Stanley Darnall, all of Benton; eight grandchildren; 21 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Alan Miller will officiate. Burial will follow in
Gore Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).
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By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
Need Line of Murray and Calloway County
has listed some special needs for items to fill the
baskets for the clients.
Food items needed include macaroni and cheese,
saltine crackers, rice, grits, oatmeal and cream
of wheat.
Non-food items especially needed are personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies, shampoo and feminine hygiene supplies.
Tonia Casey, executive director, said, "Our food supplies are in
pretty good shape except for those listed, but our non-food supplies remain very low." Supplies may be taken to the office at
804 Story Ave., Murray, between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
Need Line is a United Way agency. For information call 7536333.

Scout Cookie Kick-off Thursday

Photo provided
STUDENT OF THE WEEK ... Calloway County Middle School
7th grader Josh Miller, the son of Brad and Kathy Miller, was
selected Student of the Week by Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors and WNBS 1340 AM. Miller, shown with Becki Reed,
7th grade math teacher at CCMS,and Clayton Burgess, a representative from Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors, is involved
-with Beta Club, basketball and golf.

Saalwaechter wins
honors at pageant
Nickolas Daniel Saalwaechter,2,.awardsJnr hest _dressed, most_phoMurray. participated in the open togenic, prettiest eyes. prettiest
• mini state pageant, hosted by Gem- hair, best personality and best smile.
He is the son of Ben and Lori
Star _Pageants held recently at
Saalwaechter.
McKenzie, Tenn.
His grandparents are Mi. and
Saalwaechter was awarded the
Aide of Tenoessee State _King_ in MrS,. B.Obby CollinsMr. and Mrs.
hk age grOup. -Also he received Eddie Morgan and Delbert Saalwaechter, all of Murray.
.
Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Audrey Moigan_and the late Edward
Morgan, Mr. -and Mrs. Joe Nelson, and Mrs. Judy Eberhard and
the late Dan Eberhard, all of Murray.

Have . you broken.. your New
Resolutions yet? Most of us start with
very good intentions, but find a million
e crises why we can't follow through.
W hat's really important is taking the
first step. The first and best step toward
self improyement should be self-acceptance.
According to Martha Nelson "sometimes it isn't about changing your life
btu slowing down to appreciate -the life
you have. It isn't the 10 pounds: its
your attitude toward them.•
She states when we make our lists Ili
resolutions remember to start with our
priorities
what we love and everything that is right in our lives. If we
build on that, the year ahead Will he our
best yet....
This is a cute little thought that came
from the internet. Called "Everything I
need to know. I learned from Noah's
Ark"...
I. Don't miss the boat.
2. Remember we're all in the same
boat. •
3. Plan ahead. It wasn't raining when
Noah built the ark.
Stay 'fit. When you're 80 yearrowold
si imeone may ask you to do something
really big.
5 DonThten to crifics.;_4ust. get on
ith the rob that needs to be done.
6. Hui Id our future on higher ground
7. For safety 's sake, travel in pairs.
8. Speed isn't always an advantage
The snails were on board with the
cheetah's.
9. When you're stressed, float awhile.
10. Remember. the ark was built by
amateurs; the Titanic by professionals.
I I. No matter the storm, when you are
with God, there's always a rainbow.
waiting. Some great advice for a new year for
all of us wouldn't you say?
We were very honored to have been
named a Key Retailer . for French
Dressing Jeanswear. This wonderful
company is committed to breast Cancer
awareness and we are very proud to be
a part of their team.
French Dressing jeans are jeans made
for real women, the fit and durabilit\
are-great and they come in a variety of
.styles and colors. Once you wear them
you won't go to another type of Jean
Please come in this week and try them
on — you'll see what we mean.
We keep the jeans in stock all year.
adding new colors and styles as the
season dictates.
Congratulations to Juliet Robinson
who won the makeup bag at our lun
cheon last Friday-Our SALE is still
going on. Don't miss it—
Quote of the week: "Sell your clever
ness and .purchase bewilderment." t)
Rtimi

I

305 South 12th
Murray, KY• 753-7441

Support group to meet
Shea Stonecipher and Scott Lowe

Stonecipher and Lowe
engagement announced
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stonecipher III announce the engagement of their
daughter, Shea Kristen Stonecipher, to Russell Scott Lowe, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Randy Lowe.
Miss Stonecipher is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stonecipher4r.
:
-of Centralia, Ill., and Mr. and Mrs. Hal Gibson of Mayfield.
, Mr. Lowe is the grandson of Robert Lowe of Murray and the late
Mildred Lowe, and Mrs. :Gladys, Wells of Murray and the _late G.K.
Wells.
The bride-elect, a 1998 graduate _a_Calloway County,_ is attending
Murray State University where she will -receive a bachelor of science
degree in business administration in May 200/. She is empto-yed by
Mattel. Inc. of Murray. •
The groom-elect, a 2000 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is attending Murray State University pursuing a degree in agribusiness. He is employed by Kelly Farms, Murray.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday. March 16,
2002, at 3 p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent: All relatives and friends
are invited.

Campus Lights plan
children's auditions
Campus Lights- 2002 at Murray State University will have children's auditions for "Children of
Eden" on Friday. Jan. 11_ at 6
p.m in the performing arts hall
on the second floor of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Roles will be for two boy roles,
singing/speaking, for young Cain

Girl Scout
cookies
available in
) March!
Advanced Orders
January 11-27
Booth Sales
March 1-17
If You Can Honestly
Say You Don't Feel
More Relaxed After A
Body Haven Premier
One Hour Massage
Then It's FREE!
Yes, we give you this
iron clad guarantee
because we believe that
you'll agree that our
three certified therapists
can give you the very
best massage available.
Plus, massage is our
only business so
there's no waiting
behind spa or beauty shop
customers.
To book your visit call toll
free at 800-505-0045 (local
767-0045) for Margret, Dean
or Sheila or visit at 121 North
just past Lowes at Colintry
Square, Murray.

:
2
3 BODY HAVEN If!'
"Power of Massage" PS. Low S40.00 Hourly Rate Good

fir, .1,1i,,r1,,,rv I

Murray Girl Scouts will have its annual Cookie Kick-off on Thursday, Jan. 10, at 6:30 p.m. at First United Methodist Church, South
Fifth and Maple Streets, Murray. All Girl Scouts, leaders and parents
must attend this training on how to sell Girl Scout cookies. Also
cookie order forms will be distributed and selling will start Friday,
Jan. 12, at noon. For more information call Darlene Brumley, communications, at 767-0590.

Thru Jan, 02
P.P.S. Prenatal Massage Available
P.P.P.S. Lock In The Low Rate With
A Gift Certificate!

and young Abel, and for a small
children's chorus. Each person
should come with a song prepared.
Performance dates for Campus
Lights 2002 will be Jan. 2 to 27,
2002, in MSU Lovett auditorium.
For information call Natalie 1Crupansky at 759-8222.

Jimmy Odell Overbey
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Overbey of 1206 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray, are
the parents of a son, Jimmy Odell Overbey, born on Saturday, Dec.
22, 2001, at 5:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds two ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Renae Rowland. A sister is Cortney Lane.
Grandparents are Bobby and Melissa Rowland and Jim and Martha
Overbey, all of Almo.
Great-grandparents are Clyde and Lavonia Rowland and Glen and
Wancla Eldridge, alt -Or Atmo, Jifn-aid—Buma Schroa&T of Dexter,
Hilda Rowland of Indianapolis, Ind., and Ralph and Betty Morris of
Murray.

Jackson Drew Chapman
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Chapman of 2430 Glover Rd., Benton, are the
parents of a son, Jackson Drew Chapman, born on Thursday, Jan. 3,
2002, at 12:07 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds 15 ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Chrystie Carson. A brother is Carson
Ryne Chapman.
Grandparents are Don and Janice Chapman of Dexter and Jackie
and Richela Carson of Kirksey.

"Attention
Mommys To Be"
Wouldn't It Be Great To
Get To Lay On Your
Stomach Again!

THAI'S CORNER
RESTAURANT
Celebrate The Holiday Season
with this Special Promotion
Buy one entrs;e };et

another one

SO% OFF every
Saturday lunch
Tvery Monday & Thursday
UM OFF appetizers

BODY HAVEN
Therapeutic Massage
is now equipped with a prenatal bed to give you the
best prenatal massage.
Call Our Specialist Sheila
800-505-0045 or local 767-0045
For Details
Certain restrictions apply.
Hwy. 121 N. Murray
Just Past Lowes
PS

Baby Shower Gift Certificates
Also Available

lapp Hour 25% OFF beer
& wine from 4:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
es er‘ day e‘cluding buffet day,
Fri. ik Sat. from 7:30-9:30 p.m.
With a variety of taste from not spicy
fo
-Thyfimd and special menu
for kids.

Buffet every Wed.& Sun.
We out, 10",.4 for senior all day every1041, OFF for MSU students
for dinner only
1100^.
.guarantee NO MSG USED IN room
Olympic Plaza (next to Gold Rush).
753-3328

dam and

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will
meet Thursday, Jan. 10, at 10:30 a.m. in the annex of the Calloway
County Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray. Refreshments and door
prizes will be featured. Pregnant moms (and dads) are especially welcome. For information call Kim Jastremski at 759-4746.

Grace WMU will meet
WMU of Grace Baptist Church will -meet Thursday, Jan. 10, at
6:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall of the church.

Christian music Thursday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will have its next session
Thursday, Jan. 10, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Green Horse Restaurant.
Featured will be- J.B. Taylor Bluegrass.Group and The Kentucky Tradition. Members are J.B. Taylor and his son, Dale, and his daughter,
Renee, Jeff _Williams and Eddie Stubblefield, This is an outreach ministry, sponsored by Goshen United - Methodist Church and the public
is urged to attend.

Veterans' assistance available
Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits oirThursday, Jan.
10, from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory, Highway 121
North, Murray. This is a free service provided by the state of Kentucky. For information call 1-877-812-0840.

S.S. representative here
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway Public
Library on Thursday, Jam 10, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. to help
persons with filing claims- and- other—information.

Transit board will meet
Murray-Calloway Transit Authority Board of Directors will meet
Thursday, Jan. 10, at 7 p.m. in the Professional building conference
room, 415 South Fourth St., Murray.

Prayer Coffee Thursday
Christian Women of Murray will have a prayer coffee and business meeting on Thursday, Jan. 10, at 10 a.m. in conference- rdom of
First United Methodist Church. This is open to all interested. persons.

Zeta meeting Thursday
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Jan. 10, at 2 p.m. at the club house. Ben Graves, director of
Calloway Public Library, will be the speaker. Hostesses will be Rebecca West, Kaye Warner, Jana Hughes, Edwina Garrison and Norma
Frank.

Lodge meeting Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 is scheduled to meet Thursday,
.
Jan. 10, at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant.

VFW meeting Thursday
Eddie Roberts Post of Veterans of Foreign Wars and Auxiliary are
scheduled to meet Thursday, Jan. 10, at 7 p.m. at the American
Legion Hall.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer"
glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks at its stops this
month. Stops will be at Murray Kroger from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m. today (Wednesday); and at Uncle Joe's Servistar at
Dover, Tenn„ from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and Your Comer Store at New
Concord from 1 to 3 p.m. Thursday.

Wild Game dinner planned
The Baptist Men of Westside Baptist Church will host a wild Game
Dinner on Sunday, Jan. 13, at 7 p.m. in the church gym. This will
be a fundraiser for the organization. If you have game you would
like to donate, or to cook and bring, see Kenny Wyatt.

Engraved bricks on sale
Engraved bricks for downtown have been selling briskly. Due to
customer demand a few changes have been made. Three lines of
engraving are now available on each brick as well as the standard
two lines Three lines are available for a cost of $60 and two lines
for _$50. Each line may have 13 character and spaces count as characters. Five designated areas are around the courthouse for bricks.
Brick categories are In Honor of, Veterans, Business, Pets, or Community Supporter. For more information call the Main Street office at
759-9474.

NTROL
HI-ENERGY WEIGH C weight
loss!
Our Program guarantees 3 lbs. per week of

767-0780
1415 W. Main St.
(Next to Corvette Lanes)
Murray, KY
E-rg
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'Cats look to bounce
back against Georgia

.

MIKE OFISTROM Ledger & Times photo-

HOLD IT RIGHT THERE...Murray High's Ashley Tripp (42) defends as a Paducah Tilghman player grabs the ball during Tuesday's victory over the Lady Tornado,

By STEVE BAILEY
- Kentucky- vs. awn*
AP Sports Writer
Date: Wednesday, Jan 9, 2002
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)— Kenupon: 6 p.m CST
Site: Rupp Arena, Lexington, Ky
tucky forward Keith Bogans winced
Records: Georgia 12-2 (1-0 SoutheastTuesday when asked about watchern Conference). Kentucky 9-3 (0-1)
ing the film of Saturday's disapSeries Record: Kentucky leads, 99-17.
Last meeting: Kentucky 85, Georgia 70,
pointing loss to Mississippi State.
Jan 31, 2001, at Athens, Ga
"Man, it was like watching a
Coaches: Jim Hamck (38-37. third seahorror movie," Bogans said Tuesson, 441-219 overall} Georgia, Tubby
Smith (119-35. fifth season 243-97 overday. "That's the worst thing I've
all), Kentucky
seen in a long time."
Radio/Television: University of Kentucky
The eighth-ranked Wildcats (9Radio Network, Fox Sports South
Probable Starting Lineups
3, 0-1 Southeastern Conference)
Georgia: F-Chris Daniels, 12.9 ppg, 7 4
took a commanding 21-2 lead early
rpg. F-Steve Thomas, 8 9 ppg, 6.3 rpg.
in the first half and led by as
G/F-Jarvis Hayes, 158 ppg, 4.4 rpg. GEzra Williams, 17.4 ppg,64 rpg. G-Rashad
many as 16 with 12 minutes to
Wright, 8.4 ppg, 4.4 apg.
play in the game.
Kentucky: F-Tayshaun Prince 18.6 ppg,
But they uncharacteristically
7.2 rpg. C-Jules Camara, 4.7 ppg, 3.8
wilted down the stretch, falling
rpg. G-Clift Hawkins, 8.5 ppg, 46 apg.
G-Gerald Fitch, 7.9 ppg, 5.8 rpg. G-Keith
74-69 in overtime in their SEC
Bogans, 133 ppg, 5.5 rpg.
opener.
"They've got great athletes at
"It's hard to even think about
that game," said senior All-Amer- every position and are playing
ican Tayshaun Prince, who scored extremely well right now," said
nith, The
14 first-half points but was limit- Kentueky coach tubby -Sied to only four in the second half _head coach at Georgia for two
seasons before taking over for Rick
of Saturday's loss at Starkville.
"At the same time, we had to Pitino at Kentucky in 1997. "So
watch the film to see what we I'm not so sure it will be easy
did wrong so it won't happen for us to bounce back.
"It becomes challenging because
again the next time out."
Kentucky won't have to wait now everybody's coming in saylong to try to purge that loss from ing, 'There's some things we can
its memory as a young but tal- really take advantage of.' There's
ented Georgia squad (12-2) comes some things we did poorly. If we
do them again, we're going to get
to Rupp Arena on Wednesday.
The Bulldogs have won seven burned again."
aAmong the problems were inteoftheir lasteight-games and already
have recorded impressive viotorjes - rior defense and rebounding, two
over Georgetown — ranked- 14th- -areas,where Kentucky has manat the time — and Georgia Tech handled most of its previous opponents.
this season.

Mississippi State outrebounded
Kentucky 43-35, becoming only
the second team to outmuscle the
Wildcats on the glass all season.
Sophomore Mario Austin. a 6foot-9, 259-pound forward, also
dominated Kentucky inside, scoring 25 of his career-high 32 points
in the second half and in overtime to spark the Bulldogs' comeback.
"We kind of backed down a
little bit as far as toughness and
being physical, and that's something we have to concentrate on,"
Smith said. "We have to go after
people and be more aggressive in
attacking the basket. We can't be
hesitant."
Georgia has three players averaging in double figures, including
two post players — sophomore
guard Ezra Williams (17.4 points)
and sophomore forwards Jarvis'
Hayes (IS R) and Chris_ Daniels
(12.9).
Daniels, Hayes and sophomore
forward Steve Thomas also are
grabbing more than six rebounds
per game.
Smith said he expects most of
Kentucky's future opponents,
including Georgia, to adopt Mississippi State's strategy of pounding the ball inside against the
Wildcats.
"I would think we'll see a lot
of that," he said. "I'm sure (Georlia) Coach -(Jim)Itarrick and 'his
staff have watched the tape and
are trying to figure-out what they can take advantage of just like
we are."

Parrott, Cards moo
Lady Tigers blow
away Lady Tornado trip Calloway unaware
By MIKE OHSTROM Staff Writer
With
Paducah
Tilghman
bunkered in a 2-3 zone, the Mur-ray High Lady Tigers lay siege
with long-range bombs and aerial strikes.
When the Lady Tornado
infantry made a counter-attack
with a bok-and-one, MHS' tanks
rolled through the Tilghman
ranks.
Ashley Tripp made four of
her five 3-pointers in the first
quarter on her way to a gamehigh 21 points and Delanda Olive
and Paige Adlich added 17 and
16 points, respectively, as Murray (11-3) routed the Lady Tornado 67-28 Tuesday at MHS.
The Lady Tigers scored the
first 17 points of the night and
gathered 35 points off 24 Tilghman turnovers to take a 33-5
lead on Ashley Patterson's steal
and layup with 4:45 to go in
the second period.
The Lady Tornado (7-5) didn't crack the scoring column
until Toresa Shelby's basket broke
the ice with
left in the
opening frame. Shanea Wilson's
11 points paced Tilghman, which
managed just 10 field goals.
"I was really pleased with
our defensive intensity," said
Murray head coach Rechelle
Cadwell Turner, whose team had
allowed its last three opponents
to surpass its average of 45.5
points allowed per game.
"With each passing day since
Friday (a 55-49 Fourth District loss to crosstown archrival Calloway County), we're coming
together more and more as a
team. We made some outside
shots when we had to and then
we did a good job of getting
the ball and scoring inside."
Tripp, who was benched for
Monday's 72-60 home win over
Heath but scored 20 points against

of opened my eyes and helped
LADY TIGERS 67
me relax. Lisa did a really good
Pad. Tilghman 28
job, and that took the pressure
Tilghman
2
14
20 — 28
off me."
67
Murray
20
39
51
Tilghman (28) — Robinson, Shumped
When Murray brought in five
2, White 2, Wilson 11, Davis 4, Johnreserves during a timeout with
son 3, Shelby 3, Shelton, ltialkase 3,
4:40 to go before halftime, TilghSmith, FG: 10. 3-point FG: 1 (Johnson
1). FT: 7-16. Rebounds: 24, Record: 7man scored five straight points
5.
as
Wilson notched back-to-back
Murray (67) — Olive 17, Tripp 21, Adlich
buckets.
16, Sexton 2, Patterson 8, Faughn, Cross,
Thurman, Hood. Wagoner, Volp 1. AnderBut when the starters returned
son. Marinoff, Martin 2. FG: 28. 3-point
Olive scored twice more
at
2:54,
FG: 6 (Tripp 5, Olive 1). FT: 5-12.
on assists from Patterson (eight
Rebounds: 27. Record: 11-3.
points) and Sexton as the Lady
the Lady Pirates, regained her spot Tigers maintained their 25-point
in the starting lineup Tuesday cushion.
and made the most of it.
Tripp started the second half
Tripp's first .3-pointer opened
with her fifth .3-pointer before
the scoring 42 seconds into the
contest., Adlich regisIered three Olive rattled off six straight points
baskets and Sherrie Sexton one as MHS went up by 31(51-20)
for an 11-0 edge at the 3:41 through three quarters.
An 12-2 run — keyed by
mark.
Tripp then drained three more four points apiece from Adlich,
triples against the Lady Torna- Tripp and Olive — stretched the
do zone for a 20-2 advantage lead to 37 (63-26) with 3:36
at the end of the first quarter, remaining. Dee Martin's putback
prompting
Tilghman
coach capped the scoring with a minute
Tammy Moynahan to switch to to play.
a box-and-one on Tripp to start
Cad well Turnerthought-TriWsthe second-frame.
return to form behind the arc
But the new defense only and good execution at the offenserved to open up the 6-1 Adlich sive end were critical to the
inside, as the Lady Tigers' over- Murray victory. load set isolated Adlich for lob
"Shooters will get in slumps,
passes over the smaller Lady but (Tripp) is doing a good job
Tornado defenders.
of getting out of it," Cadwell
Adlich scored six points in Turner said. "She's had a real
the first 2:42 of the period and good attitude the last two games,
Olive canned a three before and that's
why she's been able
Tripp's fastbreak layup and Patto knock down her shots.
terson's deuce extended the mar"We're doing a good job of
gin to 28.
finding
open people and mak"When teams are,in that boxing
shots.
I think our ball moveand-one, that's going to open
things up for Paige. She's a great ment is the reason why we're
post player, and she'll call for getting open looks. If we conthe ball all night( saiff Tripp, tinue to make shots, people will
who noted that being replaced be hard-pressed to play zone
by Lisa Thurman in the starting against us."
The Lady Tigers will return
lineup Monday., was a change
to
action Monday when they
better.
for the
"(Coming off the bench) kind visit Mayfield at 7:30 p.m.

Unique gifts 3or Everyone!

ONE STOP...
You Shop, We Wrap, We Pack, We Ship

Rare Treasures
922 S. 12th • Bel-Air Shopping Center
Hrs: Monday-Friday 9-5
(Mt. hilltiniin) 7531(400

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD,Ky. — Derrick Parrott slashed and sliced his way
through the Calloway County zone
defense for 32 points as Mayfield
defeated the Lakers 60-48 Tuesday.
Jerome Saxton added 15 points
for the Cardinals (10-3), who made
22-of-44 field goals to upend CCHS
(8-5), which converted just 6-of31 3-pointers and 16-of-53 shots
from the floor.
Mitchell McClure paced the Lakers. with 19 points on five 3-pointers and Jimmy Bynum poured in
16 more for Calloway, which led
8-7 after one- quarter of play and
trailed by one points (23-22) at
the half.
But Mayfield jumped ahead 3833 at the end of the third period
and was able to extend the margin despite making just 1-of-9 3pointers and 15-of-31 free throws.
Matt Bean nailed the Cardinals'
lone shot from behind the arc,

33
- 48
Calloway Co.
8
22
7
23
38 -- 60
Mayfield
Calloway (48) — Adams 4, Barrow 4,
Boggess. Bynum 16, N. Jones, R. Jones
5, Lamb, McClure 19, Sexton. FG: 16-53
3-point FG: 6-31 (McClure 5, Bynum 1)
FT: 10-13. Record: 8-5.
Mayfield (60) — Bean 7, Cherry 3, Hale
2, Da, Parrott 1, De. Parrott 32, Saxton
15. FG: 22-44. 3-point FG: 1-9 (Bean 1)
FT: 15-31. Record: 10-3.

finishing with seven points.
The Lakers were 10-of-13 from
the foul line and received five points
from Roger Jones and four apiece
from Terry Adams and Seth Barrow.
Calloway (0-1 Fourth District)
will look to end its four-game losing streak when district rival Marshall County comes to Jeffrey
Gymnasium Frith)/ for CCHS‘
Homecoming.
The girls-boys doubleheader will
begin with the girls' contest at 6
p.m. The boys' game is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m.

Gatars hire Zook
to replace Spurrier
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) Ron Zook turned out to be just
the kind of friend Florida athletic director Jeremy Foley was looking for.
He was the kind of friend who
would accept Foley's job offer,
and take on the daunting challenge of replacing Steve. Spurrier.
Zook, who spent the last two
years as defensive coordinator for
the New Orleans Saints, will be
introduced as Florida's 20th head
coach Wednesday,. Saints coach
Jim Haslett said.
Foley met with Zook for about
two hours Tuesday after another
good friend, Denver Broncos coach
Mike Shanahan, turned down the

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist • Eye Care Specialist
MURRAY
606 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
753-6272

Mayfield 60
LAKERS 48

MAYFIELD
1029 Medical Ctr. Circle
Jackson Purchase Medical Ctr
251-4545

Of Vice Hours By Appointment
Most Insurances Accepted

1-800-272-9477

job. On'Monday, still another friend
of Foley's. Oklahoma coach Bob
Stoops, also said "No" to the Gators.
Like Stoops, Zook is a former
defensive coordinator at Florida,
although his tenure wasn't as successful.
Zook held ..the position from
1992-93, before' Spurrier demoted
him to special teams coordinator
and linebackers coach in 1994. He
did such a good job in that position that Spurrier was going to
give him the job back for the
1996 season. But Zook chose to
leave Florida for an assistant's job
in the pros, in hopes of adding
to his resume so he could someday be a head coach.

010K
policy

By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Louisville coach Rick Pitino
said Tuesday he was unaware
of any policy when he was at
Kentucky that limited where
a player could transfer.
Pitino said last week he
would be interested in talking
to Marvin Stone, a 6-foot-10
center from Huntsville, Ala..
who was dismissed from the
current Kentucky squad when
he didn't return to school from
Christmas break.
Stone said he wanted to
transfer to Louisville, but Kentucky athletics director Larry
Ivy said an unwritten school
policy prevents him from
accepting a scholarship from
any team the Wildcats play
regularly. That includes every
Southeastern Conference team,
Louisville and Indiana.
Pitino coached Kentucky
from 1989-97, but worked for
athletics director C.M. Newton, whom Ivy replaced in 2000.
Pitino said he had the final
say in where players transferred.
"Certainly, the school wasn't going to determine that. I
was going to determine that,"
Pitino said.
He conceded that Kentucky
may have had such a policy,
but that he was never aware
of it.
"I never heard of it. It never
came up," he said.
Kentucky sports information
director Brooks Downing said
Tuesday the school has had
the "guideline" for more than
10 years.

THE IRON PLACE

OPEN THIS WEEKEND
Friday 9-5
Saturday 9-5
Sunday 2-4
Monday 9-5

Specials For January
Pottery Barn Wool Rugs
9x12

929

And Others
Lake liwy. 79 V.. turn right at Tridlinger% BBQ and
forage hide.'..On takeway Circle Pan'., T.
!
11'el/ be• Impking fin- you
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SCOREBOARD
Sponbured By
;

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

NATIONAL BASKETBALL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pct.
G8
New Jersey
667
22 11
Boston
20 13
606
2
Washington
18 14
562
35
Orlando
18 18
500
55
Philadelphia
15 19
441
75
New York
14 20
412
85
Miami
8 24
250 135
Central Division
L
W
Pct.
GB
Milwaukee
19 13
594
Indiana
20 15
571
05
Toronto
18 16
529
2
Detroit
16 17
485
35
Charlotte
15 18
454
45
Atlanta
13 20
394
65
Cleveland
13 21
382
7
Chicago
6 27
182 135
Monday's Games
Charlotte 94 Denver 80
Portland 98. Cleveland 72
Philadelphia 116, LA Clippers 92
Orlando 98, Boston 87
Minnesota 109. Detroit 93
Seattle 100. Chicago 88
San Antonio 90. New York 79
Tuesday's Games
Washington 96. LA. Clippers 88
Atlanta 101, Portland 92
New Jersey 104, Miami 95
Memphis 84. Toronto 81
LA Lakers 121, Detroit -92
Houston 88, New York 86
'Dallas 95. Denver 94 Utah 98, Phoenix 84
Milwaukee 113, Golden State 97

753-8355
ASSOCIATION

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
Pct.
L
San Antonio
24
750
8
Minnesota
24
9
727
Dallas
23 11
677
Utah
18 16
529
Houston
11 23
324
Denver
10 23
303
Memphis
10 24
294
Pacific Division
W
L
Pct.
L A Lakers
25
807
6
Sacramento
743
9
26
Seattle
18 16
529
L A Clippers
18 17
514
Phoenix
18 17
514
Portland
15 19
441
Golden State
12- 23
343

GB
05
2
7
14
145
15
GB
1
85
9
9
11 5
15

Today's Games
San Antonio at Boston. 6 p m
Atlanta at Charlotte. 6 pm
LA. Lakers at Indiana, 6 p m
Orlando at Philadelphia. 7 pm
Seattle at Minnesota. 7 p.m.
Toronto at Chicago. 730 pm
Thursday's Games
Portland at Miami, 630 pm
L A Clippers at New Jersey. 6 30 p m
Houston at Utah. 8 p.m
Cleveland at Denver. 8 p m
Memphis at Phoenix, 8 pm
New York at Dallas. 8 p m

Murray Electric System Customers —
Murray Electric System is updating its priority list. If you
need to be placed on this list please fill out this form below
and obtain a Doctor's Letter of Medical Necessity.

Address:
Phone #:
Medical Reason:

MAIL TO:
Murray Electric System
P.O. Box 1095
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: George Ligon

1942 - 2 0 0 2

60

YZARS OF
EXCILLENCIL

ANY QUESTIONS CALL:
Jeannette Gibbs
762-1723

Murray
Electric System.

NEW YORK (AP) -- Ozzie
Smith landed with ease, touching
down in Cooperstown with the flair
of one of his favorite backtlips.
Smith, who made a career out
of turning difficult plays into dazzling ones, was overwhelmingly
elected to the Hall of Fame on
Tuesday in his first year of eligibility.
The Wizard of Or, regarded
as the finest-fielding shortstop ever,
was the lone player picked. Gary
'Carter fell just short of election.
"My defense made such an
impact, it made people take
notice." Smith said.
An acrobatic, I3-time Gold
OZZIE SMITH
Glove winner while with the St.
one today.Louis Cardinals and San Diego
Smith became the 37th player
Padres, Smith was chosen on 91.7
picked on his first try. He is the
percent of the ballots.
22nd shortstop overall in the Hall.
"To be the only one going in
"The guys who get into the
I think speaks to the impact I
Hall of Fame are the guys who
had at my position." he said.
hit the ball out of the ballpark,"
Not since Reggie Jackson in
he said. "I think my going in is
1993 has only .one player been
going to reinforce the defensive
enshrined.
aspect of the game."
Smith took a sip of chamSmith's sure hands were put
pagne at his home in St. Louis
to use right away. On Tuesday
after getting the good news. He
night, he carried the Olympic
did not celebrate with a backtorch as the relay made its. way
flip. "but I probably could do.
—to- St. Louis.

SportsBriefs

ATTENTION

Name:

Defense lands sews loan may
Smith in Hall have violated

HENDERSON, Tenn. — Former Calloway County standout Tiffany Lassiter
had seven points and five rebounds in 10 minutes off the bench as the FreedHardeman ,women's basketball team trounced Williams Baptist College 82-41
Tuesday.
Lassiter made 3-of-5 field goals, including 1 -of-2 from 3-point range, while
adding a blocked shot for the 12-3 Lady Lions,
MAYFIELD, Ky — The Murray Middle School eighth-grade girls' basketball
team beat Mayfield 27-16 Tuesday to improve to 2-9 on /he year.
Christina Dunn led the Jr. Lady Tigers with 10 points while Shannon Elias
added eight points and Blair Lane had ifive rebounds., Whitney Smith and
Megan Snow each scored -three points, Jordan Houston had two and
Kate
Duncan provided one point and four rebounds.
MMS returns home to face Christian Fellowship Friday at 6 p.m.
The Calloway County Middle School eighth-grade girls' basketball team
improved to 9-3 with its first victory of the new year, a 40-15 drubbing of
South Marshall Monday at CCMS
Brittany Collins had 12 points and four rebounds, Lindsay Miller had
10
points and seven assists, Samantha Hill scored eight points, Whitney
Lamb
had six points and four assists, Nakiah Gibson had two points andjive
rebounds
and Heather Howard added two points for the Jr. Lady Lakers.
Prior to the holiday break, Calloway suffered a 38-35 loss to Christian
County at the North Marshall Christmas Tournament Dec. 20 after defeating
Graves County 39-28 Dec. 18 in Mayfield.
Against Christian, Collins poured in 14 points, Marcy Boggess tallied
five
points, Miller and Hill had four points apiece and Gibson and Jessica Dial
each
pitched three points.
At Graves, Collins again led the way with 17 points while Miller tossed
in
nine and Boggess five. The Jr. Lady Lakers return to action Thursday when
they host Benton at 7:15 p.m.
Photographs. computer disks'andother Information provided to The Murray
Ledger 8. Times sports department may be picked up following publication
at
the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
‘For more information. call Mike Ohstrom at 753-1916 ext. 23.

Concerning Health

RELAY"
0

Lu

Osteoporosis
Prevention 4 Medical & Surgical Treatment
Please join us for a free
educational seminar entitled:

This Seminar Will Provide
Valuable Information On:

Osteoporosis Of The Spine
Thursday,January 17
12 Noon

• Prevention of Osteoporosis

Hampton Inn Convention Center
1510 East Wood Street
Paris, TN
Presented By:
Dr. Eugene Gulish
Orthopedic Surgeon
•
Dr. Amy Sarver
OB/GYN
•

Kyphon

C
•

T•OOT IOIONIT TO

baseball rules

NEW YORK (AP) — Three former baseball commissioners
think that when Bud Selig arranged for a company controlled
by Minnesota Twins owner Carl Pohlad to loan $3 million to
the Milwaukee Brewers in 1995, the deal may have violated
of baseball rules.
A trio of current owners see no problem with the loan. •
"It's such a treacherous thing," former commissioner fay
Vincent said Tuesday. "It would raise in my mind all sorts of
concerns."
Vincent said the loan was unprecedented, as did former commissioners Bowie Kuhn, Peter Ueberroth and Vincent, and all
three said it might have broken the rules.
Former players' association head Marvin Miller said it was
a clear violation, although Selig's lawyer said there was nothing improper, a view also taken by Chicago White Sox owner
Jerry Reinsdorf, Houston Astros owner Drayton McLane and
New York Mets co-owner Fred Wilpon.
Selig was president and chief executive officer of the Milwaukee Brewers at the time, as well as baseball's acting commissioner.
Selig, elected commissioner in July 1998, is behind the plan
to eliminate two teams before next season, most likely the
Twins and Montreal Expos. Pohlad could receive more in a
contraction buyout than he would if he sold the franchise.
The loan, first reported Tuesday by The Star Tribune of
Minneapolis and the St. Paul Pioneer Press, was made by Ternpus Investment Corp.. one of Pohlad's companies.
Selig personally put up a minimum of $795,000 of moneymarket funds as collateral and the Brewers guaranteed the full
amount. The loan was made in June or July 1995.

Pitino impressed with
Marquette's cognition
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville coach Rick Pitino doesn't know how Marquette does it.
He's pored over film of the
Golden Eagles (11-3, 0-1 Confer.ence USA)... who play Louisville,
(10-2, 1-0) on Wednesday night
_in Freedom
_ _ o Hall
_
and counts more
than 30 offensive sets.
"I'm having trouble teaching
my guys how to run five. My
appreciation for their players is
unbelievable," Pitino said.
He was gushing about his own
team's offense after its 88-77 win
over UAB over the weekend, its
first road victory since a tripleovertime win at Marquette last
February.
The Cardinals had 17 assists
against the Blazers, and Pitino
said his team passed as well as
it had in any game all season.
"What the players don't understand is if they think pass before
shot, so will their teammates, and

RELAY FOR LIFE
2002 KICK-OFF

'KNIT CANKER

When:

Sunday, January 13th
2-4 p.m.

Where:

Murray Woman's Clubhouse
Vine Street

Who:

Everyone who has had a
team in the past oris
interested in having a team
this year.

• Treatment of Osteoporosis

• New Surgical Treatments

To register, or to receive
more information or
directions to the seminar
please call :
73I-644-FIND(3463)
or 1-800-246-2508.

Seating is limited!

in the end, everybody's going to
shoot a higher percentage and
they're going to score more points,"
Pitino said.
Freshman point guard Carlos
Hurt, in and out of Pitino's doghouse all season because of lapses on defense, had six assists -and,
no turnovers in 26 minutes on
Saturday.
.
,
"Good spacing is essential, and
Carlos has to learn that and he
is learning it," Pitino said. "All
our players are getting better at
it. When they master it, we'll be
a pretty good basketball team."
Pitino repeated this week how
shocked he is that his team has
won 10 of its first 12 games. The
Cardinals continue their best start
since the 1996-97 squad won 15
of its first 16.
The Cardinals are 87-of-299
from 3-point range, a league-worst
29 percent, and 175-of-296 from
the free-throw line, a league-worst
59 percent. They had been outrebounded in six of their last seven
games before outrebounding UAB
45-34.
"This is not a team that figures to be 10-2," Pitino said.
The key to the fast start has
been the defense.
Louisville, employing Pitino's
trademark full-court pressure, is
plus-4.5 in turnover margin and
has scored 30 percent of its points
off opponents' miscues. The Cardinals lead Conference USA with
19.7 forced turnovers a game and
rank third with 8.9 steals per
game.
"While our offense grows and
gets better, the defense is what's
bailing us out," Pitino said. "We
don't pass the ball enough, and
the more we pass it, the higher
percentage we shoot and the better our defense becomes."
The Golden Eagles have lost
three of their last four after a 100 start, but still rank among the
top 10 in the nation in scoring
defense and margin of victory.

Hartford CRC Select Tax-Deferred
Fixed Rate Annuity
3 year fixed rate
5 year fixed rate
8 year fixed rite
10 year fixed rate
Rates effective through 1114102

Call Today
Lunch will he served at 12 Noon.
Eugene Gulish, M.D.

Amy Sarver, M.D.

_tig_ HENRYCOUNTY
Mic MEDICAL CENTER
301 Tyson Avenue

Paris, TN 38242 • 731-842-1220

Mark Vinson, Financial Advisbr
LM Financial Partners
Located at Area Bank of Murray, KY
270-767-2204
.ouities are NOT FDIC INSURTI)are not obligations or deposits of and are not uncienutotten or guaranteed by any hank or financial institution or any of
• Alibates Neither a financial institution, bank not its Affiliates guarantee performance bY the annuity issuer Annuities are unrelated to and not a condition
t the pros ision or term ot any banking service or activity This offering is made ink by prospectus Turnings in CR( Select grow tax-deferred until a 'qui' -too is made liquidation earnings are sublet( to ordinar% income tax and if taken prior to age 59 I 2, a torii federal income tax penalty may apply Early
renders may also be subject to contingent deferred sales charge and market value adiustment Please read prospectus carefully before you invest any money
, 10. is underwritten and di,
tributed,bv Hartford Ede Securities Division
'
.
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Racers at Tennessee Tech
Thursday,Jan.10•Tip-off 7:30 p.m. •Cookeville,Tenn.
Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles

OVC
Standings

-I-

(Through Jan 8)
OVC
Tennessee Tech 2-0
2-0
Murray St
Austin Peay
2-0
1-1
E Illinois
1-1
Morehead St
2-2
Tennessee St
0-1
Tenn -Martin
0-2
SE Missouri
0-3
E Kentucky

Head Coach

All Games
8-4
8-6
7-9
8-7
6-6
5-9
8-5
2-11
3-10

2001-02 Record
8-4, 2-0 OVC
2000-01 Record
20-9, 13-3 OVC (1st)
Returning Starters/Lost
4/1
Lettermen Returning/Lost
9/2
Alma Mater
_North Carolina (1989)
Record At TTU
56-40 (4th year)
Career Record
Same
Assistant Coaches
John Shulman
Tracy Garrick and Dave Lebo

General Information

This Week's Games

Saturday. Jan 12
Murray St. at Austin Peay-7:30 p.m.
Eastern Ky. Eastern III -7:10 p.m.
Morehead St at SEMO - 7:30 p.m.
Tenn -Martin at Tenn State -7 30 p m

Coming off an OVC regularseason championship, Lebo's
Golden Eagles were the preseason
league favorite to defend their
title. During the offseason, Lebo
was one of the finalist for the head
coaching job at his alma mater,
North Carolina.

Cookeville, Tenn
. 1915
8,650
Purple & Gold
Ohio Valley
Eble.n Center (10.152)
Dr. Robert Bell
Dr. David Lanmore

Location
Founded
Enrollment
Colors
Conference
Home Arena
President
Athletics Director

Thursday. Jan 10
Tenn -Martin at Austin Peay - 7 p m
Morehead St at Eastern III - 7 10 p m
Murray St. at Tenn. Tech -7:30 p.m.
Eastern Ky Southeast Mo -7 30 p m

Probable Starters
Murray State Lineup
Rebcund
BItg.
QeL

MSU vs. TSU
GP MLR,

Name

The Series
Streak
In Murray
In Cookeville
Neutral Site

1111FOCIIS

Ankone Whelchel (F)
James Singleton (F)
Andi Hornig (C)
Cuthbert Victor iGI
Kevin Paschel

MSU leads 10940
TTU, W2
.MSU leads 62-9
MSU leads 40-29
MSU leads 7-2

12
12
12
12
12

392
301
277
289
340

10.9
10_3
4.5
8.8
8.9

7.3

2.7

5.4
5.8
2.0

0.5
2.3
3.3

31
41
23
34
6

57
64
42
36
18

TOL
88
105
65
70
24

AIL
32
9
6
27
40

TA&

Ast,
18
15
11
20
, 27

51L

elk.

20
10
6
22
18

7
27
16

14
0

Tennessee Tech Lineup

Name

Last Year
The Golden Eagles defeated
the Racers twice during the 200001 season.
On Jan. 25 at Cookeville.
Tennessee Tech claimed an 85-80
triumph over MSU to break a sixgame losing streak against the
Racers.
The Eagles earned the season
sweep on Feb. 22 by downing the
Racers 94-71 at the Regional
-Special Events Center in a game
that determined the OVC's regular-season champion.

GP Mkt

Joey Westmoreland (F)
Deantione Beasley (F)
_ Damien Kinloch (C)
Brent Jolly (G)
-_Cameron Crisp(G)

10
10
10
•' 10

225
242
259
277

Rebounds
QttL
17
36
17
16(
31
65
12
8
17
2

SAL

AEG.
5.3
3.3
9,6
2.9

5.5
48
14.8
12.1

t8.
1.5
' 1.1

2.0

_

Damien Kinloch
Junior • Forward •6-8, 220
The defending OVC champion
Golden Eagles have gotten stronger
with the addition of forward Damien
Kinloch, who sat out the 2000-01 season as a transfer from South Carolina.
Kinloch, who played two seasons in the
SEC, is the OVC's current rebounding
leader at 9.4 boards per game. He is currently fifth in league in scoring at 14.8
points per contest.

KIN LOCH

2.7

53
33
96
" 20
19

Leigh Gayden
Junior • Guard • 5-10, 180
The Golden Eagles lost the 2001-02
Preseason All-OVC selection to a broken wrist during an 89-83 loss to North
Texas on Dec. 21. At the time of his
injury, Gayden was second on the team
in scoring at 12.1 ppg. and was leading
TTU in assists with 4.4 per outing.
Sophomore Cameron Crisp has. taken
Gayden's spot in the Eagles' starting
lineup.

AFTER-INVENTORY

SALE

Stl.
14

Bik,
0
4
17
1

Kevin Paschel
Junior • Guard • 5-11, 184
Paschel, a native of Louisville, is the Racers' starting point guard.
Entering last weekend's game against Gardner-Webb, Paschel was
averaging 9.0 points per game while hitting 40.4 percent of his shot
attempts from the floor and knocking down 63.3 percent of his free
throw attempts. Paschel will be matched up against All-OVC candidate
Leigh Gayden when the Racers meet Tennessee Tech on Thursday.
GAYDEN

Wrap The New Year Up
With
Cash Back!
SpacemakerPlusTM Combination
Microwave/Convection Oven

Advantium TM Oven

Friday & Saturday, January 11th & 12th
3/4" PLANED
WALNUT

SHUTTERS

Model JVM 11 clC)'';

STORM WINDOWS
\MI

$999 pr. to $199
4
pr. $1 499 to $2§99

ii
.

•

LIMITED SIZES & QUANTITIES • CASH & CARRY • NET

MYERS umber Co.
500 S. 4th St.

Murray • 753-6450

•Speedcook technology cooks an average of eight times
faster than a conventional oven
•Microwave mode.
•More than 100 pre-programmed menu items
-Family-size, easy-to-clean
stainless steel interior.
*Custom recipe savor, cooking
conversion guide and cookbook,
*Halogen cooktop lighting and two-speed, high capacity
exhaust tan.
•Electronic scrolling display.

Built-in Dishwasher with
ExtraClean TM Wash System
et u.i-Length Contc)ure(!
Door
•Tall-Over-Tall'm
Towerless Rack Design
Tiered Upper Rack with
Nylon Fold-Down
Tines and StemSafe'm
System. Lower Rack
with Nylon Fold-Down
Tines and Extra shelf
•QuietPowerT" IV Sound
Insulation Package with
Active Vent II System

SpectraTM Smooth Top Range
with Convection Oven

GO
RACERS!

COLDWELL
BANKeiR 1:3

CO

'100
CASH
BAC

I
NCERSI

PDW780oGBB
•ExtraClean "
T Wash System with Six Wash
Levels
•ExtraClean" Sensor with Integrated
Automatic Temperature Control

1sT REALTY GROUP
414 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Receive cash rebates from GE when you purchase eligible GE Profile"
and GE appliances. Dec 26. 2001 through Jan. 26. 2002

Model JBP85W

.1.
MICHEI,LE MAXFIELD
REALTOR'

I'm committed to you and your interests
in the home selling or buying process.

(270) 753-1651 Bus.(270) 210-6193 cell
it400) 455-1651 Toll Free (270) 753-1654 fax
moremichelle(daol.coni(270) 759-8458 home

Tr -level brick home, large lking
room, kitchen, 4 bedroofffs or make
the 4th bedroom a family room, 2
bathrooms, 2 car detached garage,
wood deck. The possibilities are endless with this home. For only
$149,900.

•Exclusive Sensor
Combination Controls.
•1 1 Cu ft. oven cavity,
825 watts
*Cooks 6-ways-Convection
Bake & Broil, Combination
Bake 8 Roast, Microwave
Cook and Sensor
Combination
•SmartControl System with
interactive scrolling display
*Surface light, programmable
night light and 2-speed,
high capacity exhaust fan.

*Super large capacity oven with
TrueTempT" System and
electronic controls
*Patterned glass ceramic
upswept cooktop with one 8". two 6"
and one 6"/ 9" dual ribbon heating
elements provide quick response and
even heat
*Warming option
*Frameless glass oven door
with Big View window

Dishwashers
)POW7880GSS
$100
$100
)PDW7800G
)PDW7700G
$100
Slide-In Electnc Range
$200
YJS966
Drop-In Electric Range
JD966
$200
Free-Standing
Electric Range
rJBP85
$100
Free-Standing
Gas Ranges
$100
YJGBP86
$100
)1.1GBPR

Advantiurny" Ovens
)1SCA2001
$200
)"SCA2000
$200
Advantium'" 120 Ovens
VSCA1001
$50
)*SCA'00(.1
$50
Spacemakee Cooking
Products
rJVM1490
$50
VJVM1190
$50
YJVM3660
$30
rJVM1860,61
$20
Washers
)WPSE7003
$100
)wPSE4270
$50

Side-by-Side Refrigerators
)GSS25SGM
$100
)GSH25KGM
$75
)GSS25KGM
375
)GSS22SGM
$75
)GSS25UFM
$50
)GSS22UFM
$50
)GSS250FM
$50
GSS220FM
$50
)GSH22KGM
$50
)GSS22KGM
$50
Top-Freezer Refrigerators
)PTS25S
$125
)PTS25L
S100
$100
)PTS22S
)PTS22L
$75

MURRAY APPLIANCE
We Service Or Sell Parts For Most Major Brands Of Major Appliances"
212 E. Main St.•(270) 753-1586
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A rare step in raising tuition
COLUMBUS,Ohio(AP) — Students at some
public universities are finding bigger bills awaiting them after winter break: Their schools took
the rare step of raising tuition in midyear to offset
state funding cuts.
oinason Roudebush, a siniar *at -Ketit State-University, that will mean shelling out an extra
$138 and working more at the campus ice arena
where he drives the Zamboni, cleans locker
rooms and fixes bleachers.
In the beginning of the year. I just kind of
expected to pay more," said Roudebush, 23, who
pays for school through loans and income from
his maintenance job. "But when they jacked it up
in the middle of the year, it was surprising. 1 didn't plan for it."
Last summer, schools around the country
approved tuition increases for the entire academic year in anticipation of state budget cuts. Public.
four-year institutions increased tuition by an
average of 7.7 percent.
Midyear increases last occurred in the early
1990s and generally are a last resort after schools
have trimmed departmental programs, limited
travel and frozen hiring, said Travis Reindl, director of state policy for the Americanokssociation of
State Colleges and Universities.
"Sometimes you can't just nip and tuck on the

Board gives
lifetime ban
to funeral

director
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — An
Elizabethtown funeral director has
been fined and banned for life from
conducting funerals or embalming in
Kentucky.
Greg Brownfield, banned Monday
by the Kentucky State Board of
Funeral Directors, was punished for
allegedly
mishandling clients'
money.
expulsion effetiively ends
Brownfield's funeral career. Most
states honor decisions handed down
'-by-die funeral boaidsof other states„
saidErruna Lou Hartlage, direc-tof of
the Kentucky board.
Jason Floyd, Greg Brownfield's
attorney, argues that his client had
only been an apprentice during the
1997 incident in question and should
not be liable for his actions.
"He was. the responsibility of his
supervisors. He had no .authority in
this matter," Floyd said.
Floyd said Brownfield had assisted
in the preparation of pre-need funeral
insurance forms and had accepted a
$6,500 check from Doris Buckles of
White Mills, as payment.
Buckles said that in July 1997 she
met with Brownfield to discuss a plan
for her elderly mother, Wilma
Rigdon.
But the money was never given to
the intended recipient, Forethought
Life Insurance Co.of Batesville, Ind.,
said Susan Dreyer, compliance analyst for the company..She also said
during testimony at Louisville's
Executive Inn on Monday that Greg
Brownfield had never been authorized to sell policies for the company.

-'The

edges to remedy 31 billion shortfalls in state
budgets," Reindl said. "Tuition is an escape valve
for lawmakers. It's a user Charge and.peop1e are
going to pay it because they're used to paying it."
Five of Ohio's 13 public, four-year universities
-Kent—State, the University .of Akron, the
University of Cincinnati, Cleveland State
University and Youngstown State University —
increased tuition as much as 6 percent for this
semester. Schools in Missouri, South Carolina
and Massachusetts also are raising the cost of
attending school.
The Ohio increases came after Gov. Bob Taft
and state lawmakers cut higher education funding
by 6 percent, or $121 million, to help balance a
$1.5 billion state budget deficit.
.Ohio schools had already raised tuition last
summer for the entire academic year by an average of 7.1 percent. The new hikes came on top of
those increases.
At least four Missouri universities also raised
tuition for this semester because the higher education budget was cut 10 percent. or $95 million.
In-state undergraduates at Southwest Missouri
State University, which lost $4 million in state
aid, will pay about $90 more this semester, or
$1.755.
In South Carolina, at least three schools that

1 &Noe,
I
'

already had increased tuition more than 5 percent
for the academic year raised tuition again for this
semester by about4 percent.
The University of Massachusetts also
increased tuition, but the 7.8 percent increase is
the first this academic year.
Students at four Massachusetts state campuses
must pay an average of $366 dollars more this
semester to help make up half the $19 million the
university lost in state funding. The increase will
take effect at a fifth campus next fall.
The midyear increases hurt low-income,
minority and first-generation college students
who already were scraping by to pay last summer's increases, said Corye Barbour, legislative
director for the United States Student
Association, a national coalition of student governments. "The students who can will pay, the
students who can't Will drop out," Barbour said.
Randy O'Hara, 25, of Cincinnati, said he will
work more hours as a law office assistant to earn
the extra $175 that he must pay for the winter and
spring quarters combined at the University of
Cincinnati. "For some of us who have very
cramped budgets as it is, this makes it harder,"
said O'Hara. "The reality is we have to work a
couple more hours a week and that's taking time
away from our studies."

Momastille
(,alien

Sell Down
Biggest3Day Sale Evert
*NO PAYMENTS NOINTEREST

111101111TESIT

on

Take an

ADDITIONAL 10% OFF
the already low sale price ofevery

BROYHILL
item in stock.

As Much As
VI Off hundreds
of Specially
Tagged Items!

All 2001
Clonout
Simmons
MuiffeWe
E4 C

Twin, Full, Queen
,iig Sizes
While Supplies Last

Thomasville Winter
Sale!!
I
1
;
1"

I sow'
lt
21i
-

'.-

Including Broyhill Living
Room, Dining Room
Ce Bedroom Items!

La-Z-Boy
Recliners
As low as
Sharon fandrich
.103 V011111.'11+ %invl
Renton.

299

.4111111114

a

Beth ;Weld
Supt.n.cnivr, If‘it en
Patin(:oh. k

•

41111
,

Where The Best Costs Less!
FrRituRf

OUPINCENTE6 3801 MiiiidovIllo flood
Nialsway 60• A NW MO loot of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4465 • 1-500.710-6224
Opon Daily 10-7 • Sunday 1-3 • Fridley 10-S

305 North Main Street Benton, KY
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Living Rooms
40% Plus Home Office,
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CRAWFORD'S
BAR-B-QUE
"Serving The Best BBQ, Ribs%
Pork & Chicken"
SERVING ROWS; Sun & Mon C,+ose(;
Tues 10 am-6 pm • Wed -Fri 10 am-9 pm
Sat 10 am-3 pm

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky horse industry is
Opponents of expanded gambling floating the idea of allowing racesaid Tuesday they would take to the tracks to operate "video lottery terpulpits to stop any attempt to let minals," which are electronic slot
racetracks have slot machines.
machines. Proponents say the
The Rev. Nancy Jo Kemper, a tracks need slots in order to cornleader of the group Citizens Against pete with casino boats floating on
Gambling Expansion, said the idea the Ohio River, off the shorelines of
was "a potential billion-dollar rape Indiana and Illinois.
of Kentucky's economy" by track
A letter sent to legislators in
operators and casino companies.
recent days over the names of own"It is pure greed that is driving ers or ranking officers of all
this push for expanded gambling at Kentucky tracks said casino boats
the racetracks," Kemper, executive are making $1 billion a year from
director of the Kentucky Council of Kentucky patrons while horse
Churches, said during a news con- industry revenues have declined.
ference in the Capitol Rotunda. It
Video slots "are simply a second
preceded the opening of the 2002 -product line at an established gamGeneral Assembly.
ing destination," rather than a gamThose backing Kemper included bling expansion, the letter said.
the president of the Kentucky
It also predicted that most
Baptist Convention, the Rev. Kentuckians would support video
Harold Greenfield of Princeton. He slots at tracks if part of the money
vowed that the state's largest went toward prescription drugs for
Protestant denomiqation would be low-income seniors, health insur"campaigning against any gam- ance for children or technology for
bling expansion."
public schools.

•

Newspaper
reports land
purchases
made around
Grand Rivers
PADUCAH, Ky. — A Missouri
lawyer representing investors from
outside Kentucky stated in a newspaper report Tuesday that several
properties located around Grand
Rivers, Ky., have been purchased,
and that more maybe purchased.
An article in Tuesday's Paducah
Sun reported Walter Lampkin, an
• attorney from Chesterfield, Mo.,
said that "preliminary acquisitions"
have been made, but did not specifiy
the areas or plans.
The Sun article reported the purchases include Miss Scarlett's
Family Restaurant, located off 1-24
near Grand Rivers. and Best Western
iKentucky-Barkley Lakes Inn, located on Complex Drive in Grand
River..
The article reported Tuesday
morning that nothing had been filed
in' the Livingston County Clerk's
office. It added that Lampkin said
additional information could be
available later in the month.

Churches say slot machines
potential rape of economy_
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Classifieds
www.murrayledger.com

ADJUSTMENTS

I

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for
any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Monday .
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
'Friday
Saturday

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Wed 3 p.m.

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 8 Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

426
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 AT s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
87.00 Column Inch,60% Discount _2nd Run,
40% Discotint 3rd Run.
,All .} Ads Must Run Within 6 Day lieriad

82.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday
(Shopping Guide)

LINE Al3S
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per
day.

Use extra for Shopper Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Gwdei
$2.00 extra for blind boa ads.
The publisher maintams the right
to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call Tammy or Brenda at
753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001
Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5
p.m.
020

Happy Uirthday

Notice

060

Notice

ANNUAL PERM SALE

'29.02
'

Happy 1st
Birthday
Logan
Reed Curd
Love Mom 6:Dad

010
Legal Notice

COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY
TRANSPORTATION
CABINET
DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS

Mill till

Bring in this ad for10% OFF
on haircare products w/perm.
• Specialty Wraps Higher • Long Hair Slightly Higher

Family Haircare
5116 Suite C N. I 2th St. (located hehind Sully% ay I
Oly mpic Plaia. Murray • 753-0542

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759.5177
050
Lost and Found
LOST
2
BASSET
HOUNDS, 7 months old,
have Harley colars on
$200 reward Lost near
Van Cleave Rd
call 436-5501 or 210-0065

Help Wanted
JOURNEYMAN
HVAC
Mechanic (Licensed).
2 openings- 1 Service
Technican 1 Installer. Salary based on experience,
hand tools required. Call
753-7600 between 8:30
am and 230. Mon-Fri.
NEED Cash SU
AVON SALES REPS
NEEDED
Full or part-time, detailed
training provided!
1-800-811-9487
ask for Betty
or e-mail
bvincent avon_net

Positions available as Residential Providers for
community-based residential program for
developmentally disabled adults. Our company'
offers various shifts, opportunity for advancement, excellent benefits including paid 40+
hours of training, 401(k), medical/dental insurance, paid holidays, .vacation/sick leave. The
starting wage is $7.00 per hour. Please apply at
Community Alternatives of Kentucky, 6145
Symsonia Highway, Symsonia, KY 42082. No
Phone calk;Please. EOE/M/F/DN

Sealed bids will be
received
by
the
_,_Department
of
Highways in the
Chief Financial Officer
-Division of-Central+ -.LOST BASSET, BEAGLE- Procurement and/or mix,puppy all black and
A manufacturing company located in the Lake
the
Auditorium white, blue colar.answers Barkley
area of Western Kentucky has a great
located on the 1st to Reba.Call Anne at 759opportunity
for a hands-on individual who is
Floor of the State 3819.
ready
to
take
the next step in their career. This
Office
Building
THIS space is reserved
individual must be aggressive, energetic and
Frankfort, Kentucky,
the day might come,
enjoy working in a team environment.
until 10:00 A.M.,
Your pet has strayed
EASTERN
Responsibilities include overeeing he activican't find its way home.
STANDARD TIME
ties of the accounting group; an activeParticion 25 day of JANUJust give us a call we'll
pant in cost analysis preparation of monthly &
ARY 2002 at which
be glad to help,
yearly financial reports; payroll; and all tax filtime bids will be
Your loved one we'll
ing. Minimum 4 years experience in a manupublicly opened and
try to find,
facturing/ac
counting environment. CPA certifiread for the improve- 'Cause we all have Furry
cation a plus, but not necessary. Salary comor Feathered Friends,
ment
mensurate with abilities. Excellent benefits and
Here at the
CALLOWAY401K offered. If interested please send resume
Ledger & Times.
GRAVESto P.O. Box 129 Kuttawa, KY 42055 or fax it to
MCCRACKEN(270) 388-9112 Attn: Human Resources. EOE
Call 753-1916
MARSHALL-TRIGG
060
COUNTIES FE01
Help Wanted
121 DWO2 0000018.
Right-of-way mowARE you really serious
ing on various routes about working from
home
America's Supermarket
in
Calloway, If so call 1-888-217-5277
Marshall, Graves,
CLERICAL POSITIONS:
At Winn-Dixie, our team is bringing pride and
Trigg
and
Administrative Secretary II
energy to everything we do... and enjoying the
McCracken Counties
& Registration Clerk, Fullrewards of a great future. We're growing as the
in District One,a distime benefits. Two years
tance of 129.963 college, three years secreSunbelt's largest food retailer. Our associates
miles.
are appreciated and find training that puts
tanal experience. Must
them on a path of opportunity and advanceposses excellent microBid proposals for all
computer, interpersonal,
ment. Make a difference here.
projects will be availand office procedure skills.
Now taking applications for:
until 3:00 P.M.,
Keyboarding test required.
EASTERN STANSalary 57.81 hourly. AddiCo-Manager
DARD TIME, pretional information at:
ceding the day of letwww murraystate edu/inin our. Princeton location
ting of FRIDAY,
dir/hr/lobrpt htm
550 US Hwy. 62
JANUARY 25 2002
Women/minorities encourPrinceton, Kentucky
at the Division of
aged to apply, EEO.
M/F/D, AA employer.
Contract
Procurement.
DAWAHARES. We are
Apply at one of the above location
Bid
currently accepting Appliproposals for all projor send resumes to:
cations for a full-time Mens
ects will be available
Jerry Heidenreich
Suit Supervisor. Retail exat a cost of $10 each
702 Locust Lane
perience is -required. We
and
remittance
Louisville,
KY 40217
offer competitive wages.
payable to the State
.1 out more about our
v.•.winn-dixte.com
benefits,
and
a
liberal
disTreasurer
of
count. Please apply at our
Kentucky
must
Shoppes of Murray locaaccompany request
tion. eoem-f.
for proposals (NONREFUNDABLE, DETAIL/CAR CLEANUP
Full Time position availaBID PROPOSALS
ble immediately foe detailARE ISSUED ONLY
ing & cleanup Applicants
TO PREQUALIFIED
should be responsible,
CONTRACTORS.
dedicated
Specimen proposals
for all projects will
be available to all
interested parties at
1 cost of $10 each
NON-REFUNDABLE). Specimen
proposals cannot be
used for bidding.

workers. Experience is required. Call 270437-4566

DRIVERS
MAKE 2002
YOUR YEAR!!
CDL Training Now
Available!!
Call 1-800-958-2353
5751 Briar Hill Rd
Lexington. KY

Card of Thank
THANK YOU
We wish to acknowledge with grateful
appreciate and thanksfor all acts of kindness
and love shown during the illness and since
the passing of our loved one. All expressions
of sympathy in thoughts or deeds.
May God Ness each of you.
Cracker Barrel, the Mastiffs. Murray-Calloway
Hospital, Dr Dan Miller Or Holman, the
Douglas Communiry, Ha:el ti Almo
The Family of Gammons & Graves

Help Wanted

Local Church Has Opening For

Part-Time Youth Director
If interested, job descriptions are
available at
111-Nettft 5th Street, or
call 753-3824

Articles For Sale

Vernon's Pawn Shop
DELL & GATEWAY COMPUTERS
Used 30 days
Retail $1,700

NOW

$595

WITH FREE PRINTER

$1,000 SIGN-ON BONUS
Full-time RN or LPN 7 p.m.-7 a.m.
Competitive salary based on experience.
Excellent working conditions.
Apply in person at:
Mills Manor
500 Beck Lane, Mayfield, KY 42066
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
247-7890
NURSERY worker needed
for local church in Murray
Sunday. a.m. /Wednesday
p.m. Send resume to .P.O.
Box 1040-N, Murray, KY
42071

RECEPTIONIST/ Property
Manager Mature, pleasing, personality, team player with computer skills
Please take resume to
Century 21 at University
Square. North 12th St

Some computers starting at $100 & up
27" Televisions

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry

Experience or Inexperience Training Available
HIRING FOR ALL POSITIONS
Benefits to include: Medical, Life & Dental
Insurance,401K, Stock Purchase,
Employee Discounts,
Paid Vacations. Flexible Hours & More.
App/y in person
650 North 12th Street In Murray.
Simply Follow U.S. 641 and State Highway 121.
FOE

ELECTRIC base board
heaters, frost free refrigerators, electric stoves, good
used carpeting and air
conditioners 753-4109
WANTED STANDING
TIMBER LARGE OR
SMALL ACREAGE
436-5700
436-5727
753-2533
150
Articles
For Sate
5PC Bedroom suit. twin
bunk bed, toddler bed, baby bed, fireplace insert,
vented gas stove, 96 Cadillac STS. Call 436-6380
•ELECTRIC Hospital Bed.
gel mattress. porta potty.
walker and shower chair
•Kenwood
ham
radio
equipment TR-520. TB7400A. TR-2400, and other equipment 436-2952

1 Nintendo 64

$150.00 and up

$39.95 }

New & Used

r

JEWELRY

1- Guns &
Knives on
up to 50% OFF
New 10% Trade-In ,
/\, Special}
Damon(' Ring. Chains, Charms

95

VCR $24
and up
An Other Merchandise On Sale! No Reasonable Offer Refused,
Monday-Saturday 9:30-7 30• Sunday 1-6

713 SOUTH 12TH • MURRAY • 753-7113
L.P. Gas Refills
Lowest prices in town.
New 100lb L.P. gas cyl.
$79.95
B&B Brokers
753-4389.
MACHINE quilting
$31 50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
MAPLE tree's, from 4 feet
to 20 feet tall, price according to size. Call 7530835.
NORDIC Trak Ski machine
$150 Shopsmith $150
Specialized Mountain bike
S75 Jayco 23foot
MotorhomeClassC$27,000
753-6985
OLD
time
camcorder
w/case
Works good
Needs new battery $100
759-9215
PIANO $1,500 759-1854

DRAFTERIndividual
must be proficient with 3D THE Bull Pen Steaks &
AUTOCAD. Duties include Spirits Now Hiring experipreparation of layouts, as- enced servers, busboys,
sembly and detail draw- and dishwashers, all shifts
ings, analyzing and deter- Apply in person, 2-4pm,
mining design require- 110 S 5th St.
ments and preparing and
evaluating tolerahczcs. For-- WILL do babysitting in -my
mat education in mechant- home, in town, afternoon
cal drawing and/or 2-10 shift Call 753-1486
years experience preferred. Knowledge of AStic & Childcare
MEY14.5 standards, Mechanical Desktop. and NC MOTHER of four would
programing experience a
Ike to babysit in my home
plus. Please submit re- either $10 day or
sume, references. and sal- $40 week, days or nights
ary
requirements
to 759-4673
SPORTABLE
SCORE- SITTER needed for two
BOARDS, Human Resour- children Monday through
ces 106 Max Hurt Drive, Friday 759-8573
160
Murray, KY 42071
Home Furnishings
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
7FOOT Den Couch Grea
Computers
Need a great career?
condition $100 753-5809
Werner needs entry-level
HEWLETT- Packard Corn
truck drivers. No experiouter. Windows ME 40
Pi:wooed
ence necessary. Earn
GIG Hard Drive, 900 mhz
S700+ per week plus benProcessor. 8X4X32 CD- FIREWOOD $35
efits. No CDL? No ProbRW, 128 meg ram. Speak- Delivered 437-4718
lem! CDL training is now
er, 56K modem, $475\,
available in your area.
• 753-8630
FIREWOOD Also tree
1-800-242-7364.
service 436-2562
KELLERS
TRIM Carpenters
COMPUTER PLACE.
220
needed for local lob
AMD computers 5699
WOW
Call Scott
Upgrades & Repairs
770-380-3490
Internet Service.
PLAYER Piano - Solo
WANTED all around mainOn 121S
Concerto by H.G. Bay. intenance men with carpen436-5933.
cludes 11 Scrolls. $500.
try, and building experi9a.m.-7p.m
Leave message
ence. Need to be familiar
489Mon-Sal.
2979.
with wood framing, deckVisa/ Mastercard.
ing, and roofing. Some
MDM
COMPUTERS
climbing and heavy lifting
A+ Certified Technician
required. Work inside until
On site service.
warmer weather. Call 75316X80 93 Mobile Home
759.3556
3018 for application and
with two porches Must be
interview. Job scheduled
$14,000 489moved
to start by 1-15-2002.
140
2054

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:

crackerharrei.com

Articles For Sale

Business Rentals
APPX 1,500 sq ft., good
ocation, -heavy traffic:
Rent monthly or long term
lease.
500 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky
Call for more info.
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625.
OFFICE Building for rent
or lease, 4,500 s f under
roof. 753-9562

1 bedroom apt. Clean
Stove. refrig., dishwasher
and W/D. $325. No pets.
436-5268.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1 room efficiency, separate kitchen & bath, some
utility paid. $200. No pets.
767-9037,
1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR Apartment, available
Dec. 1st. Close to campus.
No pets 753-5980.
1BR apt available. all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR APT for rent. All appliances. Pets allowed
$335/mo. Call 436-6291.
1BR Apt in town. furnished Available Jan-15, $180
month, plus 180 deposit
759-1519
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR Apt Near MSU.
1992 16x80 3BR 2 applibathlike new. 16,500 ances furnished. C4-1/A
Must Sell! 759-0996 or . $275 753-4181 or
489-2181
388-9529.
HM & Sons Mobile Home 1BR, furnished. low utilitMover 20yrs experience ies. $225 month, reference
Licensed & insured in •Ken- required, no pets 753tucky, Tennessee & Illi- 3949.
nois. 437-3939
Homes For Rent

2BR 1 Bath Mobile Home
on 1 acre lot with storage
building. Call 753-4980
2BR Rent to own 14x70
Coleman RE 759-4118
3BR, 2 bath $300 per
month 753-6012
3BR, 2 bath $300 per
month 753-6012
NICE 2br. Mobile home
No pets 753-9866
285
Mobile Home Lois For Rent
2BR 5 Miles North East
of Wal-Mart $225 month
753-6012

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

Apartments For Rent
1BR nice quiet area
753-8588
1BR. Univer Hgts Stove,
refng. W/D DW lease no
pets. $325/mo M -f 8-5
753-4937.
2BR.. 1 1/2 bath covered
parking, extremely nice
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR edge of town, washer & dryer $335
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 & 4br,apts. avail Diuguid
Drive. Coleman RE 7594118
3BR. 2 bath Apt, downstairs $400 a month
489-2296
3br. house.
1 -2,br apts. efficiency
C/H/A, near MSU.
753-1252 or 753-0606.
APARTMENT
Sublease below market
value at Murray Place.
Female. 270-395-1941
APT for rent, 3br, appliances furnished, C/H/A, near
MSU $400. month. 7594696
AVAILABLE Now. Clayton
Village Apartments 2 bedroom, C/H/A, garage,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasfier, gaR)e-ge- disertisaf,
water, sewer. garbage
pickup, lawn care furnished. JANUARY SPECIAL
$475.00 was 5495.00. Deposit & references required. Paris TN 731-6443080.
CONDOPLEX 3br , 2 bath
Available January 5,2002
$700/mo.
Deposit required
753-0834
EXTRA nice 2br.. 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. W/D. 1yr. lease, 1
month deposit. No pets.
753-2905.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units Rent based
on income Mobility impairment accessible Phone
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
9-ham. TDD No
1-800-648-6056
Equal
Housing Opportunity
LAKELAND WESLEY VILCAGE has 1BR subsidized, utilities included.
2BR market rate, partial
utilities, included, apartment for went. Apply before
Feb 1. and receive 3
months free cable
Call 270-354-8888
For the hearing impaired
1-800-247-2510 e ho
LARGE 1 BR Apt Gas
heat/AC, appliances furnish,d, washer and dryer.
partial utilities paid $280
month rent and creo
NICE 2br duplex appliances, good neighborhood
No pets $375 per month
plus, deposit 5375 7532967
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice

110•••• .010.1.1%

All real estate adv.ertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. limitation
or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national
origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising
for real estate which is in violation of the law
All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NA A
Counsel Rene P. Milam,(703) M8-l000.

PAGE 2B

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
460

120
Assenweints For Rent
Southsicte Manor Apts
1 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
•
153-8221 ^ •
E1-40

Homes For Sale
WE Buy Houses.
We take over payments
Any price or Condition
'270-534-4500
www CP1homebuyers corn
Used Cars

Houses For Rent
1007 Main St, Murray 2br,
1 bath, new stove & refrigerator. hardwood floors.
ceiling tans W-D hookup
Wired for cable. computer
$350. Lease & deposit
270-527-3664 Benton, KY
2 or 3 Bedrooms, One
Bath 753-2795 or 7598894
2 3, AND 4 br Houses
Near down town Murray
753-4109
2, 3, AND 4 br Houses
Near down town Murray
753-4109
309 Woodlawn Rent or
Rent with option to buy.
3br. 2 bath. C/H/A. $495 a
month plus security 4742520.
3BR. 2 bath, newer home,
5700 month plus deposit
Call Renee 753-1651
3BR
house in town
Stove refng , W.D. lease
no pets $495/mo M-F 8-5
753-4937
3BR . 1 1'2bath, stove.
dishwasher, refrigerator,
C/H A, in Kirksey 4892940 or 489-2280
EAST of Murray. 94E &
1346 area Cute 1br._ $295._
per month plus security
474-2520

1998 Ford Taurus SE 40r.
metallic blue, $ 4,500
1997 Ford Explorer V8, all
whell drive leather interior.
loaded $12,800
753-0792
1999 Mercury Mystique
39,800 miles Fully. automatic Sell for owe on
lean, $8292. Call 7533627
84 Mercedes 300. SD, garage kept, 2nd owner, fully
loaded, mint condition, diesel 25-30 mpg, great fuel
economy. $3.800
270-210-4911
or evening 270-759-9356
Camaro
95
79 xxx
$5,900 437-4432
97 Lincoln Mark VIII, LSC,
black leather, sunroof
CD, touring
package.
chrome wheels Gorgeous'
615-338-0097
$14,500
Susan

530
Services Offered
A-1 AFFORDABLE all
around hauling, free work
cleaning out sheds gutter
junk clean-4p. 4362867.

A-I Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks Home Additions
Remodeling Vinyl Siding
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Electric
-Commercial,
*Residential,
*Remodel
• *Free Estimates
"Quality don't costitpays".
Dave Mye..s 759-2488
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters 753-2592.

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing
even if you have been turned down
before. Loans available for bankrupt, bad credit, no credit. No cosigners necessary.

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 9 2002
530

530

Services Offered

530

Services Offered

530

Services Offered

530

Services Offered

Services Offered

Your Fall Mime Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
0Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Drive‘k.
David Borders

Phone 4270) 759-4734

tan* Brother
Moving Co.

Roofing Meta(
We now manufacture._ Buy direct.

SMITH ROOF REPAIR
Sp,

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

• New Construction • Flat Roofs

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Free Estimates - 10 Years Experteru e

"One Shingle or Whole Roof'

489-2366 or Cell 339-7 16

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Btryl

Wiggins Furniture
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

MIlmn

Lamb Brothers
Tree Service

-Cif

1-800-821-6907

ijcENsED & viscRED Free Estimates
24 Hr. Service

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

itaCr

Luke Lamb

iii A', qd

- Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

Thee Trimming
Cleanup Sent,,

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Removal

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

To Advertise Your Business Call Tammy or Brenda
at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

„se

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500 4 Weeks &4 Shoppers

..OR Rent
ROOF LEAKING?
Call Ruthie or Dennis
3 bedroom. 2 bath
Call a professional
753-2222
Executive home.
Residential, Commercial
2210 Gatesborough
or Industrial
24 Hours 1-800-992-7334
615-338-0097 Susan
270-435-4645
FOR RENT 4-5 Bedroom MAZDA 626 LX Sedan
ALL Carpentry Service
house. on 301 N 5th Call 1994. 108,xxx mileages.
From Foundation to
Free Column
759-5073 Fin4sh.
--power steering. A/C. Auto18Yrs experience.
SOUTH of Hazel, Tennes- matic, air bag, $5,200.
FREE Beagle mix 4 left
New Construction*
see. 3br. 2 bath. $375 per 270-753-3252.
Call 759-1856
Remodeling. Repairs.
month rent plus deposit, PRICE Buster's ll
Concrete Work.
lease, references
New car man in town.
AGC Certified.
492-8526
Come to where prices are
435-4272.
Classifieds
360
born. Office 759-0001
ALL Carpentry,
L._ 270-753-1916
Nights 727-0169 705 S
Storage Rentals
Electrical.
12th Street„-Across from
Sirloin Stockade -open New Const. Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
Mon -Sat. 9-5
Neon Beach
Water Damage. ReMini-Storage
placement Windows, Vinyl
iallised Trucks
Siding, Painting. Decks
All Size Units
Call Larry Nimmo.
Available
1980 F-100. runs S700 753-9372,
753-0353.
753-3680
BACKHOE di TRUCKING
1983 Chevy 4x4, short
ROY HILL.
CREEKVIEW STORAGEwheel base red truck.
Septic system. gravei,
S20-540 On Center Drive
54.500. 080 492-6179.
white rock
Behind Tom's Grille
1997 Ford Ranger XLT
436-2113
759-4081
51,xxx miles, great heat CAR clean up Decent
NORTHWOOD
storage and air conditioning, step- rates 767-0147
presently has units availa- side bed CD Excellent CARPORTS Starting at
ble 753-2905 or 753- condition 56.500. call 753- $675 installed Roy Fid
5502
- )6
(270)436-2113
1998 Chevy Z-71 4x4. Casey Electric for all your
60.xxx miles $17.000
electrical needs
753-7925
Commercial & Residential
1998 DODGE RAM 1500
License and Insured.
Like new, need to sell
753-3680
759-5940
1999 Chevrolet
FENCING
119 Main • 753-6266
Silverado New body style.
Midway Fence. All types.
MUST
ext
cab.
SELL
LS
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
Complete services
Great Truck First 16.500
*Inside climate control
Reasonable prices
Book
over
17.000
759storage
Free Estimate Insured.
9062 or 559-2959 •
*Security alarmed
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
Chevy
2000
Silverado
LS
*Safe & clean
1/2 ton Ext. cab 2WD color FUTRELL'S Tree Service
•We sell boxes'
Pewter bed cover 47.xxx Trimming, removal. stump
*We rent U-Hauls
Love
miles 1 owner very nice grinding, firewood. Insur*Heated Boat &
Mommy
753-7492
489-2839
ed
RV Storage
91 Chevy Silverado pick- HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
753-9600
up LWB. good shape
wanted No fob too small
380
Daddy
753-0728 after 4 p m
Give us a call Yes we
Pets & Supplies
96 Chevrolet C-1500 Sil- clean gutters
verado Extended Cab Phone 436-5759
DOG Obedience
Loaded. Vortec V-8. 350.
HAULING
Master Trainer
bed cover. white with blue
Cleaning out garages.
436-2858
interior 104.xxx miles. Call
sheds, carport atics,
ALFALFA hay for sale- 994-0388 or
767-9036.
and storage
436-2181
753-2555
430
Luke Lamb
Real Estate
J &D Motors
A affordable hauling, iunk For most of your car
HALEY Professional
clean up. tree work, gutter needs We also rebuild
Appraising
cleaning 436-5141
transmissions too Call for
270-759-4218
A time to take care of your Appt 753-6988
'For What It's Wortlf
home Affordable work 203 S Cherry Street

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

Ledger& Times

753-1916

WRACKING
P., I C Et

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop
Has

24 on. WRECKER SERVICE
DAYS:
753-5273 753-0133
NIGHTS:
492-8219 • 753-1833
753-6191

VISA

David's Home Improvement
'Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
'Install braces & floors joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
'Replace or repair water and drain lines.
'Install moisture barriers.
We Do Al! Kinds of Remodeling

David Gallimore, Owner
Win Do lncurance Work

731-247-5422

keisahe

cRemei
nhm •
- •%
1;;IcAthoits-(
_Day

r

753-3853

Put Your Special Valentine's Day Picture & Message
Or Love Line In The Paper Feb. 14, 2002.

PICTURE

EASTSIDE

Lc
STORAGE

530

Services Offered

$91100 EACH

Happy
Valentine's
Day
Madison

OW MOW than two per picture

and no more than 12 words)

LOVELINE

$6.00

EACH

no more than 20 words)
ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.
For the return of picture you Must send
self-addressed stamped envelope.

David,
You're the love o
my life.
Happy Valentine's
Day!
Love Always!
Tammy

Deadlinefor receipt of Photos & Love Lines is Noon, Wed., Feb. 6th.

0ryi
EDGERealMES

jMURRAY

Lots For Sale
LOTS for sale Starting a
511,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches. decks roofing.
siding. concrate, fences,
furniture design. and restoration. Free Estimates.
753-4380.

460
Homes For Sale

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
.Carpets 'Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
'Wrinkle Repair
'Quick Drying

753-5827.
FOR Sale By Owner
3 bedrooms, living room,
dining room, kitchen, bath
bonus room, scre6ned in
porch, bungalow Near
hospital and downtown
615-338-0097
$54.000
Susan

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter work
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.

RELIANCE HOMES
2 Bath. 1,800 sq
foot home No reasonable
offer will bp., refused Financing available Located
2 miles North of Murray,
KY on Hwy 641

4BR

,)

Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US.
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Purkett • Pat Butler • Jaequelvn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or'Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
SUREWAY

TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

Attn: Classified Advertising Department
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1916

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday.
Jan. 10, 2002.
Listen to others and know that you don't
always have to respond. You will learn a
lot by keeping your own counsel. Use
your strong powers of observation, and
they will help you grow in new ways.
Your sixth sense comes through for you
financially, but don't be surphsed at an
event that. impacts your funds. Work
develops in imponance. but it also drains
you. Find ways tobe more on your own.
and you can keep your own pace. If single. a relationship will take a back seat to
the other items you want to accomplish.
If attached, express more of what weighs
you down emotionally. not necessarily
involving your sweetheart but your outside life. SAGITTARIUS reads you cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
5-Dynamic,
4-Positive.
Have

3-Average: 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
***** Reach oilr-Speak your mind
to a friend who sometimes gets thickheaded on key matters.,Use your fine linguistic skills to knock on this person's
door, so to speak. He or she just might
open up. Your ability to present different

panoramic views comes into play.
Tonight: Spontaneity rules.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Work with others. Explain
the natural reluctance you feel to spend
anymore. Review a matter carefully, asking needed questions. Use your strong
vision to convince a partner or an associate to go along with your thinking. You
get a surprising response. Tonight:
Togetherness works.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Someone's attitude changes.
See the result of your positive thinking
Discussions enlighten this person.
Trusting builds as a result. Walk on egg
shells with office communication.
Gossip could be mixed in. Tonight: Say
yes to someone's plans.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You feel insecure. If you verbalize a need for more support, an associate or Inend will come through. You
might want to reorganize your work
accordingly. Someone really surprises
you with his or her suppoi-t. Tonight: Get
a good night's sleep.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Keep focused on major goaes.
You know where you are heading. Use
your creativity to present an idea in a
manner that someone can hear. Someone
pleasantly surprises you with his or her
response. Trust in someone's good sense.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Deal with work and the potential of a move. You find another job just
for you. You might be surprised and
delighted by what a change of scenery
can do for your work habits. Show your
innovative and creative streak. Anything
is possible. Tonight: Put your feet up.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Speak your mind and reach
out for others. You might try stating the
same opinion in a different way so that
someone can "hear" you. Your innovative style draws strong, positive feedback. Forget making a relationship more
secure. The "oddness" makes it more
interesting. Tonight: Where your friends
are.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Deal with finances, though coaxing a former Daddy or Mommy
Warbucks to help out might no longer
work. Reorganize with an outlook to
becoming more independent. Family
does the unexpected. Carefully check out
an investment. Tonight: Make a new
budget. if need be. Buy a lottery ticket on
the way home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** *** You might change your
course midway. deciding that perhaps
another approach could be more effective. Realize your limits within a particular situation. Don't worry about others

right now, you might have a difficult
time keeping track of yourself! Tonight:
Please yourself.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Step back and do some thinking
before jumping to conclusions. You will
be updating your ideas anyway. no matter what perspective you take. Intuition
helps you gain in a tight squeeze. You
could even surprise yourself with the
strength of your choices. Tonight: Lay
out your clothes - get ready for tomorrow!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Where your friends are is
where you want to be. A child or loved
one lets you know about a personal problem. Your feedback is instrumental in
helping someone make a decision. You
juggle many different aspects of your
life. Your goals change. Tonight: Play
away.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
*** Others seek you out for advice.

Your reactions stem from a knee-jerk
reaction. Your boss or supervisor could
change his or her priorities. Adjust. and
both of you will gam. Still, leave room
for some spontaneous fun. Find a family
member for a talk. Tonight: In the spotlight
BORN TODAY
Boxer George Foreman 11949)

•
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 66 and for the
pas1013 years have 'Successfully used
hormone replacement therapy, while
accepting the small but real risks of
uterine and breast cancer. This year,
however, I suffered a bout of deep
venous thrombosis for which 1 was
prescribed Coumadin for six months
My physician explained to me that the
hormone therapy increases my risk of
future blood clots, and he insists I
stop the estrogen. I don't want to
because I feel so good. Do I have any
other options'?
DEAR READER: Until recently, I
would have said "no" and, like your
physician, would have urged you to
discontinue hormone therapy.
However, based on a large study of
over 125,000 Canadian women, as
reported in "The Archives of Internal
Medicine" Volume 161, 2001, I may be
able to modify my position. The
researchers discovered that the use of
"statin" cholesterol-lowering drugs
was associated with a 22-percent risk
reduction in DVT (blood clots in the
leg veins) among women 65 or older.
This finding may well revolutionize
therapy for prevention of these serious
blood clots. (Incidentally, a previous
study showed a 50-percent reduction
in DVT risk.) Ask your doctor about
this. If he is willing to prescribe low
doses of a statin drug, you may be able
to continue your hormone therapy.
As an aside, I might mention an
equally spectacular study in
"Circtilation" Vol. 103, 2001, in which
Scottish researchers found that
Pravastatin (a type of statin tolower
cholesterol) reduced by 30 percent the
risk of developing diabetes in over
5,000 middle-aged men.
What does all this mean? Simply
that these drugs have far more benefi-

CALL
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DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: My wife died two

PETER
GOTT, M

cial effects than previously recognized, and their use for situations
other than high serum cholesterol
may lead to significantly improved
health.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Breast Cancer and
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
"Newsletter" P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the
title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a chronic,
dull ache around the left side of my
breastbone. The discomfort sometimes travels to my shoulder. What
could cause this, and what do you recommend?
DEAR READER: Chest pain has
many causes. Two of the most common are costochondritis (inflammation of the cartilage attaching the ribs
to the breastbone) and intercostal
myalgia (irritation of the muscles
between the ribs). The cause of these
conditions is unknown, and they are
difficult to diagnose because the pains
are vague and there are no confirmatory lab tests. However, patients with
these afflictions almost always show
point tenderness over the inflamed
tissue, so this diagnostic characteristic is important. These benign causes
of chest discomfort can ordinarily be
treated with anti-inflammatory drugs,
such as ibuprofen.
Of course, chest pain can also
reflect serious diseases, such as lung
problems and angina (heart muscle
cramps).
Finally, chest aching can often be
caused by inconsequential muscle
strain and over use.
I recommend that you be examined
and tested by your family doctor. In
my opinion, you should have chest Xrays, a cardiogram (or stress test)
and - possibly — an X-ray study of
your upper intestinal tract (to rule out
peptic disease). The treatment of
chest pain depends on the cause,
which your physician is trained to discover.

L

DEAR ABBY: I have read your
column for more years than I can
remember, and have always wanted
to read the very first letter that
appeared in your column. Would
you print it again?
AIMEE IN MACEDON,N.Y.
DEAR AIMEE: With pleasure!
The letter appeared 46 years
ago today, on Jan. 9, 1956. Read

I'M SPENDING. ( WHAT A -I
1329 FOR A
SHAME
IF 4OUR
HANDHELD
COMPUTER??
INVESTMENT GOT I
I FEEL ILL!
SCRATCHED!

emy.
Published are pictures of approximately 70 friends and neighbors helping with the cleanup efforts on the farm of Mr. and Mrs.
Keith Paschall, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn. Their home was struck by a
tornado on Jan. 3. The photographs
were by Staff Photographer Jennie
Gordon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar E. Hicks
were married 58 years Jan. 7.

Thirty years ago
Army Specialist Four James E.
Gamble, son of Mr. and Mrs.- Edmond Gamble, received the. Army
Commendation Medal for meritorious service while serving in Saigon,

Vietnam.
Births reported include a boy to
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Tomorrow: Rectifying the count.
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holder
38 Ewe's mate
40 Riyadh
resident
42 Qty.
43 Gaiety
45 Twosome
46 Uh cousin
47 Log
49 L A locale
50 Duds
52 Salt
container
54 Phone line
55 Chasm

ACROSS

11 Propped
13 Mr. Spock's
mother
14 Trial VIP
15 Jeered
17 "- in the
mood .
18 B
ite
remakfast
20 Wolfish looks
21 Bribe
22 Kind of tide
24 52, to Livy
25 Dollar
dispensers
26 Baseball
stats
28 Pounces
30 Retainers
32 Kitty's plea
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Home Delivery
3 mo.

$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

6 mo.
1 yr.

Local Mail
(Calloway, Graves & Marshall)

$25.00
$50.00
$85.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
,PurNear. Buchanan & Pans)

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr

1-9 © 2002 United Feature Syndicate
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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One year ago: Linda Chavez
withdrew her bid to be secretary' of
labor because of controversy over
an illegal immigrant who once
lived with her.

demaide

1 Leaves out
6 Showery time

I'M GOING TO MAKE A 1,151
OF THINGS I CAN DO TO
IMPRESS WOMEN

k

much better offin three notrump,
where nine top tricks were available, but they reached the diamond game as shown. West got
the defense off to a good start by
leading a trump. Had West instead led a spade — the suit his

CROSSWORDS

CR)
TNO GOOD FR1et,06
RADA WONDERFUL
EVENING ToGETHER
AND,
BEEN
NOTHING, MORE
THAN 11-iAT

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Farley, Jan. 8.

TODAY IN HISTORY

itA

A -

121-

ktr""6"

4; a - boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Earhart, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Rogers and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William B.arnhill, Jan. 5; a boy to

the end.

East- West,who collaborated beautifully to defeat a seemingly unassailable five-diamond contract.
North-South would have been

A 499 KEYBOARD?? NOW
I'm REALLY, REALLY ILL

Births reported include a girl to

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Osborne, Jan.

crossruff, losing two club tricks at days left in the year.
. Today's Highlight in History:
As it was,the opening diamond
On Jan. 9, 1788, Connecticut belead made it impossible for South to
came the fifth state to ratify the
ruff two hearts in dummy, and he
-U.S. Constitution.
had to seek an alternative route to
On this date:
11 tricks. So he won the first diaIn 1793, Frenchman Jean Pierre
mond in his hand and immediately
led the jack of clubs, losing—the Blanchard_Lusing a hot-air balloon,.
fle-w -between Philadelphia an
finesse to East's queen.
East recognized that if he re- Woodbury, N.J.
turned a second diamond, he could
In 1861, Mississippi seceded
prevent declarer from ruffing any from the Union.
hearts in dummy, but he was conIn 1861, the "Star of the West,'
cerned with an even more immi- a merchant vessel bringing reinnent threat — dummy's clubs. If forcements to federal troops at Fort
declarer established that suit while Sumter. S.C., retreated after being
the ace of spades remained as an
fired on by a battery in the harbor.
entry to dummy, he Could later
In 1913, Richard Milhous
discard his losing hearts on the
Nixon, the 37th president of the
good clubs.
East therefore set his sights United States, was born in Yorba
on dislodgingdummy's ace ofspades Linda, Calif.
In 1945, during World War II,
before declarer could draw trumps'
forces began landing at
American
and establish clubs. And to make
sure that nothing went awry, East Lingayen Gulf in the Philippines.
In 1957, Anthony Eden resigned
returned the spade king!
This proved to be just what the as British prime minister.
doctor ordered. No matter what
In 1964. anti-U.S. rioting broke
declarer did from this point on, he out in the Panama Canal Zone, recould not avoid losing two more sulting in the deaths of 21 Panamatricks, and he finished down one.
nians and three U.S. soldiers.
Note that if East had returned
In 1968, the Surveyor.7 space
any card other than the king of
probe made a soft landing on the
spades at trick three, South would
marking the end of the
have had no trouble making his moon,
American series of unmanned excontract.
plorations of the lunar surface.

4 A 96 3
11 8
•K 6

Opening lead — two of diamonds.
This deal occurred in the IMP
Pairs at the 1990 Summer North
American Championships. It features picture-perfect defense by

A SZIS CASE -`( WHAT A

Jan. 3.
Forty years ago
Winter moved into Calloway
County yesterday with a vengeance
and the thermometer fell steadily in
the evening. The temperature of 10
above zero was recorded in the
early morning hours today.
Airman Charles G. Kistner is
taking a technical training course
for statistical data specialists at
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Pangborn, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Coomer, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Kirk and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Enoch.
Fifty years ago
Ens. John Mac Carter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W.Z. Carter, has been
called to active duty with the U.S.
Navy. He has been assigned to the
USS minesweeper, The Tourcan,
out of port at San Francisco, Calif.
Marriages announced include
Charlotte Ann Roberts to SEC Paul
D. Grogan, Dec. 26, and Nella Jean
Workman to James Vaughn Edwards, Dec. 30.

partner had bid — declarer would.
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 9, the
have had clear sailing via a straight - ninth day of 2002. There are 356

5•

REALLY ILL !!

_AV

nominated Randy Dawson and Erin
O'Brien for the U.S. Army Academy, Rolan Conoley for the U.S.
Naval Academy, and Natalie Simpson for the U.S. Air Force Acad-

North dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH

3
4•

REALLN,c,REA

We've

a girl to Kimberly and Craig Green,
Jan. 3.
Twenty years ago
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard has

Terty ,HQpkins, Dec. 28, a Itoy to
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Morris, Dec. 30;
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Spears,

CONTRACT BRIDGE

+J4
The bidding:
North East
South
1
2•
14

THIS ONE LOOKS JUST' PERFECT
FOR THE OCCASION

FOR A $321
SHAME TO
HAVE NO
HANDHELD?
NOW I'M
KNBOARD.
REALLY ILL f
}

presented with Mel-vin Jones

Fellowships by the Murray Lions
Club with the presentation being
made by Warren Hopkins.
Murray-Calloway Camera Club
now has on display the photographs
received fnr the third annual photography competition of the club at
the Calloway Public Library.
Births reported include a boy to
Betty and Thomas Wilson, a girl to
Barbara and William Shem well and

•AQJ 1097

CATHY

BEEN
TALKING ALL_
NIGHT I

ing

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hutson, Dec
14; _a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Heiss and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

By The Associated Press

***
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Published is a picture ul rvin
D. Crafton and James A. Rogers be-

respectable life of her own to be
available when he whistles. Of
DEAR HAD IT: Please don't course he won't marry you. Why
blame your granddaughter for should he? He is getting the
this situation. In a household whole show for the price of the
where there are no rules, no dis- amusement tax.
cipline, no consequences and no
guidelines, her attitude and
* *
behavior are logical.
Pauline Phillips and her daughter
It is possible that a better Jeanne Phillips share the pseudonym
living arrangement for you Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at
might be to share a home or www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
apartment with someone closer Los Angeles, CA 90069.
to you in age. Your local area
Good advice for everyone - teens to
agency on aging may be able to seniors - is in The Anger in All of Us
steer you in the right direction. and How to Deed With IL" To order, send
However, before you make any a business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $5 IU.S.
hard and fast decisions about funds only)
to: Dear Abby, Anger
changing your address, I urge Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL
you to have a frank talk with 61054-0447.(Postage is included.)
your son and daughter-in-law
about the reasons you're
making the move.

Eci_comple

Li O'CLOCK IN
THE MORNING!

Ten years ago

DEAR ABBY: I have never writ-

HAD IT IN DENVER

11:›4411L_V

ANTI-korly , 1T

LOOKING BACK

years ago. Since then, I have had ten to a paper for advice before, but
health problems that make it diffi- need help desperately and cannot
-cult,to Five alone.
talk to my family or friends about
I tried an assisted-living complex, my problem. I am a private secrebut when I added up the expenses, tary to a well-known executive in
my son suggested I move in with the Bay area. I have been employed
them. I thought it was a good idea by him for five years. You may think
because I would rather give them this sounds cheap, but we are deeply
in love. His wife speaks to him only
the money.
The problem is my I5-year-old when she wants money and he has
granddaughter, "Vanessa." My son no respect or affection for her.
and his wife are intelligent people,
He has told me repeatedly that I
and I don't understand how they am the woman he loves, but we can't
have raised this selfish, inconsider- consider marriage because it would
ate, insolent, demanding brat. ruin him financially and socially. In
Vanessa thinks the world revolves addition to an excellent salary, he
around her. If she doesn't get her has given me an automobile, a fur
way, she yells, screams, and says coat, and he pays my rent. When he
terrible things to her parents - and takes business trips, I always go
they take it! I want to get up and along. I am not getting any younger,
slap her. Even though she is my yet I feel one day he will make me
granddaughter, I find it difficult to his wife. What do you think?
like her.
CONFIDENT
Abby, there are no rules, no discipline, no punishment, no guidelines
DEAR CONFIDENT: I think
whatsoever in their home. I can't your boss is a super salesman!
take her behavior any longer. I want He did a terrific job when he
to move out at the end of the month. convinced an intelligent girl
What do you think?
like you to give up a decent,

on:

I NEED A VERY SPECIFIC
(1CARD TO APOLOGIZE FOR
SOMETHING
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NEVER
EVER
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AGAIN
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Treatment key to preventing substance abuse
EDITOR'S NOTE-L":4Ellis Is
the fourth in a series of articles
v%ritteti by the Kentucky Agency
for Substance Abuse Policy (KVASAP) to inform Kentucky on
the efforts to address alcohol, tobacco and other drug abuse and
to spotlight some of the initial 43
counties that have been designated KY-ASAP Local Boards.
According to nationwide statistics, we could provide for those
with alcohol, tobacco or other drug
addictions for as little as $45 per
man, woman and child.
• issues of alcohol, tobacco and
other drug use and abuse have been
increasing at such an alarming rate
that earlier methods of addressing
this issue requires a new course.
This new course was charted by the
2000 Kentucky General Assembly
with the enactment of the Kentucky
Agency for Substance Abuse Policy(KY-ASAP).
The Kentucky Agency for Substance Abuse Policy t KY-ASAP)
establishes a ground-breaking
framework which bridges the gaps
often found among the agencies
and community groups which address alcohol, tobacco and other
drug issues.
KY-ASAP seeks to create a
Commonwealth of healthy communities
se of alcohol,
tobacco and other drugs and related
consequences by promoting the implementation of comprehensive, research-based state and county

_•_
strategies.
•
KY-ASAP bridges the gap by
linking communities to each other.
through KY-ASAP- Local Boards,
as well as to the state through a collaborative effort to reduce the
abuse of alcohol, tobacco and drugs
and related consequences.
Through this partnership, local
communities make decisions about
alcohol, tobacco and other drug issues for themselves with the support and . assistance from KYASAP. KY-ASAP empowers communities to better coordinate local
alcohol, tobacco and other drug
prevention and treatment decisions.
KY-ASAP'also equips communities to fill the gaps both within their
local communities and statewide.

triends— JifestyIe.
stresses) that impact the effectiveness of treatment.
As part of the continuum of
care, treatment focuses on the
population that is predisposed to alcohol, tobacco and other drug addiction by providing a wide array
of services to specifically meet the
needs of the individual for whom
the assessment is dope.
Prevention works on those parts
of the population for whom addiction is not yet a reality in their
lives. By keeping the continuum of
care in mind when thinking of
treatment, we can see what treatment is and what treatment is not.
Treatment meets the person after
the alcohol, tobacco and/or other
drug addiction has already permanently become a part of his or her
life. Treatment is about the person
learning skills to maintain abstinence.

There are so many facets to the
treatment of alcohol, tobacco and
other drugs that one can often get
lost in the array of terms, programs,
professionals and services that are
involved. It is helpful, therefore, to
look at the treatment issue as part
of a continuum of care centering on
a system of prevention, assessment
and treatment.
The pivotal point on this continuum is the assessment factor. Assessment allows the treatment professional to address a person's
needs after taking into account the
wholeness that makes-up-that person. This "wholeness" includes the
person's environment, past and current situation, the ability to maintain abstinence and the triggers

While prevention empowers
people to refuse use and abuse
through various programs and skill
building exercises, treatment helps
them to deal with their lives and to
learn alternative ways of living
through a long process that involves a variety of treatment services.
Treating the whole person is
something that the KY-ASAP Lee
County Local-Board knows first
hand. But because of the rural nature of Lee County, the efforts to
make alcohol, tobacco and other

drug abue treatment effective bavt,
been meeting some challenges.
In fact, thelreatment challenges
Lee County faces was a primary
motivator to encourage them to
seek designation as a KY-ASAP
Local Board. There appeared to be
a lack of connection between the
problems found in the community
and the resources available to address those problems. However, the
KY-ASAP Lee County Local
Board brought together professionals from all disciplines including
treatment.
These professionals can come

Invites the public to attend a

RECEPTION

The start of a new year is
quickly approaching and that
means one thing: It's financial aid
- time again. Experts at ACT offer
the following information to help
families find the resources they
need to complete their financial aid
paperwork.
The most important form is the
Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FM:SA). Beginning Jan.
I students will be able to submit

the form that determines eligibility
for student financial aid from federal programs. Students will need
family income statements from
their 2001 earnings to complete the
form. Colleges and universities also
use the FAFSA, but may also require students to fill out additional
forms. The FAFSA is available
from high school counselors or at

• Apply early for admission and
financial aid.
• Check with your college to determine if other financial aid forms
are required.
• Apply for scholarships and
grants.
• Look into Work Study programs.
• Surf the web for financial aid
information.

ikWw.faisa.ed.gov.

Annie J. Nance
for her 46 years of
dedicated service.

1
Dec. 2001

Dec. 1955

Jan. 11, 2002 • 3:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Downtown Location
5th & Main
(Refreshments will be served)

Financial Aid tips from ACT:

BRANDON

Apple Blossom Health Food
306 N 12th Street Murray, Ky

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

WORLD

VIEW MN ettailiillr

50% Off All Stock 50% Off
Sports Nutrition
Enzymatic Products
Nature's Plus

as we honor

studegt. Assjsti‘e technology offers of funclions that can benefit a
writing aids that will enable slüin the wilting process. -Some
dents with writing difficulties to such programs even read aloud the
turn the writing process from diffi- student's typed message so the stucult to beneficial..
dent can easily check for accuracy.
Simple. wring aides may.benefit students described above-. These
Different types of keyboards ofmay include such adaptations as a fer an alternate way for the student
rubber grip Placed
meil to to "type" and enter information into
help tit the writing instrument into the computer. One example is the
the student's hand, or the use of pa- touchscreen which allows the user
per with raised or different-colored to touch the desired area on the
lines to help the student place let- computer screen t9 'type" and enter
ters in the right place on the paper their information.
or make their letters the proper
size. Dramatic improvements can
There are many options availbe seen by making these simple ad- able to students of all ages. To see
if your student could benefit from
aptations to everyday materials.
Wire advanced adaptations are • some type of assistive technology
also'available to students. Various contact your local Director of Specomputer programs and different cial Education or call toll-free 1types of keyboards have a variety 888-499-9398.

ACT provides financial aid

they will be able to create and implement a strategic plan that incorporates a treatment focus.
Focusing on treatment leads the
effort to enable both KY-ASAP
and the KY-ASAP Local Boards to
fulfill the vision of a healthy Commonwealth through the reduction of
the abuse of alcohol, tobacco and
other drugs. Making treatment of
alcohol, tobacco and other drug
abuse accessible to all is a fortifying element to the efforts by KYASAP to bridge the gap in the effort to create healthier communities.

AWIIN

Writing process can be improved
The -writing. _process is a very_
impOrtant aspect of a student's academic years. The actual physical
process of writing or using acrayon. pencil, or other writing instrument can be .difficult for some
students.
Students may -have difficulty
coinpkling 1tk1. sehrati-assi-gft-'ments for a variety of reasons.
They may have 'trouble holding
their pencil (or their crayon,
marker, paintbrush, etc.) or forming
their letters correctly'. They may
make their letters in a way that is
very hard for others to read.
Sometimes the writing process
is very long and slOw. and students
lack the energy or endurance
needed to complete written tasks.
------For all of thes-re-a-sons- writing
can be a negative experience for .1

tQgether, pull resources and build
relationships that can enhance the
effort to reduce alcohol, tobacco
and other drug issues' in Lee
County. By including treatment,
Lee County enhances the effort to
bring the whole person back into
balance with the environment in
which they live.
Focusing on treatment is one of
the crucial elements to building a
bridge to span the gaps that exist in
the prevention and treatment of alcohol, tobacco and other drug
(ATOD) use and abuse. KY-ASAP
invests in local communities so that
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Don Henry, Agent
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•
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Pentagon that there had been no
indication of hostile fire. He had no
information on any weather factors,
either.
"We're going to do everything
we can to find out what caused the
accident," Jarvis said. "Recovery is
going to be tough. It's very tight terrain — mountainside, not vehicle
accessible. It's going to be tough
going up to the point the accident
occurred."
Marine staff in Kandahar
observed a moment of silence.
and
Pakistanis
Marines
approached the site within hours
after the Clash about ttnee miles
from the airport, but no bodies were
recovered immediately, Maj. Ralph
Mills, a spokesman with the U.S.
Central Command, said late
Wednesday evening in Florida.
"They made it to the crash site on
foot," Mills said. "But they were
unable to remain there. It is a very
steep grade and they were unable to
get footing. The site is secure."
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CALLOWAY FIREARM ... Scott Delcamp showcases the proof model of the Winchester
Model 1894 rifle that commemorates Calloway County, of which only 10 were made.

Gun honors
Galloway County
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Scott Delcamp grew up in a small rural community with a population of 900 in Nebraska. As a
result, he has always had a keen interest in the local
histories of counties across America.
Delcamp has put his interest to work as a sales
representative for Investment Arms Inc., a
Colorado-based company that has manufactured
commemorative rifles for rural counties in all 50
states since 1987.
The company's desire to seek out counties with a
rich historical background led it to Calloway
County, which will now be honored with a small
number of engraved limited edition Winchester
Model 1894 carbine rifles as part of the company's
National Collector Series.
"My company is in the business of special editions, and we do counties all over the nation,"
Delcamp said. "We do about 70 counties a year
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nationwide. We'll pick counties based on historical
value, and we have a research department that looks
into this. They have some pretty rigid things they
look at when they pick."
Delcamp said Calloway County's involvement in
the Civil War, as well as its environmental and agricultural aspects. piqued his company's interest in_the.
local area.
"We like the fact that there was some
Confederate action here," he said. "The railroad
played a big part in Calloway County's history.
Tobacco, of course, has been huge."
The barrels of the rifles are finished in nickel silver and overlaid in 24-karat gold. Several images,
including those of tobacco farmers and the old
sawmill, are engraved in the gold near the triggers.
An image of a train is laser-engraved on the rifles'
American Walnut stocks.

•See Page 3

Judge to appeal
suspension order
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Marshall County District Judge Don
Thomas will be suspended for 180
days without pay for improperly
using his position to help a woman
with whom he was having a person-al relationship. Conduct
Judicial
The
Commission ordered Thesuspension
to begin Jan. 28 and run until July
26. The commission's order was
made public on Wednesday and also
revealed that Thomas had been privately reprimanded for misconduct
on two occasions in 1999.
District judges are paid $99,552,
so a 180-suspensioh would cost
Thomas about half that amount. The
decision of the commission can be
appealed to the Kentucky Supreme
Court.
Peter
attorney,
Thomas'
Ostermiller of Louisville, said the
ruling would be appealed, which
would have the effect of automatically delaying the suspension.
"We feel the facts supported the

START THE NEW YEAR WITH A NEW YOU!
Ilv

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A Boonville, Ind., man was in stable
condition on Wednesday after being
shot by police in the arm and neck
after leading police on a 90-mile
chase from Evansville. Ind., to
Hopkinsville.
Todd Baker, 20. fled from police
early Wednesday morning after
being pulled over in Evansville. Ind.
He was chased by different agencies
down U.S. 41-A South until he was
stopped at a blockade set up by
Hopkinsville police on the highway
exit ramp, Kentucky State Police
said. Police said the chase began
around 12:30 a.m. CST.
Authorities said Baker then ran
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mer the leg of Hopkinsville officer
John Thompson at the blockade,
prompting Thompson and Kentucky
State Police Trooper Jason Newby
to open fire.
Baker was shot once in the left
arm and once in the left side of the
neck and taken to -Jennie Stuart
Medical Center and is listed in stable condition, police said.
Thompson was also taken to the
medical center, where he was treated for minor injuries to his left leg.
According to police. Baker has
been charged with fleeing police
and assault. Other charges are pending, police said.
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dismissal of the other charges,"
Ostenniller said.
The commission found that
Thomas was guilty of four of the
eight charges against him. The other
four were dismissed.
"The actions of Judge Thomas in
this regard compromised the integrity of Ins--e•aurt, cast doubt upon the
integrity of the whole judiciary and
seriously impaired his capacity to
perform the duties of a judge," the
commission said in its ruling.
Most of the charges against
Thomas were related to his relationship with Carrie Hatfield. In one
case, the commission said Thomas
suspended a drug-related jail sentence for Hatfleld's ex-husband if
the man would agree to pay back
child support. The commission also
said Thomas misled it about his relationship with Hatfield during a conference prior to the charges being
levied.
Thomas. a former Marshall
County attorney, was appointed a
judge in 1997 and was elected to the
remainder of a term in 1998.

Multi-state chase
ends with shooting
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He said early today the team
pulled back after seeing no evidence
of bodies and then returned at first
light to continue the search.
Meanwhile, Mills said, the war
goes on, with one B-52 bomber and
one BIB bomber attacking a complex of caves, tunnels and buildings
used as an al-Qaida training camp at
Zawar Kili in the mountains of eastern Afghanistan at about 10:30 p.m.
EST Wedneday.
The Pentagon identified the
seven Marines who were killed as:
pilot Capt. Matthew W. Bancroft,
29,of Redding, Calif.; co-pilot Capt.
, of
Daniel G. fvfcColltmi;
Richland, S.C.; Gunnery Sgt.
Stephen L. Bryson, 36, of
Montgomery, Ala.; Staff Sgt. Scott
N. Germosen, 37,of New York City;
Sgt. Nathan P. Hays, 21, of Wilbur,
Wash., Lance Cpl. Bryan P.
Bertrand, 23, of Coos Bay, Ore,; and
Winters.-25, of —
- Sgt.--Jeannette
Gary, Ind. All were based at
Miramar, Calif.

Jackson gets
bipartisan
support for
Rx program
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Sen. Bob
Jackson (D-Murray) and Sen. Tom
Buford (R-Nicholasville) announced
Wednesday that they are proposing
an initiative aimed at ensuring elderly Kentuckians have -access to
affordable prescription drugs.
The Jackson-Buford legislation (Senate Bill
15) would create
Kentucky
the
Rx
Senior
Program, which
would share the
cost of prescription drugs with
eligible
Jackson
Kentuckians 65
and older.
"No senior should have to choose
between buying medicine or food,"
Jackson said. "Modern science has
given us amazing new ways to treat
illnesses, but the benefits of new
medicines will only be fully realized
if we ensure that seniors can afford
them." Buford noted that prescription
drugs play a larger role than ever in
health care.
"Our seniors population deserves
the right to purchase the medicines
they need to sustain an acceptable
life of independence," he said. "I
hope this legislation will assist in
that result."
Under the Jackson-Buford proposal, the Kentucky Senior Rx
Program would pay for 75 percent of
the cost of generic drugs prescribed
to program participants. The program would cover 50 percent of the
cost of name-brand drugs.
To be eligible for the program,
participants must have income
below 200 percent of the federal
poverty level and must not have
other forms of prescription drug
coverage.
110,000
estimated
An
Kentuckians would he eligible for

rsity
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Terrain hampers recovery
of crashed Marine plane
WASHINGTON (AP) — Steep,
rocky terrain hindered efforts today
(Thursday) to recover the bodies of
seven marines killed when their
tanker plane crashed into a mountain
in Pakistan, defense officials said.
It was the worst U.S. casualty toll
of the Afghanistan campaign, and
included the first woman killed
since U.S.-led Afghan bombing
began in early October.
Residents in the -region reported
seeing helicopters flying over the
site early today.
In Kandahar,-Afghanistan, where
the Marines have established a base,
spokesman 1st L-u-kitm-farvis saidthe plane was on its final approach
to the Shamsi airfield. It had been on
the first of what normally would be
four refueling stops per mission, so
it likely had an almost full cargo of
fuel.
A military team was heading
from the Marine base at Kandahar to
Shamsi to investigate, Jarvis said,
echoing._ statements from the
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Deaths

Colo,crews search for survivors of morning plane crash

Oliver (011ie) Parish
Oliver (011ie) Parish, 91, Pottertown Road, Murray, died
Wednesday, Jan. 9, 2002, at 9 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was married Feb. 11, 1933, to the former Sarah Marie
Testeman who died Oct. 14, 1988. Born Jan. 13, 1910, in Yates
'enter, Kan., he was the son of the late Herschel C. Parish and
Luella Custer Parish.
Mr. Parish had retired as a mechanic for General Mills Corp.
Survivors include three sons, Donald Raymond Parish and
wife, Nannette, Wyandotte, Okla., Irvin Eugene Parish and wife,
Parish
Imelda, Winslow, Ariz., and Leslie Wayne Parish Sr. and wife,
Patricia, Murray; three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Carrie Gates,
Keokuk, Iowa, Mrs. Isabelle Ewers, Pryor, Okla., and Mrs. Gladys Laisley,
Alexandria, Mo.; 18 grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
, The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob Saywell will officiate. Burial will follow. in Sunset
Memorial Gardens, Ktokuk, Iowa.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Thursday).

Doss (Junior) Hollingsworth
Doss (Junior) Hollingsworth, 71, Puryear, Tenn., died Tuesday, Jan. 8, 2002. He
was pronounced dead on arrival at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
A machine operator for Caterpillar Equipment, Peoria, Ill., he had also worked for
J & S Oil Company, Murray. A Navy veteran, he was a member of the Church of
Christ and a former member of Fraternal Order of Eagles, Peoria, Ill.
One grandchild, Jason Hollingsworth, one sister, Ethel Johnson, and four brothers,
Sam, Odys. Odell afid James Hollingsworth, all preceded him in death. Born May 14,
1930. in Camden,Tenn., he was the son of the late William Doss Hollingsworth and
Sarah Rayburn Hollingsworth.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Johnson Hollingsworth, to whom he was
married Jan. 15, 1949; one daughter, Mrs. Lori Hornsby and husband, Rick, Murray;
six sons, Johnny Hollingsworth and wife, Sheryl, Peoria, Ill., Randy Hollingsworth
and wife, Gloria, Almo, and Ronny Hollingsworth, Ray Hollingsworth, Terry
Hollingsworth and wife, Verna, and David Hollingsworth and wife, Trish, all of
Puryear: three sisters, Mrs. Mary Sparks and Mrs. Clara Webb, Camden, Tenn., and
Mrs_ Matta Graham_ Winter Park, Fla.; nine grandchildren,
Terry Jr., Steven, Kyle,
,
Amber. Melissa, Cory, Mickey, Randy and Coty Hollingsworth; one great-grandchild.
Diana Sullivan.
The funeral will be today (Thursday) at 2 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Tellus(Mackie)Gallimore will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Richard Brown,Daniel Sullivan, and Terry Jr., Kyle, David and
Ronny Hollingsworth. Burial will follow in Puryear City Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

DURANGO,Colo.(AP)-An
Air Force helicopter helping in the
search for two passengers of a
crashed airplane made an emergency landing early Thursday, but
none of the six crew members and
two medical personnel onboard
were injured, officials said.
The helicopter's main rotor
struck a tree as it either was landing or departing from a mountain
location, said spokesman Steve

Milligan. The helicopter made a
hard landing and was grounded.
The helicopter apparently was
close to the site of the accident
that prompted the search but it was
unclear whether the rescuers had
reached the two passengers who
were aboard the single-engine
plane that crashed in a remote,
mountainous area in the southwest
corner of Colorado.
The airplane passengers may

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.(AP)-The family of a 15-year-old who crashed a small plane
into a Tampa skyscraper has no idea why he did
it, an attorney said Wednesday.
"There was no warning. There was no
thought he would ever commit suicide," said
Attorney Pamela Campbell, who represents
Charles Bishop's mother and grandmother.
"This is an honor student with goals and aspirations."
Police said Bishop was carrying a note
expressing support for Osama bin Laden and
the Sept. 11 attacks when he crashed the plane,
which he stole from a flight school before he
was to begin a lesson.
Campbell said they were devastated and

didn't know what had been troubling him.
row."
"There are so many speculations going on,"
Bishop stole the plane Saturday from the
the attorney said......
flight school at the St. Petersburg-Clearwater
The teen-ager had been interested in avia- International Airport, then crashed into the 28th
tion since he was 11, and his mother and grand- floor of the Bank of America Plaza as a U.S.
mother encouraged his goal of becoming a pilot Coast Guard helicopter tried to get him to land.
by providing him with lessons, Campbell said.
The Federal Aviation Administration wants
The high school freshman's parents flight schools,and businesses that serve private
divorced when he was a baby, and Campbell planes to increase security.
said the boy's father had little if any contact
On Wednesday the agency suggested that
with him.
separate ignition and door keys be required for
Campbell said the boy's mother, Julia private planes, that planes be secured so they
Bishop, 34, has barely slept or eaten since the can't be flown without permission, that student
crash.
pilots check in before getting keys, and that
"Her whole world was Charles," Campbell employees and pilots be trained to look for sussaid. "It's hard for her to have hope for tomor- picious activity.

Former nuclear plant employee looked to'whack'co-worker

Gayle Talmadge(Adam Ryan)Thompson

weapons at the house and more
than 250 in the storage unit.
Among them was a hand-held,
anti-tank rocket launcher.
They also found 4,000 to
5,000 rounds of ammunition and
four inert hand grenades lying
next to a container of explosive
powder.
Two deputies at the storage
unit were overcome by a yellowish vapor that officials believe
was military-grade tear gas
stored in an ammunition canister.
They were _treated _and released
from a hospital.
The- case demonstrated that
authorities take any threat seriecpoialy,
one_from_a_former nuclear power plant employee, said sheriff's spokesman Jim
Amormino.
"Is the person capable of car-

SWITCH
NAMES&

Quick, what's the name of your bank?..Have trouble remembering?
It's no wonder with all the banks that have sold out
and changed their names! But there's one bank that
doesn't have an identity crisis-The Murray Bank.
We're committed to strong community banking; with
a solid name that says we're proud to be your
neighbor. If you're tired of all the changes at your
bank,come home to The Murray Bank.

The S/

Murray Bank
How Banking Should Be
Member FDIC

rying out the threat?" asked 1995 for undisclosed reasons,
Amoriiiinö"Considering we- - Edison officials said }It--was
found a cache of weapons and reinstated in 1998 and later went
ammunition, we think the answer on disability leave.
is yes."
He attempted to return to
Reza, 43, was arrested work last July but was fired in
Tuesday and charged with mak- December, again for undisclosed
ing terrorist threats, possession reasons, said Edison spokesman
of a controlled-substance and Ray Golden.
various illegal firearms -counts.
Reza said he never seriously
He was jailed without bail pend- threatened anyone, adding the
ing a Thursday arraignatent.
weapons are antiques he has been
In a telephone interview from collecting since he was a child.
jail. Reza told The Orange
"The police took a bunch of
County _Register he believes he is antiques," his live-in girlfriend,
being dikriiiinited- againit Kristi _ Mattauich,- told" The
aums he is an-American Indian -Associated Press "Did they tell
with an ongoing disability dis- you most of it was from the 18th
pute with_Sodthern California century? Did they tell you most
Edison, which runs the plant 65 of it was BB guns?"
miles south of Los Angeles.
"I've called the NRA. This is
Reza, who began Working at just ridiculous. He didn't do anythe plant in 1984, was fired in thing wrong," she said.

Commuter subway train
found underneath WTC site

What's Your Bank
Done For You Lately?

osotot

The Air Force search and rescue crew was dispatched from
Albuquerque, N.M., Wednesday
night after the plane's pilot-hiked
for six hours until he could summon help on his cell phone.
•
The four-seat Cessna 172
crashed in a grove of trees about
200 miles southwest of Denver,
said Mike Spray of the Civil Air
Patrol. The plane had been on a
sightseeing trip.

Teen pilot's family unsure reason of plane crash

SAN JUAN CAPISTRA.
NO,
Calif. (AP)- A fited nuclear
power plant employee accused of
threatening former co-workers
amassed a cache of weapons that
he allegedly- wanted to use to
"whack a bunch of people" at the
plant.
David Reza was so angry over
being fired from his •job as a
• The funeral for Gayle Talmadge (Adam Ryan)Thompson will be Friday at 1 p.m.
mechanic at the San Onofre
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Nuclear Generating Station,
The Rev. Richard Holt, the Rev. Shelby Underhill and the Rev. Art Heinz will offiauthorities say, that he told an
ciate. Teresa Futrell will be pianist and soloist. Burial will follow in Brooks Chapel
acquaintance, "They have taken
Cemetery,-Dexter.•
my_job, they have taken my life
Visitation will'be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
...
take-my guns and go to San
Mr- Thor-tips-Oh. 20.-Alind; died Monday. Ian. 7,2002, at3:30 p.m.In an accident Onofre and whack a bunch of
in a storage trailer at Wiggins Furniture, U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray.
people."
He was a member ofShavvrieeloWn-Church-Dtdixt, -S`h
Orange - County sheriff's__
111. Born Nov. 13, 1981, in Calloway County, he was the son of Rebecca Holt
deputies served search warrants
Thompson and the late Gayle Thompson.
at Reza's Laguna Niguel home
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Rebecca Holt Thompson, Almo; grandparents,, and a storage-Wilt in nearby San
Raymond and Nellie Holt, Dexter; two half brothers, Tommy Thompson and James
Juan Capistrano, finding 54
Thompson, both of Panama City, Fla.; several aunts, uncles and cousins. .

nIall NUM

have suffered broken bones and
were believed to be at the crash
site north of Durango, La Plata
County sheriff's Lt. Dan Bender
said.
The passengers' names were
not released. The 31-year-old pilot
is from Farmington, N.M., where
the flight originated. One of the
passengers is from Florida and the
other is from New Mexico. Both
are in their 40s.

405 South 12th St.•Mum% KY•270-753-5828
wwwthenturraybank.com

NEW YORK (AP)- Workers
uncovered a commuter subway
train lying underneath the rubble of
the World Trade Center, but no bodies were found inside, officials said.
The train was one of several in
the PATH system, which carried
thousands of passengers each day
into Manhattan from New Jersey.
The underground station at the trade
center was the lower Manhattan hub
for PATH trains before the collapse
of the towers forced it to close.
The train was the only one not to
leave the station as the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks unfolded.
"It was out of service when the

disaster struck," said Steve
Coleman, spokesman for the Port
Authority of New York and New
Jersey, which owns the station and
operates PATH trains. "There was
nobody on board the six-car train."
Coleman said the train was waiting to return to Newark, N.J., when
the first of two hijacked planes
crashed into the trade center. Other
trains that entered the station as the
attacks occurred were quickly sent
back to New Jersey.
Coleman said that no one was
trapped inside the PATH station,
which was damaged but not
destroyed in the attacks.

Bill tackles pay increases
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- A
bill introduced Wednesday would
ensure that lawmakers don't get
more of a pay raise than state
_employees.
The General Assembly usually
gives state employees a 5 percent
annual raise. Budget problems likely
will mean a smaller raise this year.
Sen. Bob Leeper, R-Paducah,
said there was concern among many
state employees that the raise would

be less than the inflation-based
salary boOst already taken by the
state's 138 legislators.
His bill would limit any legislative pay raise to the amount state
workers get or to the inflation rate,
whichever is smaller. "It's a fair and
equitable thing to do," Leeper said.
Legislators get automatic raises
at the beginning of every year, based
on inflation. It was 3.4 percent this
year.
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• Gun ...
From Front
The names of several prominent
figures, such as Nathan B.
Stubblefield and Gen. Abram Buford, and noteworthy places,
including Murray State University
and the Jackson Purchase, in
Calloway County's history are also
engraved on the guns.
"Those are the things we miss in
the west," Delcarnp said. "We don't
really have a connection to the
Civil War. I wasn't really aware of
Nathan Stubblefield until I read a
short bio on him. Here was a guy
who missed the boat on being as
famous as Thomas Edison."
Delcamp said each rifle takes
between 100 and 150 hours to produce. As a result, each one comes
with a price tag of $2,995, plus $25

shipping handling. Each gun, which
also comp with custom-made cases,
requires an $800 deposit.
"It's not like an assembly line
process," Delcamp said. "They put
in a lot of hours."
A portion of the proceeds from
sales of the rifles will be donated to
the Kentucky Sheriff's Boys and
Girls Ranch. While the guns are
actual working rifles, Delcamp said
each one is intended to be more of
an "heirloom piece."
Delcamp said he will be in the
Calloway County area until the end

of this week to take orders on the
rifles, which usually are delivered
within 60 days of the ordering date.
The guns can also be ordered
directly through Investment Arms
Inc.
"We do our work by referral,"
Delcamp said. "We generally start
at the local sheriff's department
and the local gun stores and branch
out from there. I show (the rifles
to) as many people in the county as
I possibly can before they're all
gone."
Considering the company's pro-

duction limits, the rifles could be
snatched up at a quick rate.
Delcamp said only 10 will be pro:
duced, and no more will be made
once those 10 are gone.
"There will never be any more
made," he said.-Even if we have
orders for 50, we'll never make any.
more than 10. That keeps them special."
Delcamp can be reached on his
cellular telephone at (970) 3869.
Investment Arms Inc. can be contacted by calling (888) 708-4867 or
(970) 377-8077.
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MPs are deployed
FORT CAMPBELL,Ky.(AP) —
Military police 'officers from the
101st Airborne Division deployed
Wednesday to tort Dix, N.J., for
training related to the guarding of
suspected Taliban and al-Qaida
fighters.
More than 100 of the soldiers,
from the 194th Military Police
Company, 7I6th MP Battalion, Jeff
Wednesday. A total of about 1,500
soldiers are expected to be part of
the mission.
The soldiers will later assist the

U.S. Southern Command to establish facilities capable of supporting
as many as -2,000 maximum-security detainees at the U.S. Naval Basel
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
The service members will be
involved in construction and security of the detention facilities.
The Department of Defense
announced Dec. 27 that the base in
Cuba would serve as a temporary
holding facility for terrorists that
come under U.S. control as a result
of the ongoing war on terrorism.

From Front
the program, which would be
administered by the Department of
Medicaid Services.
The Jackson-Buford legislation
has already support from the AARP,
said Phil Peters, AARP's Kentucky
director.
"Senate Bill 15 is a serious bipartisan effort to address the most
important issue facing older
Kentuckians, the high cost and med_ kat._ necessity of - prescription
,drugs," Peters said."AARP strongly
supports this bill and applauds the
courage of Sen. Jackson and Sen.
Buford to raise this as a priority
issue before the Legislature."
Prescription drug coverage is an ,
issue that's getting more and more
attention as drug -process rise
beyond the reach of many seniors.
The average cost per prescription
for the elderly grew from $28.50 in
1992 to $42.30 in 2000, an increase
of 48 percent. By 2010, the projected average-cost per prescription will—
be- $72.94.
Americans 65 and older pay an
average of $1,205 a year for prescription medication. The cost is
expected to increase to $2,810 a
year by 2010.

Take advantage of additional NEW
markdowns just taken on- 1000'S of items!
you save a total

Candidate Mint
Alexander to
file next week
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. — Klint
Alexander, Democratic candidate
for the First Congressional District
Seat, will officially file with the
Office of the Kentucky Secretary of
State on Tuesday, Jan. 15, in
Frankfort, Ky., a release reported
from Alexander's campaign headquarters.
Alexander, running against
Republican
Ed
Hopkinsville
Whitfieldfor the U.S. House of
Representative seat, is the brother of
Murray State University president
Dr. King Alexander.
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Agree Or Not
By TODD DUVAL
Syndicated Columnist

A ew unpleasant months ahead
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky begins
new_year_with_its
now7annu4 exercise in
a
representative democracy.
If people thought the 2001 General
Assembly session — historic in that it was
the first regular session in an odd-numbered year — was uglier even than watching sausage being made, the 2002 session
very well could be worse.
The partisan chasm between Gov. Paul
Patton and his House Democratic allies and
controlling Senate Republicans is bad
enough when there's plenty of money to
bargain with and spread around.
When there is no money available to
grease the legislative cogs, the only things
left to battle over are issues that don't
involve money — notable redrawing congressional and legislative district lines
according to the 2000 Census to meet,the
one-man, one-vote constitutional require-mem,

That issue alone will keep Democrats
and Republicans yelling at one another
well into February if some sort of compromise on legislative districts isn't V.viiiked
out, or a Republican lawsuit doesn't
resolve the issue before the yelling gets out
of hand.
Given the normal pace of the courts,
state and federal, the redistricting arguments will shatter more than a few fragile
drink glasses at legislative receptions.
But there will be other non-money
issues to keep the decibels high in this legislative session.
Gov. Paul Patton once more will try to
undo some of the workers compensation
black lung "reforms" he pushed through
the General Assembly. Turns out that the
new requirements for determining whether
a coal miner is afflicted with black lung
pretty much guarantee that almost no one •
t!".11 _qualify for benefits

Fewer than a dozen, in fact, have been
approved since the new requirements were
enacted. And the fund that pays those benefits suddenly is awaShin surplus cash.
When Patton. with strong labor endorsement, tried to ease the requirements in last
years session, they ran up against a stone
wall in the Senate. That easily could happen again.
And whatever statewide garbage legislation Patton puts forth for this legislative
session, it faces problems on two fronts.
Without surplus state money to pay for
it, the legislation by default will be little
more than window dressing. If it contains
any kind of new fee or tax to pay for cleaning up illegal dumps or for helping counties begin-eurtiside-garbagevollection, it is
doomed by the no-new-taxes pledge by
Republicans and some Democrats.
When it comes down to money issues notably the 2002-2004 state buclvt - the

legislative pushing and shoying may get
ugly. Patton will present his budget plan to
legislators later this month. House and
Senate budget committees will promptly
begin taking it apart and putting it back
together in some form.
Since Patton says there will be no new
money to spend and perhaps no more
money to spend in 2002-2003 than in the
current sharply reduced fiscal year, legislators are destined for some tough decisions.
That's because every possible interest
group will be rallying to their cause, especially those that have had to absorb
Patton's budget cuts the last two years.
They understandably want that money
back, but there won't be revenues available
for legislators to restore that funding.
Everyone from senior citizens to advocates for children and the handicapped will
be lobbying hard for their particular program _or agency.
_

(Which, in fact, may better explain the
tough new security measures at the Capitol.
Instead of protecting Patton and legislators
from crazed Muslim terrorists, those metal detectors and sign-in sheets will succeed in
keeping long lines outside on the sidewalk
instead of packing committee hearing
rooms where the news is not going to make
people happy.)
In fact, this will be a session of the
General Assembly that makes few, if any,
Kentuckians happy.
Local officials won't get any more
money. Local schools may have to pay all
or part of teacher raises. Social services at
best will stay at current funding levels.
Medicaid will have to be cut to end its gaping deficit bole........No, it's not going to be a pleasant few
months ahead for representative democracy
in Kentucky.

Washington Today
By SALLY BUZBEE
AP Writer

The Trouble
with

WARLORDS

ALL,-WE 1.1AVE
This WEEK
ARE FIVE oPENiniGS
FOR PREstDeNT
OF 714E couNTRY.

Readers

From

Dear Editor,
In response to a letter by Gena Richard. I would like to say, "Right on,
Ms. Richard.- Man inhumanity to man is only surpassed by his inhumanity to other animals.
We own a summer cabin,on the Caney Fork River near Crossville,
Tenn. Coons are constant visitors each night at our place. their presence
made known Only when the motion lights go on at the doors. Occasionally
we catch a glimpse of one of the fat little rascals, but, as you say, they stay
as far away from humans as possible.
The hunters also make their presence known by the gunfire we hear
from time to time and by the wandering hounds they round up the following morning.
Our beaver visitors come by during the winter months when we aren't
there and. unfortunately, have an appetite for our trees. Since killing
beavers is as unaccebtable as killing coons, we wrapped our favorite trees
— the gorgeous hemlocks, dogwoods and oaks — in chicken wire, and
this spring we hope for the best. Most of the river in our area is still wild
and uninhabited. They have plenty of other munchies.
From the coons, we have learned — not to forget to lock the basement
door at night, buy the most secure garbage can on the market, and don't
plant tulip bulbs. Their presence in our midst more than compensates for
any inconvenience.
Our grandchildren love to visit our little cabin in the wild, and learn a
little more each time how our fellow earthlings live, not how they die.
They would have been horrified also had they seen the pelt spectacle in the

Ledger.
Sincerely.
Betty Duvall
Murray, Ky.
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We want to print your letters...
but you must follow
these guidelines:
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name,
address and telephone number so we may contact
you if there are questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 250-350
words TYPED. And all letters are subject to editing
or rejection.
• The 1dger & Times reserves the right to reject any
letter.
Letters may be submitted byfax at 270-753-1927, by
email to mIt@murrayledgercom or by mail to 1001
Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071.
For questions, call Eric Walker at 270-753-1916, ext. 27.

Attention Washin ton!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whiffield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: mcconnell.senate.gov
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

WASHINGTON (AP)— At the Pentagon, a top general says
America "absolutely" expects to be given custody of senior Taliban
officials like the former justice minister. Hourslater, an Afghan conimander says he has set the minister free, to face no punishment.
Conflicts with local Afghan commanders are rising, but the United
States is concerned about pushing too hard in response. That could
cause problems for Prime Minister Hamid Karzai, who Can't always
control what the regional warlords do.
U.S. reaction was muted Wednesday at the release of several highranking Taliban, including the former justice minister, Nooruddin
Turabi, responsible for some of the harshest Taliban-rules.
A Pentagon spokesman, Lt. Col. Dave Lapan, said officials were
still trying to confirm the reports. "If this is true, we would expect that
they would take whatever steps are necessary to make sure that these
folks are not left on their own," Lapan said.
The day before, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Richard
Myers had said of Turabi and others. "Obviously, individuals of that
stature in the Taliban leadership are of great interest to the United
States, and We would expect that they would be turned over, absolutely.
U.S. officials have said repeatedly that Karzai is cooperating closely,
and has agreed to turn over any Taliban or al-Qaida fighters the United
States seeks.
But the U.S.-backed prime minister has little control over warlords
like Gov. Gul Agha in Kandahar, whose men apparently released
Turabi and others.
"This shows the real limitations of fighting wars when you rely on
local ground forces to be your proxies. They simply don't have the
same goals we do," said Ivo Daalder of the Brookings Institution.
Jalal Khan, a close associate of Gul Agha, told The Associated Press
that the Taliban leaders who surrendered had received general amnesty,
on condition they swear to obey Karzai's government, which they did.
"From the very start we have said when they surrender, and give up
their guns and their cars, they will be given amnesty," Khan said.
A spokesman for Karzai's Foreign Ministry said the government was
trying to determine who all seven men freed in Kandahar were,
whether the decision to let them go Was appropriate, and whether they
are war criminals.
Karzai has indicated that he "is very committed to the fact that these
people should be in the custody of the United States," said Ali Jalali, a
former Afghan fighter who has advised the U.S. Army. `:However, he
has to work with all these networks in the country: the local strongmen
and the tribal chiefs."
Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld said this week that Karzai is
offering incentives to get warlords to give up weapons and cooperate
With his central government. But for now, Karzai has few troops and
little control outside Kabul.
Some question whether the United States should bother pursuing
Taliban leaders, and instead focus on al-Qaida, the fighters most closely tied to Osama bin Laden's terrorist network.
The Taliban and their leader, Mullah Mohammed Omar, are evil but
were essentially hijacked by bin Laden's organization, said Charlie
Wilson, a former congressman active in providing U.S. assistance to
Afghan mujahedeen a decade ago.
By themselves, the Taliban never would have tried to organize terror
attacks against America — and thus are little future threat, Wilson said.
"There is a view, I'm not saying it's a popular view, that Mullah
Omar and the rest of the Taliban don't make that much difference,"
Wilson said. "They really are irrelevant."
State Department spokesman Richard Boucher said the senior
Taliban should be arrested because of "their support for al-Qaida."
The United States has an interest in questioning such people, to find
out what they know about al-Qaida. Daalder said, and they clearly are
criminals for their harsh treatment of Afghans.
But the United States must weigh the desire for justice against the
chances of undercutting Karzai and destabilizing Afghanistan further,
said Charles Fairbanks, a central Asia expert in Washington.
"It's very much a debatable question what our interests are there,"
Fairbanks said.
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Ungar to present piano recital

In the Spotlight

WKMS hosts bluegrass Recital will be held in
concert this weekend
NPR® member station WKMS will host its annual Front Porch Bluegrass
ming Arts Hall at

Perfor
Murray State University

Concert on Saturday, Jan. 12, at 7 p.m. at the Robert E. Johnson Theatre on
Murray State's campus.
According to station manager, Kate Lochte, the concert is both a
fundraising event for the station as well as an opportunity for the communiSolo pianist Garner Ungak will present a recital on Sunday afternoon,
ty to hear live bluegrass.
"We're fortunate to have such talented artists in the region who support Jan. 20, at 2 p.m. The concert will include works by Chopin,
WKMS by putting on this show. We think the audience will be especially Shostakovich and Rzewsici.
The recital will take place in the Performing Arts Hall on the campus
pleased this year with the lineup of artists," Lochte said.
Performers include Carl J. and Frannie Hall, from Cadiz and North of Murray State University. There is no admission charge.
Featured artist Garnet Ungar has appeared extensively as soloist and
Vernon, Ind., respectively. The native Princeton brother-sister duo combines
musician in the United States and Canada. His solo performancchamber
music.
original
Hall's
of
blend
a
with
favorites
old
broadcast on Public Radio in Texas and Indiana, and by the
have
es
been
Hall has been a regular act at music festivals in southern Indiana.
Canada.
in
CBC
Concert
Bluegrass
Porch
Front
the
at
Also making their first appearance
Dr. Ungar had appeared as soloist with the Clear Lake Symphony, the
are The McKendrees, a five-player family group from Calvert City. Joining
of Calgary Orchestra, the Oakville Chamber Ensemble, the
University
family friend Ron Barnett on upright base are guitarist Ricky McKendree
the University of Evansville Orchestra and the
Symphony,
Brampton
and
(banjo),
Jason
(vocals/mandolin),
and his three children Justin
Evansville Philharmonic.
Jessalyn(vocals/fiddle).
During the past five years, he has given recitals and master classes at
The group has performed at Benton's Bluegrass on the Square and
universities in Tennessee, Kentucky, Georgia, California, Texas and
major
group
The
Festival.
Bluegrass
and
Murray's Playhouse in the Park Bar-B-Q
as well as- performing in Illinois, Oklahoma, Alberta-, British -Indiana,
WKMS.
on
Porch
Front
the
from
Music
on
live
performed
also
-has
Ontario and Switzerland. He is a frequent collaborator with
Columbia,
Returning this year is Travis-style thumbpicking guitarist Eddie
the University of Evansville faculty and regularly adjudicates
of
members
festival
music
own
his
having
to
Pennington from Princeton, Ky. In addition
in Princeton, Pennington has performed numerous times on WKMS and was .local competitions.
He recently released a CD recording of the Brahms "Second Piano
awarded the 2001 National Heritage Fellowship Award of the National
with the Varna Philharmonic in-n-ulgaria.13escrihecTieThsic
Concerto"
to
contributions
outstanding
Endowment for the Arts, recognizing his
as "magisterial, radiant, powerful and precise" the CD will
Vision"
and
traditions.
artistic
unique
Kentucky's
nationally on the Americus label.
distributed
be
Emcees for the concert are Kent Henry and Charley Lynch, co-hosts of soon
Quebec, Dr. Ungar obtained degrees in piano perMontreal,
in
Born
a.m.
10
at
Saturdays
the locally produced Music from the Front Porch heard
formance from the University of Toronto and the University of Calgary,
on WIC-MS.
General admission tickets for the concert are $5 and are available at the where he won the annual concerto competition. He earned the Doctor of
Musical Arts degree at the University of Houston studying with Abbey
door only at 6 p.m. at the Johnson Theatre, located on the lower level of the
•
Simon and Ruth Tomfohrde.
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building at the corner of 15th and Olive Streets.
He has served on the piano faculties of Mount Royal College in
In addition to the concert, the station will host a silent auction beginning
at 6.p.m. Local businesses and program underwriters have donated items to Calgary and the University Settlement House in Toronto; he is currently,
Associate Professor of Music at the University of Evansville in Indiana
the station for auction.
For more information and details concerning the concert, contact Dr
A portion of the proceeds benefit listener supported public radio station
Brown at the Murray State University Music Ctepartment, 762Stephen
WKMS. For information about the concert or Murray State's public radio
6333.
station, log on to wicms.org or call 1-800-599-4737

Garnet Ungar
ss

Madisonville Community
College hosting Southern Jazz
MADISONVILLE,Ky. — Want to jazz up your January? Then come listen to Southern Jazz perform at the Glema Mahr Center for the Arts on the
campus of Madisonville Community College Saturday, January 26, 2002 at
8:00 p.m. This is the third performance in the popular Coffeehouse Series at
the Center and is sure to cure those January blahs.
Dr. Ted Borodofsky, a Paducah ophthalmologist, and five outstanding
area musicians are bringing southern jazz to Madisonville. Borodofsky, a
native of Mississippi Delta, begin playing the clarinet in grade school and it
soon became his passion. Moving to Paducah in 1977, he began his search
for other jazz musicians. After an intense search, he found others who
shared his excitement of playing jazz and brought them together forming a
group of the most talented musicians in the area, Southern Jazz.
Southern Jazz features BorodoTsky on clarinet, Jerry Ford from Cape
Girardeau on trumpet and vocals, Ray Cissell from Gilberstville on bass
trombone, Homer Pruitt from Dawson Springs, on the piano, Jim Fern from
Calvert City on bass, and Dean Hughes from Princeton on drums. The
group plays at conventions, weddings, anniversaries, retirement parties, and
festivals; anywhere there's a need for good music.
The Glema Mahr Center for the Arts presents Southern Jazz on Saturday,
January 26, 2001 at 8:00 p.m. Come out and enjoy a casual, relaxed atmosphere. Have a cup of cappuccino from a Glema Center mug or have some
popcorn and soda, while you enjoy Dixieland music with Souther Jazz.
Support provided by Moths and Shelly Coffman. Tickets are on sale now
and are available at the Glema Center Ticket Office on the campus of
Madisionville Community College, 2000 College Drive, Madisonville, KY
42431. Purchase tickets for Adults $12 and $8 for students and senior citizens. Order by phone or fax- with you Visa, MasterCard or Discover Card.
Call (270)821-2787 or Fax (270)825-3071.

Tfie Essen-tialDay Spa
1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murrav, KY 42071 • 270--67-0-60

Have you let your gift certificate expire?
January is your chance to bring it in
and redeem it for AVE DA_procliicts.

Post-holiday lull sees dip in music sales
NEW YORK(AP)— Creed held tificates or what, but everything of albums by the leading nominees. nominations, rose from No. 16 to
U2, which led all Grammy nomi- No. 13. Still, all three albums sold
•on to the No. 1 spot on the album dropped by half or more than half,"
charts for the seventh straight week, said Alan Light, editor-in-chief of nees with eight, had-"All That You less than in the previous week.
"I think it says how the Grammy
Can't Leave Behind"jump from No.
despite a post-holiday slump in Spin magazine.
Linlcin Park remained at the No. 74 to No. 58. India.Arie's "Acoustic nominations were pretty quiet," said
record sales.
"Weathered" sold 166,000 copies 2 spot, selling 124,000 copies of Soul," which garnered her seven Light, who blamed timing of the
for the
for the week ending Sunday, a drop "Hybrid Theory," while Ludacris' nominations, re-entered the top 200 announcement on a Friday
bump.
sales
a
of
lack
A
in
"Songs
And
spot.
139
of more- than 50 percent from the "Word of Mod" moved up one at the No.
previous week when the album sold notch to No. 3, with 106,000 copies Minor" by Alicia Keys, who has six
398,000, according to industry fig- sold.
The Grammy nominations,
ures released Wednesday.
last Friday, appear_ to
announced
week
the
is
this
if
"I don't know
after people used up their gift cer- have had a slight impact on the sale

QUIT SMOKING CLASSES
BETTER BUILT GARAGES,INC.
15 Years In Business
Perry Warren, Manager

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Dwain Warren. Owner

CLASSES BEGIN JANUARY 17th
When:

Thursdays 5:30 7 6:30 p.m.

Where;

Stuart Poston Health&
Wellness Center

(270) 674-5530 • Melber, KY
CGmpieteq, Erected inci.ling Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built Ali Quality Materials

CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A. 4" concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12" footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. Constr, gr.
studs
G. 7/16" O.S.B.
undersiding
H. Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

•

o

•

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft. O.C.
J. 1/2" plywood/0 S.B.
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
0 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models - vinyl siding
Deluxe Models w hardboard siding
1 1/2 CAR 112x201
1 1.2 CAR (12x20)
S4025
2 CAR (18x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
54825
LARGE CAR (22x22)
LARGE CAR (22x22)
$5125
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
2 1.2 CAR (24x24)
$5325
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x301
$5925
LARGE 3 CAR (30x301
$7275
LARGE 3 CAR 130x30)
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT. CALL US' WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD

Cali To Register: 753-3381
Classes also available in Ballard, Graves, McCracken counties.
Call the local Health Center for details.
Sponsored by:
-Purchase District Health Department/Calloway County Health Cent,*Murray Calloway County Hospital
*Stuart Poston Health & Wellness Center
,&SE Pis_
r
'
GY
0
C)
'
•)
q

$4525
55225
$5325
55675
$6425
57675

Al

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

44
*

HOSPiTAI

he3filic.in th.li pi k
DEPAR,
COOPER CLAYTON
SMOKING
CESSATION CLASSES

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom Built - Bu Or Rent To Own!
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Business This Winter! ;
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; During January run an ad on Tuesday or ;
Thursday & run the same ad in our shopper
ii•
i
for
PRICE!
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Reach customers in Benton, Hazel, Dexter, Mayfield, Almo,
Paris, TN & morefor afraction of the cost.
Call & place your ad with one of our ad reps today.
0 MURRAY
STIMES

•LEDGER

7534916
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AFTER-INVENTORY

SALE
Friday & Saturday, January 11th & 12th
STORM WINDOWS
SHUTTERS
3/4" PLANED
WALNUT
$999 pr. to $1499 pr. $1499 to $2999
LIMITED SIZES & QUANTITIES • CASH & CARRY • NET

WEISZ,umber Co.
500 S. 4th St.• Murray • 753-6450
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By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor

44;

A party in celebration of the 90th birthday of
Mrs. Myrtis McClure Stubblefield will be Sunday, Jan. 13, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the annex of
New Concord Church of Christ.
Her husband, Ewen Stubblefield, died in 1980.
Born Jan. 14, 1912, she is the daughter of the
late Odia McClure and Gertie Wisehart McClure.
Mrs. Stubblefield has one daughter, Mrs. Glenda Martin and husband, Larry, and two grandsons, Zach Martin and Brad Martin, of New Concord.
All relatives and friends are invited. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
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Bowling tournament planned

FLAG PRESENTED...Woodmen of the World Lodge 728
presented an American flag to the Calloway County Courthouse. Larry Elkins, county judge/executive, left accepts
the flag from Faye Childress, WOW representative, and
Jane Brandon, lodge member.

Birth

Mr and Mrs. Terry Joe Harrell

Dempsey-Harrell vow said
Terry Joe Harrell, formerly of Murray, and Michele Lynn Dempsey
were married Saturday, Dec. 1, 2001, at Circleville Church of Christ.
Circleville, Ohio.
•
Minister Russ Thomas .officiated at the ceremony said at2 p.m.
before an assembly of relatives and friends.
•
Mr. Harrel. is the son of Bob and Nancy Harrell of Henderson,
_formerly of Muriay.,.._
_
-.The new Mrs.. Harrell is the daughter of Debra Dempsey of Chit-.
Tevis. and Richard and Mary Dempsey of Bucksnort, Tenn.-

Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 of Free and Accepted Masons will sponsor an Adult-Youth Doubles Bowling Tournament on Saturday, Jan.
12, at 2 p.m. at Corvette Lanes, Murray. The entry fee will be $20
per team and check-in time will be from 1:30 to 1:50 p.m. Entry fee
after Jan. 11 will be $22. Entries may be mailed to George Maxwell,
c/o Corvette Lanes, 1415 Main St., Murray, KY 42071 or call 7532202 for more information.

WOW Youth plan skating party
Woodmen of the World Youth will have a skating party on Saturday, Jan. 12, from noon to 3 p.m. at Benton Skating Rink. Each
WOW youth can bring a friend. Skates ,anct'Tetresturtents- are furnished. For information call 753-4377--

Auditions on Friday

Danny Robert (Buck) Wimberley

Mr. and Mrs. Eric Wimberley of Buchanan, Tenn., are the parents
of a son, Danny Robert (Buck) Wimberley, born on Wednesday. Jan.
2002, at Henry County Medical Center,• Paris,--Tenn.
The baby weighed_siven pounds 13 ounces. The mother is the former Lisa Hyer.
Paternal grandparents are Danny and Mary Beth Wimberley, Buchanan,
and maternal grandparents are Jim and Cathy Weed, Escondido, Calif.,
and Paul Hyer, Paris, Tenn.
Paternal great-grandmother is Mrs. Mae -Dell Hopkins Bucy of
Blichanan ancj maternaT great-grandmothei is—Mrs.' Virginia -Weed of
California.

Auditions for children for -Children of Eden," part of Campus
Lights 2002 production, will be Friday, Jan. 11, at 6 p.m. in the performing arts hall on second floor of fine arts building at Murray State
University. Each one should come with a song prepared for the audition for the performance dates of Jan. 24 to 27. For information call
Natalie Krupansky, 759-8222.

Murray High School Diamond
Club is currently taking orders

A Kick-off for Relay for Life 2002 will be Sunday, Jan. 13, from
2 to 4 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House, Vine and South
Seventh Streets. Awards from Relay 2001 will be given. Everyone
that has- had a -team -in-the past or is interested -in having a -team this
year ik invited -to_ attend.

dlloway Count, High School Diamond Club *will meit Sunday,
Jan. 13, at 7:30 p.m. at Boulders Restaurant. All parents, guardians
and friends of the players are encouraged to attend.

If You Can Honestly
Say You Don't Feel
More Relaxed After A
Body Haven Premier
One Hour Massage
Then It's FREE!
Yes, we give you this
iron clad guarantee
because we believe that
you'll agree that our
three certified therapists
can give you the very
best massage available.
Plus, massage is our
only business so
there's no waiting
behind spa or beauty shop
customers.
To book your visit call toll
free at 800-505-0045 (local
767-0045) for Margret, Dean
or Sheila or visit at 121 North
just past Lowes at, Country
Square, Murray. -

i;ti BODY HAVEN*
Power of Massage- "
P.S. Low S40.00 Hourly Rate Good
Thru Jan. 02
P.P.S. Prenatal Massage Available
P.P.P.S. Lock In The Low Rate With
A Gift Certificate'

Special meeting tonight
"Thursdays With Morrie" will meet tonight (Thursday), Jan. 10, at
7 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main St. The group
will be discussing two books about end of life issues - The Virtues
of Aging by former president Jimmy Carter and Tuck Everlasting by
Natalie Babbitt. This is for persons of all ages and denominations to
join in the discussion whether or not they have read the book. For
information call 753-6908.

forbarbecue pork shoulders for
Super Bowl Weekend, Feb. 2 and
3.
Orders will be taken through
Jan. 21 with the cost being $50
per shoulder with an average weight
of 15 to 20 pounds per shoulder.
For more information or to place
an order call Kerry Redden at
753-1550, Kenny Erwin at 7535413, or Steve Broker at 7539388.
This is a fund-raising event to
benefit the MHS 2002 baseball
season.

"Attention
Mommys To Be"
Wouldn't It Be Great To
Get To Lay On Your
Stomach Again!
_
Now You
7
Can'

BODY HAVEN
Therapeutic Massage
is now equipped with a prenatal bed to give you the
best prenatal massage
Call Our Specialist Sheila
800-505-0045 or local 767-0045
For Details It
Certain restrictions apply.
Hwy. 121 N. Murray
Just Past Lowes
PS Baby Shower Gott Cert,ficates
Also Available

NAME BRAND DISCOUNTS
SHOES

PETS OF WEEK...Murrpy-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
located on Shelter Lane, has listed this Poodle mix, male
adult dog named "Gigman," left, and this Terrier mix,
adult male dog named "Floyd," among the many animals
available for adoption. Shelter officials urge persons to
call the shelter if they have lost or found an animal.
Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.. Monday
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Saturday, and closed
on Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist • Eye Care Specialist
MURRAY
606 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
753-6272

MAYFIELD
1029 Medical Ctr. Circle
Jackson Purchase Medical Ctr
251-4545

Ladies Dress Shoes $5 OFF tagged price
ALREADY RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES
NEW SHIPMENTS EVERY WEEK!
DOC MARTENS • FCCO • COLE-HAHN • EZ SPIRITS • ROCKPORT

AND MANY, MANY OTHER NAME BRAND SHOES!!
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Need Line lists needs

B.
1
A
I

Need Line of Murray and Calloway County has listed some special needs for items to fill the baskets for the clients. Food items
needed include macaroni and cheese, saltine crackers, rice, grits, oatmeal and cream of wheat. Non-food items especially needed are personal hygiene and cleaning supplies, shampoo and feminine hygiene
supplies. Supplies may be taken to the office at 804 Story Ave., Murray, between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. Need Line is a United Way agencY. For information call 7536333.

1-800-272-9477

306 N 12th Street Murray, Ky

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
50% Off All Stock 50% Off
Sports Nutrition
Vitamin & Herbs
Diet Products
All Groceries

Next to Faye's Custom Embroidery
8th Annual Kentucky Cover Mos

watc

tonight

Murray Girl Scouts will have its annual Cookie Kick-off tonight
(Thursday), Jan. 10, at 6:30 p.m. at First United Methodist Church,
South Fifth and Maple Streets, Murray. All Girl Scouts, leaders and
parents must attend this training on how to sell Girl Scout cookies.
Also cookie order forms will be distributed and selling will start Friday, Jan. 12, at noon. For more information call Darlene Brumley,
communications, at 767-0590

Grace WMU will meet
Christian music tonight

Apple Blossom Health Food

Enzymatic Products
Nature's Plus

A
have

WMU of Grace Baptist Church will meet tonight (Thursday), Jan.
10. at 6:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall of the church.

Office Hours By Appointment
Most Insurances Accepted

Boy USA

Model - Photo - Fashion
Baby Contest
Beauty Search

Children's
Nikes

$1499

Pe:
sift

The second Between the Rivers potluck dinner will be Sunday,
Jan. 13, at 1 p.m. in - the Livingston County area bank building, Lake
City. Each one is asked to bring a dish. For more information call
1-270-388-2682 or 1-270-388-9416.

Scout Cookie Kick-off

Glendale & 4th St • Murray

$799

urday,
the a
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Between the Rivers potluck

OPEN EVERY THURS., FRI. & SAT.
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Children's
Cartoon
Character Shoes

By C
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Relay for Life meeting Sunday-

Diamond Club will meet

Diamond Club
plans fundraiser
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Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will have its session tonight
(Thursday), Jan. 10, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Green Horse Restaurant.
Featured will be J.B. Taylor Bluegrass Group and The Kentucky Tradition. Members are J.B. Taylor and his son, Dale, and his daughter,
Renee, Jeff Williams and Eddie Stubblefield. This is an outreach ministry, sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church and the public
is urged to attend.

Transit board will meet
Murray-Calloway Transit Authority Board of Directors will meet
tonight (Thursday), Jan. 10, at 7 p.m. in the Professional building
conference room, 415 South Fourth St., Murray.

Lodge meeting tonight
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet tonight (Thursday),
Jan. 10, at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant.

VFW meeting Ttonight
Eddie Roberts Post of Veterans of Foreign Wars -and Auxiliary are
scheduled to meet tonight (Thursday). Jan. 10, at 7 p.m. at the Amer_
ican Legion Hall
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Jess
abrina
$400 00 Winner

FEB. 3, 2002 - PADUCAH
t
KY OAKS MALL - 1:30 P.M.
:31Peev
$10.000
00 Winner
DON'T MISS OUT
(800) 260-7239 or (850) 478-4545

Awarding over 1 MILLION $S in
Cash and Prizes Yearly in over 40 state
Age Groups
Girls 0-limo. 12-23mo. 2-3yr. 4-6yr 7-9yr,
10-12yr 13-15yr, 16-25yr Boys 0-2yr & 3-Syr
To receive information or a brochure by mail
call or visit our website at
s•Ashv kentuckycovermtss corn
Amber
'001
Email covermiss@aol corn
$1000 00 Winner
$1,000 00 Winner

THE IRON PLACE

OPEN THIS WEEKEND
Specials For January
Friday 9-5
Saturday 9-5
Pottery Barn Wool Rugs
Sunday 2-4
9x12 929
Monday 9-5
And Others
taAr //ivy. 79 A., turn right at Trallinger's RV and
%Waste bldgs. On Worm'(ink Paris, TN
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CHOSEN.. Students of the Month for December at
Calloway County Middle School's sixth grade are Whitney Anderson, Sarah Verive, Todd Gibbs and Klent Starks. The students were chosen because they are courteous and
cooperative to peers and teachers, hardworking, and a positive role model in the classroom.
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HATS MADE.. Faith Holland and Matty Fender display hats
made by Fonda Grogan's class at East Elementary School.
These were created to decorate the halls in preparation
for an assembly that was tape to send to a school in
New York following the Sept. 11 tragedy.

By CHARLIE YORK

-Director
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Beemer-Gantt vows
will be ,said on June 8

Writer's Potpourri
Writer's Potpourri will be Saturday, Jan. 12, at 9:30 a.m. in
the annex of Calloway County
Public Library.
Charlie York, director, invites
all interested persons to attend.
Poems from the November ses_sidtt has been released as follows:
Time Marches On
By Wilma J. Sanders
When winter's past
Then comes the spring
With all the joy
Awakening brings
-The-great-black bear
Surveys the hills
As streams from snow
To the valley spills
A warm spring breeze
Whispers o'er the land
That was put in place
By a "Mighty Hand"
Then spring gives way
To summer days
As the sun rises
To a morning haze
As autumn colors
Come back once more
Reds and golds
Is the decor
Winter creeps in
Time marches on
Cold north winds
Chill to the bone
Truly, It Was a Heavenly Show
By Linda M. Siebold
I watched as meteors appeared
And streaked across the sky.
I counted more than a hundred
As the stars flashed by
And many more there must
have been
That were unseen by me
But were by others keeping
watch.
God staged it beautifully.

night
urch,
s and
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Lindy Beemer and Darren Gantt

•..
We Praise You
By Dorothy Locke Inman
We praise You Lord
for this past year.
For everything you did.
For the comfort and the
calming_ of our fears.
You gave- tii—clothing
and provided our
daily needs.
We ask you dear Lord
to stay always near.
To give to. us,
in word and deed.
We thank:you deaf- Loyd
as we draw nigh to the New Year.
For vatching UNrel UN,
for comfort and ,cheer.
For the forgiveness
of our many sins.
And for the birth
of thy Holy Son.
Someday we'll- join
you in heaven fair.
When this race
on earth is done.

Jim and Marlene Beemer of Godfrey. Rt., announce the engagement-of-their daughter,- Lindy Ann Beemer, to---Damen--Wilson-Gantt,son of Vernon and Dolores Gantt of Murray.
Mr. Gantt is the grandson of Wilson and Virginia Gantt of Murray and Mrs. Alma Phillips of Murray, formerly of Maxton, N.C.
Both the bride-elect and groom-elect are 1999 graduates of Murray State University.
Miss Beemer received her degree in therapeutic recreation and Mr.
Gantt in Spanish and history. They both participated in the Greek system at Murray State with Miss Beemer a member of Alpha Sigma
Alpha sorority and Mr. Gantt a member of Sigma Chi fraternity.
The bride-elect is currently employed as an activities 'coordinator
at Village North Retirement Community in St. Louis, Mo. She is also
attending Maryville University pursuing a master's degree in rehabilitation counseling.
The giuuni-eleet--is-employed--a&-a-certified-phartnacy_ technician by
_CV.S/F'hannacy in_ Alton, Ill. He is. taking classes preparing to.:,enter ,
pharmacy school at the University of Missouri, -St. Louis. '
The couple is planning a morning garden wedding at the Larimore
-Plantation,. Si. Louis, on Saturday, ftrne 8, 2002
All telatiVeS and friends are invited.

FUNDRAISER...Calloway County Middle Schools students
Leanne Nathan and Tyra Clymer, were crowned with Santa
hats at the Junior Beta Club Christmas Dance after their
homeroom raised the host money ($202.03) for the United Way fundraiser.

Unique gifts 3or Everyone!

ONE STOP...
You Shop, We Wrap, We Pack, We Ship

Rare Treasures

CH FO
DA

922 S. 12th • Bel-Air Shopping Center
Firs: Monday-Friday 9-5
(Mr. Postman)753-84(X)

HI-ENERGY WEIGHTCONTROL
Our Program guarantees 3 lbs. per week of weight loss!

767-0780
1415 W. Main St.
(Next to Corvette Lanes)
cl--7r 3
Murray, KY

BEFORE

The EssentialDay Spa
would like to welcome our
newest team member

Invites the public to attend a

RECEPTION

TINA WARD
Nail Technician

Jan.

1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murra‘, 10 42071 •(270) 767-0760

onight
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ATTENTION
Murray Electric System Customers
Murray Electric System is updating its priority list. If you
need to be placed on this list please fill out this form below
and obtain a Doctor's Letter of Medical Necessity.

meet
nlding

rsdayl.

ry are
Amer-

as we honor

Call to make your
appointment today!

Tyler Andrew Hollan recently
celebrated his first birthday.
"Barney and Friends" was the
theme of the party. He was born
Nov. 19, 2000.
Friends attending the party were
Aaron Clayton, Brittany Hollan,
Jessica Hollan and Lauren Hale
His parents are Jason and Dana
Hollan and one sister is Chelsea
McCallon.
Grandparents are Johnny and
Nancy Ingram of Murray and Carla
Johnson of Brodnax, Va.
Great-grandparents are Jerry and
Pat Hollan of Hardin.

SUBSCRIBE

Address:
Dec.'1955

Phone #:
Medical Reason:
MAIL TO:
Murray Electric System
P.O. Box 1095
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: George Ligon
ANY QUESTIONS CALL:
Jeannette Gibbs
762-1723

1942 • 3002

60

YEARS
OR
EXCELLENCE

Murray
Electric Systems

Dec. 2001

an. Ii, 2002 • 3:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Downtown Location
5th & Main
(Refreshments will be served)
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Racers could have Miller to enter state
Tech-nical difficulties baseball Hall of Fame

By SCOTT NANNEY
The Golden Eagles are also 'solid at the point
Sports Editor
despite the loss of Gayden. Sophomore Cameron
The Murray State Racers had an unexpectedly Crisp has, picked up the slack, averaging 8,1 points
tough time against visiting Gardner-Webb last Sat- and 2.7 assists while playing in place of Gayden.
urday, falling to the underrated Bulldogs in a
The 'forward slots --are- else -strong with 16-6shocking 80-66 decision.
DeAntione Beasley and 6-6 Joey Westmoreland
Things won't get any easier for the Racers (8- manning the post position. Sophomore Jason Har6, 2-0. OVC) today either when they return to rell (10.3 ppg. 6.1 rpg) is Tech's best reserve.
Ohio Valley Conference play against defending regTTU is unbeaten in two conference outings,
ular-season champion and preseason favorite Ten- but survived a scare last Saturday when it escaped
nessee Tech.
"Death Valley" with an 81-78 victory at MoreMurray will take on the Golden Eagles (8-4, head State.
2-0) in a 7;30 p.m. clash at the Eblen Center in
The Golden Eagles avoided Morehead's upset
Cookeville, Tenn. - a contest that will likely be bid when Crisp nailed a 3-pointer with less than
a big factor in the final standings.
30 seconds remaining to break a 78-78 deadlock.
Tech returns the favor on Feb. 7 when it will Crisp connected for 22 points against the homesmeet the Racers in a rematch at the Regional tanding Eagles and compiled nine assists in a win
Special Events Center.
over Eastern Kentucky last Thursday.
But first things first.
Against Morehead. Tech shot 52 percent from
MSU will try and avenge two regular-season the floor, 44 per nt from 3-point range and 80
losses to the Golden
percent from the foul line.
Edgles -during the 2000- OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE
Following
tonight's
01,campaign. TTU earned
contest,
the Racers comConference
All Games
its lint.-victory over the
plete a _two- ame road trip
W L
-W
Racers in six tries with Tennessee Tech
on Saturday with a 7:30
2 0
4
8
last January's 85-80 tri- Murray State
p.m. matchup at rival
2 0
6
8
umph at Cookeville. The Austin Peay
Austin Peay before return2 0
7
9
Eagles also defeated Mur- Eastern Illinois
ing home to host East1
1
8
7
ray 94-71 last February Morehead State
ern Illinois Jan. 17 and
1
1
6
6
at the RSEC with the Tennessee State
Southeast Missouri State
2 2
5
9
regular-season title on the Tennessee-Martin
Jan. 19.
0 1
8
5
e
• -Lady- -Rater-a:- -Murray
Southeast Missouri
The Racers' plight will Eastern Kentucky
State's
women's squad is
0 3
10
3
be
helped
somewhat
currently on a three-game
because of the loss of Preseason All-OVC .First winning streak entering tonight's 5:30 clash with
Team selection Leigh Gayden, who is out indefi- perennial OVC powerhouse Tennessee Tech after
nitely after suffering a broken wrist .during an 89- toppling league rival Tennessee State 66-58 on
toss to North Texas- on -Dec. 21. • _
Monday in- Nashville. Tenn,
_ _,However, Tech possesses quite enough firepowThe Lady Racers (7-.'.2c0 OVC) also defeat-,
er even without its star
- point guard.
ed Gardner-Webb 00=68) arithSavaimatr State (66'The Golden Eagles are tops in the OVC in 51) during their winning streak, nailing a school
** today's play,- averaging- 81.2-points- record
1-pointers. •rn
per game and are defeating their opponents by a
Senior forward Susan Tackett. who has scored
league-best 13 points per game. TTU also paces 44 points in the last two games, leads MSU in
the conference in field goal percentage (48.4), 3- scoring at 12.9 points per game. Freshman Rebecpoint field goal percentage (37.5) and is second ca Remington follows at 10.4.
to Murray in offensive rebounding (40.9 to 40.2
Tennessee Tech (9-5) is 2-1 in conference play
per game)
after defeating Southeast Missouri State Tuesday.
Center Damien Kinloch, a 6-8 transfer from The Lady Eagles' only league loss came at OVC
South Carolina, leads the OVC in rebounding at leader Eastern Kentucky on Jan. 3.
9.4 boards per game and is Tech's leading scorMurray returns to action on Saturday at Austin
er at 14.8 ppg. Brent Jolly, a 6-5 junior, aver- Peay before hosting Eattirn Illinois and Southeast
ages 12.1 ppg at his shooting guard position.
Missouri State next week.

By SCOTT NANNEY
High has been remarkable, conSports Editor
sidering
that his program has rouFor nearly 25 years. Cary lir
tinely competed at the First
AL ,.
Miller has spent much of his time
it•
Region's highest level despite
helping others achieve honors.
its Class A designation. MHS
r‘i.
-NOW the longItime Murray
recorded a peak enrollment of
High coach will receive one of
'about 700 students in the 1970s,
his own later this month when
.
but has traditionally produced
he accepts an invitation to join
annual enrollment numbers of
', •
the Kentucky Baseball Coaches
around 400.
Association's Hall of Fame.
But, according to Miller, his
Miller, 56, is one of seven
player's participation in summer
state coaches who will be inductleagues and on traveling teams
ed into the Hall during a cerhas contributed to the program's
emony on Jan. 19 at the Execsuccess more an anything else.
utive Inn in Louisville.
"This region is so much
"It's quite an honor," said
stronger now than it was when
Miller of his election to the
CARY MILLER
I started coaching here because
elite coaching fraternity. "To be let somebody else have it. Plus, now you have coaches who are
nominated by my fellow coach- it gave me more time to focus spending' a lot more time with
es for something like that is on baseball," noted Miller, who their players, and the players
special. I'm very pleased."
has since returned to the Tiger are spending more time develSince 1978, Miller's clubs at bench. as an assistant under cur- oping their skills," he claimed.
Murray High School have post- rent head coach Dan Hudson.
"I've always encattraged my
-eornbitied--3-70-199--record
Miller=s-focus-the--last few sea- kids 10 play _d_t_lring the sumThat mark has included seven sons has been on getting the mer and stay competitive. Most
First Region championships, a Tigers back to the regional cham- of their improvement has come
handful of Fourth District titles pionship level that the program outside' of our season.
and one trip to the state cham- enjoyed in the late 1970s and
"The more success you have,
pionship game - a 7-5 loss to early 1980s, which produced five the harder you work to mainShelby County in 1979.
of its seven, titles.
tain that level. And the longer
But were it not for another
The Tigers' last region title you've been in a sport, you
von, Mitter-rrray- not have had - came in 1996 with a- -defeat of cealize how hard it -is -to-reach
the chance to return to his alma Reidland at Paducah's Brooks the state championship ... It
mater and coach his first love, Stadium, which gave MHS its really makes you appreciate those
baseball.
second straight championship good times."
Miller returned to Murray after winning the region in 1995.
Miller begins chasing that eluHigh in 1975 as boys' head
Miller and•Murray came close sive state championship again
as e ,a -mach after-a- -sue- 10-- another region- crown last-next month when-the Tigers-start
cessftil stint in the same- post spring. .reaching the semifinal - preparations for the 2002 camat Rockford (III.) AilliUrn -High round against Lone Oak hut paign, which will'- be - Miller's
School, where he guided th,e falling to the Flash 3-2 at Mur- 25th season is the Murray coach.

ft

In 19 seasons at the Tiger Tigers finished the 2001 season is not entirely what's keeping
helm, Miller led the program to with a 26-3 record.
the fire burning inside the longtwo First Region championships,
"We had a' great team last time coach.
but decided'
. to put hoops on year, and we've had a lot of
"I've always said that I want
the backbumer and stepped aside other teams with great records to keep coaching as long as it's
in the mid-1990s.
over the years," Miller said. fun," Miller said. "When it gets
"I really enjoyed coaching bas- "Success contributes to more . to the point that it's not fun
ketball. but I had some other success, and we've had a lot anymore,
pass it on to somethings that I was involved in of success here."
body else. But, right now, it's
at the time and just decided to
Miller's success at Murray still fun for me."

SCOREBOARD

Gators
The Insurance Center nip Vols
of Murray
104-100
. in OT
Sponsored By.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"

David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL STATISTICS
. Calloway Co Lady Lakers (9-5, 1-0)
Player
G
Pts.
Avg.
Whitney Ragsdale
14
198
14 1
Felisha Prescott
14
116
8.3
Carley Williams
14
73
52
Shameka Dial
14
60
43
Kelly Taylor
8
30
3.8
Lindsey White
13
50
3.8
Katie Ross
14
39
2.8
Kacee Stonecipher
14
39
• 2.8
Heather Macha
3
6
20
Tiffany Cunningham 11
21
1.9
Came Radke
7
10
14
Brittany Lamb
8
11
1.4
Meagan Rogers
13
14
1 1
Ashley Chadwick
8
5
06
Andrea Loveless
4
1
03
Team
14
673
48.1
Opponents
14
641
45.8
Murray Lady Tigers (10-3, 1-1)
Player
G
Pts.
Avg.
Paige Adlich
13
201
15.5
Ashley Tripp
13
160
12 3
Sherrie Sexton
14
145
104
Delanda Olive
14
132
94
Ashley Patterson
14
89
64
Lisa Thurman
14
70
50
Rachael Williams
1
2
20
Allison Cross
12
5
6
Carley Faughn
9
1 1
10
Bre Sykes
2
2
10
Breanna Volp
10
4
0.4
Dee Martin
5
2
0.4
Katie Wagoner
5
2
0.4
Allysia Hood
6
0
0.0
Shaina Mannoll
5
0
0.0
Devine Anderson
1
0
0.0
Casste Scarborough
.
1
0
0.0
Teem
14
825
5III.9
Opponents
14
620
44.3

Murray Tigers (10-5, 4-0)
Player
G
Pts.
Avg.
Kwen Trice
15
226
15.1
Daryl Cole
15
190
12.7
Blake Rayburn
15.
158
19.5
Tom Masthay
15
156
10*
.r.
Matt Kelleher
15
105
7.0
Dylan Volp
15
78
5.2
Mark Daniel
11 "
27
2.5
Sean McElrath
9
10
1.1
Kyle Erwin
to
9
0.9
Josh Dunn
7
o
0.0
Jordan Kelleher
7
0
0.0
Chris Bradley
6
o
0.0
Corey Perdue
6
0
0.0
Dustin Barnett
5
0
0.0
Cory Zirbel
4
0
0.0
Tim Masthay
1
o
0.0
Team
15
961
64.1
Opponents
15
996
59.9
Calloway County Laker* (9-5, 0-1) Player
G
Pts.
Avg.
Mitchell McClure
13
209
16.1
Jimmy Bynum
13
190
14.6
Terry Adams
13 _
77
5.9
Jay Boggess
13
67
52
Seth Barrow
13
66
5.1
Clay Lamb
• 13
.66
5.1
Todd Sexton
- 13
56
4.3
Logan Walker
12
47
3.9
Roger Jones
8
17
2.1
Chase Futrell
5
5
1.0
Nathan Jones
13
8
0.6
Jay Wyatt
4
2
0.5
Cory Siress .
4
1
0.3
Mark Anderson
4
0
0.0
David Crouch
3
0
0.0
Team
.
13.
811
62.4
Opponents
13
706
54.3

NIGHT CLASSES
•Electronics Engineering Technology 12 year.)
•Career placement assistance
•Digital Applications, Communications
•Computers, Programmable Controllers
•Free tutoring if needed
*Financial aid for those who qualify

PADUCAH
TECHNICAL
CcILIE19E
Enroll now for classes beginning Jan. 22nd
Contact us at (800) 995-4438,(2701 444-9676 or
ptcaticis.net. Visit our web site at www.ptc.ky.com
0

KNOXVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
Matt Bonner had a bloody nose.
and Brett Nelson's mouth was
bleeding. Three Florida players
.fouled out.
After a hard-fought 104-100
overtime win over Tennessee, the
third-ranked 'Gators (13-1, 2-0
Southeastern Conference) believe
the nights of winning by 20 points
are over.
"When conference play starts.
teams are out to get you. We
aren't going to be blowing people out from here on out," said
Nelson, who hit two key 3-pointers Wedne&day. night
The Volunteers (6-7, 1-1) were
ahead by three points with 20 seconds to go, but Nelson hit a 3pointer to force overtime and made
another in OT to put the Gators
ahead for good. Florida came into
the game beating opponents by
an average of 22.8 points, the
best margin in the NCAA.
Tennessee's forwards Vincent
Yarbrough, Marcus Haislip and Ron
Slay each scored at least 20 points
for the second straight game to
make it much closer.
Slay had forced Florida's big
man. Udonis Haslem, into committing his fifth foul with 2:42
remaining in regulation.
But that wasn't enough to finish off Florida.
Jon Higgins tied it in overtime
for Tennessee, but Nelson's final
3-pointer of the game put Florida ahead for good at 99-96. His
two free throws with 28 seconds
left sealed it.
Yarbrough missed the first of
three free throws but made the
last two to pull Tennessee within
100-98 with 28 seconds remaining. But the Vols couldn't get any
closer.
Justin Hamilton added 22 points
and 10 assists for Florida.
Yarbrough had 26 points for the
Vols.

ED REINKE AP Photo

SURPRISE...Georgia's Jarvis Hayes shows off his jersey as Kentucky players look on from
the bench at the end of Georgia's 88-84 upset win Wednesday in Lexington. Hayes led
all players with 30 points as eighth-ranked Kentucky fell to 0-2 in the SEC.

Georgia stuns 'Cats
By STEVE BAILEY
time in school history.
AP Sports Writer
"We knew coming in it was going to be tough,"
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-Kentucky opened South- said Hayes, who was 12-of-18 from the field. "We :
eastern Conference play talking about going unbeat- knew with the crowd on their side, we'd have to'
en in league games.
come in and make a statement. I think we did."
Two disappointing second-half performances later,
Jules Camara scored a career-high 16 points,
the eighth-ranked Wildcats are 0-2 in the confer- Tayshaun Prince and Rashaad Carrnth each had 15
ence for the first time in more than a decade.
and Gerald Fitch added 13 for Kentucky (9-4), which
Mississippi State rallied from a late 16-point lost its first two conference games for the first time
deficit to beat Kentucky in overtime Saturday. Geor- since 1978-79.
gia (13-2, 2-0 SEC) didn't need the extra time to
Kentucky led by as many as eight points in the
heat the Wildcats 88-84 Wednesday in Rupp Arena, first half, taking a 17-9 lead on Chuck Hayes' 3- .
Jarvis Hayes and Ezra Williams combined to pointer with 15:20 remaining.
make I9-of-32 shots, including 10-of-18 3-pointers,
Kentucky led 79-75 with 5:30 to play but Williams'
hitting key baskets down the stretch to snap a 16- long 3-pointer and Hayes' runner in the lane put
game losing streak against the Wildcats (9-44.
Georgia back,on top 80-79 with 3:58 mmaining.
"(Georgia) played very well and we didn't exe- . Hayes hit an off-balance jumper in the lane to
cute in tough situations," a disappointed Kentucky put the Bulldogs up 84-82 with 1:02 remaining.
coach Tubby Smith said.
Following a free throw by Georgia's Rashad
"We're not playing well defensively and we're Wright with. 33 seconds to play, Cliff Hawkins
not making plays. We lack the toughness to make missed a running jumper in the lane.
the clutch plays down the stretch."
Up 85-82, the Bulldogs blocked shots by Hawkins
Georgia had no problem hitting big baskets when and Keith Bogans in the paint and went 3-of-4 from .
needed, winning in Lexington for only the third the free throw line over the final 30 seconds.

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. My doctor told
me that I have a heart murmur. What
causes this? Is it serious?
DEAR READER: Shame on your
doctor for not sitting down with you to
discuss the implication of this finding.
Here's why I say this.
The beating heart normally produces two characteristic sounds —
the well-known "lub-dub" immortalized by generations of radio and TV
programs — as the cardiac contractions circulate blood through the
heart's valves.
If, in the process, currents of turbulence are produced, doctors can hear
(through their stethoscopes) a third
sound that may be whooshing, scraping or musical. Called a murmur, this
sound may indicate valvular disease.
But it may have no importance at all
in some cases; many people — especially children and young adults —
have perfectly "innocent" murmurs
that are harmless and do not reflect
heart disease. Thus, a murmur can be
significant or insignificant, depending
on its location, duration, audible characteristics and intensity.
When doctors suspect that a murmur is abnormal, they will usually
order tests — such as a cardiogram,
chest X-rays and an ultrasound exam
— to confirm that the sound originates from a valve that is not efficiently opening or shutting. (Also, these
tests will show evidence of holes or
defects within the cardiac chambers
through which blood may be leaking.)
Then specialists can offer advice and
guidance about therapy, which may
include medication or corrective
surgery.
Thus, I cannot comment on whether
your murmur is a cause for concern;
this would depend on your age, the
type of murmur and the results of the

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-B-QUE
Almo, KY,• 753-1934
"Serving The Best.EIBQ, Rib.s
Pork & Chicken"
SERVING HOURS: Sun. & Mon. Closed
Tues 10 am-6 pm • Wed.-Fn. -10 aark9 pm
Sat. 10 am-3 pm

testing. You should query your physician about this. Although an innocent
murmur can be disregarded, other
types may require treatment. If your
doctor is unable to diagnose the cause
of your murmur, you should be examined by a cardiologist. At the very
least, however, your doctor owes you
the courtesy of an in-depth discussion
with respect to his findings.
DEAR DR. GOTT: After experiencing palpitations, I was diagnosed with
a ventricular septal defect that causes
a murmur. I have a strong family history of heart disease and would like to
know if I'm worrying too much about
the problem. If my chance of a heart
attack has been heightened, should I
take precautionary measures?
DEAR READER: Ventricular septal
defect means that you have a hole in
the wall of tissue separating the two
major cardiac chambers (ventricles).
This is a form of congenital heart disease. You were born with it.
Small defects often cause a murmur
and can interfere with the electrical
conduction within the heart muscle,
leading to irregular pulse, palpitations
or rapid heartbeat, which may cause
fainting. Medicine to regulate the
pulse is often sufficient therapy.
In contrast, large holes are associated with cardiac strain and eventual
heart failure. Therefore, such defects
must be surgically repaired.
Ventricular septal defects are serious, depending on their size and location. They are diagnosed by cardiac
catheterization, during which specialists obtain pressure readings in the
ventricles, while taking X-ray movies
of the heart,
In my opinion, you should be under
the care of a cardiologist, who can
fully describe your affliction to you
and recommend appropriate therapy.
Ventricular septal defects are not
ordinarily associated with heart
attacks, so you are not in any immediate danger. You needn't worry on that
Score.
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
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DEAR ABBY: I am responding to
the letter from "Lost Mother in the
Midwest," who suddenly left her
family because .she was overwhelmed with personal problems
and felt unneeded and alone. I know
what it's like to be one of the children left behind, and I cannot be
silent. •
Following are some suggestions I
would like to offer for "Lost Mother":
First, get professional counseling so
you understand what led you to do
such a thing. Everyone has problems
— that's part of life. However, you
must have the courage to face up to
what you've done so you can forgive
yourself.
Second, when you're stable
enough, contact your children to let
them know that you're OK and that
you realize you mishandled the situation. They need to know that you
are seeking help and that you love
them. They will be angry, but -they
'are entitled to their feelings. It.will
begin the healing process. No matter
how painful it may be, it is easier
than carrying around a lifetime of
guilt and pain.
Third, give your family time to
sort out their feelings. At first, they
may be reluctant to reconcile with
you. It will take time and understanding, and may not produce the
kind of relationship you are immediately hoping for.
Last, don't delay! Your doubts
and fears might cause you to chicken
out. You left your family, so it's your
responsibility to make the first
move. Every day you wait causes
more pain and suffering. Life is too
short to prolong this separation. It
will be worth it in the end. I wish
you and your children well.
I speak from experience. Our
mom left us when we were very
young. It has been 30 years since
we've had any contact with her.
We've done everything we know to
find her, with no luck.
If I could somehow communicate
a message to our mom, it would be
this: Everyone makes mistakes, but
we can try to make up for them.
Love and forgiveness can go a long
way. The few memories and mementos we have of you suggest that you
were a very loving mother. Your children are well-adjusted, happy
people, and we hope this will bring
you some'comfort. We have forgiven
you and want you to know we love
you. We still live in the same state
where you left us. Life is,getting
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BOSS, -NEW'S
A BIG BLIZZARD
-*. ,•ttliiikar- HEADED OUR WAY,

IF YOU DON'T CLOSE TI-tE OFFICE
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LOOKING BACK

we would love to have
the opportunity to spend the rest of
it with you. So what do you say,
Mom? It's your move.
+THE SECOND OF THREE
IN SOUTH CAROLINA

shorter, and

DEAR SECOND: I pray your
mother sees your letter and realizes how much a reunion would
mean to her children. Where
there is life, there is hope.
*

DEAR ABBY: The reader who
claimed the funny story about the
drunken geese who were plucked
because the owner thought they were
dead plagiarized it from "Revenge of
the Lawn," written and published by
Richard Brautigan. The person probably meant no harm, but Mr. Brautigan deserves acknowledgment. If I'm
not mistaken, his book came out in
the mid-'60s.
CYNTHIA PECK,TORONTO
DEAR CYNTIrIIA: Thank you
for the information. Back in 1985
when I first printed the drunken
geese story, no one wrote to
inform me that it had been taken
from a published book. Interestingly, this time several readers
have sent me versions of the
story, and all of them have
claimed it is a true story from
their family history.
I'm pleased that Mr. Brautigan has now received the credit
he deserves.
**

Pauline Phillips and her daughter
Jeanne Phillips share the pseudonym
Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles,CA 90069.
X**

Ten years ago
Federal disaster designations
have been granted to 108 Kentucky
counties, including Calloway, due
to the severe weather conditions
throughout 1991. according to U.S.
Sen. Mitch McConnell.
Gary Marquardt, Nick Ryan,
Tom Meurer and Keith Tabers are
new officers of Murray Bass Club.
Births reported include a girl to
Robin and Keith Letterman and a
boy to Wanda and Harold Adcox,
Jan. 4; a girl to Mitzi and Michael
Jones and a boy to Margaret and
Jim Keatts, Jan, 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Refus Tabers were
marned 60 years Jan. 2.
Twenty years ago
Additional labor has been placed
in the hands of the work crew while
the Calloway County Government
faces an undetermined increase in
expenses for the renovation of the
old postoffice into a courthouse annex.
M.C. Garrott writes about the experiences of George and Lucy Lilly
of Murray during their five-day visit
with relatives in Communist controlled East Germany in a three-pan
series of his column, "Garrott's
Galley."
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers won 45 to 35 over
Sedalia Lions in a basketball game.
Rachel Lamb was high scorer for
Calloway.
Thirty years ago
. The home of Mr. and Mrs. Cole-.
man Reeder and their daughters. 4
and 8, was completely destroyed by
fire on Jan. 8 about II a.m. N6one
was home at the time of the fire.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
East dealer.
his high-card tricks, hoping to find
North-South vulnerable.
a favorable division in either diaNORTH
monds or spades and so acquire a
twelfth trick. When neither hope
* A Q 103
119 6 4
materializes,he finishes down one.
•A 107
But if South is familiar with
+A Q10
squeezes, he ducks the king of
WEST
EAST
hearts at trick one. The purpose of
+ 754 4J962.
this play is to "rectify the count,"
*8
11,K QJ 2
--- meaning-that declarer has--all the
•4 2 •
•J 9 8 5
remaining tricks except one, in+7652
+83
stead of all the remaining tricks
SOUTH
except two.
•
Lees say West continues with
IP A 105
the queen of hearts. South wins
•K Q 6 3
and cashes four club tricks, hoping
+K J 9 4
to squeeze one opponent or the
The bidding:
other out of an otherwise sure
South West North trick.In the actual case,this method
East
6 NT
Pass
Pass
1 NT
of play succeeds. East can safely
Opening lead — king of hearts.
discard a heart on the third round
of clubs, but he must then discard
There is a term in bridge a spade or a diamond on the fourth
called "rectifying the count." The club and so present declarer with
expression means very little to his twelfth trick.
It is not easy to recognize at
most players, because squeezes —
the subject it applies to — are the outset the importance of duckgenerally regarded as too advanced ing the king of hearts at trick one.
for the "average" player to under- The duck seems purposeless — but
stand. However, this is a miscon- nothing could be further from the
ception based more on fear of the truth, since it creates the "all but
unfamiliar than fact.
one" situation that is nearly alFor example, take this deal ways required for a successful
where South gets to six notrump squeeze.Even ifa player is not able
and West leads the king of hearts. to visualize the position that might
When dummy appears, declarer develop later in the play, he should
counts his sure winners and finds still make the technique part of his
standard operating procedure, and
he has only 11 of them.
If South is unfamiliar with occasionally he will be rewarded by
squeezes, he wins the king of a squeeze that seems to materialhearts with the ace and cashes all ize out of nowhere.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

F- CO Ft EtErrF1 ca r
HEY. LIZ. I HAD
A FIGHT yJiTH
My MOM'S BOYFRIEND,So I'VE MOVE
IN wITH you 'Tit_ WE
GO BACK UP NORTH

fT'S 5 IN THE MORNING-!

WAS THE PARTiO
FOGE.y, FANJOy,FORMAL
DATE-AN NOU NCED

HE vslAS ENGAGED

WHy ARE 90Ut..00KINIG
AT ME.. LIKE -THAI-7t!
IT'S 5 dCLoCK
iN THE MORNIN6.

ANTHonly
CANE
IS
Et4GAGE.D7
WHOA WI

GARVIEL_121
BUT I JUST LOOKED
)
)
IN HIS CLOSET

44 Hotel entrance
46 Vein of coal
48 Even as we
speak
50 MacDonald of
whodunits
51 Herd of
whales
53 Aptitudes
55 Laid out
58 Detest
61 Summer, in
Cannes
62 Proceeds
64 Comic-strip
caveman
65 Take vows
66 Spring melt
67 Teachers' org

I Stomach
muscles
4 Insists
9 Not cooked
12 — -eared
bunny
13 Touch base
(2 wds
14 Look closely
15 Swoons
17 River vessels
19 Sure thing
21 Egg drink
22 Fuel cartel
24 Breakfast
grain
26 Stinging insect
29 Movie rental
31 Back-fence
yowler
33 Woolly one
34 Wood
chopper
35 "Norma —"
37 Tiny legume
39 News agcy
40 Ms Claiborne
42 Sticky fruit
1

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
O MITS
APRILMT
AMANDA
LEANED
1M
TAUNTED
D A
LEERS SOP
E G,G
ATMS
LII
N EAP
LUNGES
R B I S
FEES MEOW
HECT I C ERAS
ARAB
✓ ASE RAM
MIRTH DUO
AMT
JOURNAL CA
U M
LEMONS SHAKER
ABYSS
TRUNK

DOWN

5

.

7

(Lat )
7 Polish
8 Bridge
9 Jamaican
music
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Jan. 10, the
tenth day of 2002. There are 355
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 10. 1776. Thomas Paine
published his influential pamphlet,
-Common Sense."
On this date:
In 1861, Florida seceded from .
the Union.
In 1870, John D. Rockefeller incorporated Standard Oil.
In 1920, the League of Nations
was established as the Treaty of
Versailles went into effect.
In 1928, the Soviet Union ordered the exile of Leon Trotsky.
In 1946, the first General Assembly of the United Nations convened in London.
In 1957. Harold Macmillan became prime minister of Britain. following the resignation of Anthony
Eden.
In 1967. Massachusetts Republican Edward W. Brooke, the first
black elected to the U.S. Senate by
popular vote, took his seat.
In 1971, "Masterpiece Theatre"
premiered on PBS with host Alistair Cooke introducing a drama series,"The First Churchills."
One year ago: President-elect
Bush moved quickly in search of a
new candidate for labor secretary
after the abrupt withdrawal of his
first choice. Linda Chavez. Bush
and his national security team received a top-secret Pentagon briefing on military challenges around
the world.

Subscribe to the

11-
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Home Delivery
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

Local Mail
(canoway. Graves & Marshall)
$25.00
$50.00
$85.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
iPurvear. Buchanan & Pans)

13

12

In high sdlool basketball games,
Murray High won 66 to 57 over
Hickman County and Calloway
County Laiters lost 75 to 61 to Ballard County. High team scorers
were Adam Limning for Murray,
Spates and Grundy for Hickman,
Howie for Ballard and James Wells
for Calloway.
Mr. and Mrs. James Johnson
were married 50 years Dec. 25.
Forty years ago
A bone chilling cold descended
on Murray and Calloway County
yesterday with the thermometer
standing at ii above 0 at 5 p.m. The
mercury continued its downward
trend until it stood at 6 below zero
during the early morning hours and
still remains at that temperature.
The maintenance and building of
county roads and bridges is now in
the hands- of the seven county magistrates, according to action taken
by the Calloway County Fiscal
Court at its meeting.
Fifty years ago
Roman Prydatkevytch, violinist.
professor at Murray State College.
and his daughter. Hannah Prydatkevytch, pianist,. will present the
third in a series of recitals on Jan.
15 in the recital hall of fine arts
building, MSC.
A full-page feature ad about Dr.
Braxton B. Sawyer. former pastor
of First Baptist Church, Murray, on
his "Radio Pulpit" ministry, was
published in the Southeast American --newspaper,-Fort -Smith,-Ark.,
Dec. 29. The page ad was sponsored by eight Fort Smith businesses.

1-10 © 2002 United Feature Syndicate

1 Chatty alien
2 Feathery wrap
3 Added
cinnamon
4 Envelope abbr
5 Explorer da
Gama
6 For example
4

3
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60

director
Craven
16 Less rude
18 Straight line
20 Derby
22 Face shapes
23 Elf
25 Cover
27 0-Tips
28 Prolific diarist
•
30 Boor
32 Hall-of-Famer
Ott
36 Half of zwei
38 Maior artery
41 Shocked
43 Dollop
45 Beantown
47 Janitor's tool
49 Solders
52 Condensations
54 Quick bite
55 Vet's office
sound
56 Did lunch
57 Computer key
59 Tend the
garden
60 Emissions
watchdog
63 Frat letter

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr

$65.00
$80.00
$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo.

6 mo.
1 yr.

$70.00
$85.00
$130.00

Check
Visa

Money Order
NVC

Name
Street Address
City__
State

Zip

Day time Phone
Mail this coupon with payment,to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call
(270) 753-1916
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ADJUSTMENTS

I

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
...........Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
ant To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock 8 Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
!DISPLAY ADS
Column Inch, 60c, Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
$A11 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period /
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
S7

lINE ADS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$uo extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $2.54) extra for blind box ads.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call Tammy or Brenda at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Card of Thanks

060

Help Wanted

CARD OF THANKS
[he family of Lois Falwell Outland
expresses deep apprecaation for the
many acts of kindness and respect shown
to her through the years and since her
death. A special thank you is extended to
her doctors, nurses, the staff of Westview
Nursing Home, Imes-Miller Funeral
Home, Grace Baptist Church, Rev. R.I.
Burpoe, Oneida White, and former
friends and neighbors from the Hazel
community and Ryan Ave in Murray.

060

L060
Help Wanted

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:

No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments

Available orr REqUestTHIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Card of Thanks

Experience or Inexperience Training Available
060
Help Wanted

THANK YOU
Perhaps you sent a lovely card.
or sat quietly in a chair.
Perhaps you sent alunerat Nrtra.
If so we saw it there.
Perhaps you spoke the kindest words.
As any friend could say.
Perhaps you were not there at all,
Jusiihouglasit_ti Mat da,
Whatever.you did to console our hearts..
We thank-you so very much for
Whatever the part.
A special thanks to Dr. R.C. Harris. to
the nurses of Murray-Calloway hospital
and to the Long Temi Care Unit for their
thoughtful and gentle care, also thanks to
our many friends for flowers. cards and
prayers.

be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

020

Notice

Notice

DAWAHARES. We are
currently accepting Applications for a full-time Mens
SUit SUpervikir. Hetail ox
perience is required. We
offer competitive wages,
benefits, and a liberal discount. Please apply at our
Shoppes of Murray location. eoem-f.
DETAIL/CAR CLEANUP
Full Time position available immediately *foe detailing & cleanup. Applicants
should be -f
dedicated workers. Experience is required. Call 270437-4566.

HIRING FOR ALL POSITIONS
Benefits to include: Medical, Life & Dental
Insurance, 401K, Stock Purchase,
Employee Discounts,
Paid Vacations, Flexible Hours & More.
Apply in person
650 North 12th Street In Murray.
Simply Follow U.S. 641 and State Highway 121.
crackerbarrel.com

Just give us a call, we'll

THE FAMILY-OF
OTIS C. AYERS
020

FOUND: Kitten off 121,
near Graves County line.
437-4604.Leave message..
FOUNO7P-ug puppy in vicinity of Bally Rd. and 121
N. Please calf-to identify_
759-0560.
BASSET
2
LOST
HOUNDS. 7 months old,
have 'Harley. colars on.
$200 reward. Lost near
Van Cleave Rd.
call 436-5501 or 210.0065.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

060

ANNUAL PERM SALE

Help Wanted

$29.02

ARE you really serious
about working from home
If so call 1-888-217-5277

Offer good dull 1/31/02

I Bring in this ad for 10% OFF
-1 on haircare products ‘v/perm.
• Specialty Wraps Higher • Long Hair Slightly Higher

.==. Family Haircare
506 Suite C N. 12th St. (located behind Sam
Olympic Plaia. Murray • 753-0542

BIBLE
FREE PALLETS
MESSAGE
759-5177
753-191'6
U-haul off Murray
Ledger & Times

CLERICAL POSITIONS.
Administrative Secretary II
& Registration Clerk. Fulltime benefits. Two years
college, three years secretarial experience. Must
possess excellent microcomputer, interpersonal,
and office procedure skills.
Keyboarding test required.
Salary $7.81 hourly.,Additional information at:
www murraystate edunndir/hr/jobrpt htm
Women/minorities encouraged to apply. EEO,
M/F/D, AA employer.

Individual
DRAFTERmust be proficient with 3D
AUTOCAD. Duties include
preparation of layouts, assembly and detail drawings, analyzing and determining design requirements and preparing and
evaluating tolerances. Formal education in mechanical drawing and/or 2-10
years experience preferred. Knowledge of ASMEY14.5 standards, Mechanical Desktop, and NC
programing experience a
plus. Please submit resume, references, and'salrequirements
to
ary
SCORESPORTABLE
BOARDS, Human Resources 106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray, KY 42071.
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry-level
truck drivers. No experience necessary Earn
$700+ per week plus benefits. No CDL? No Problem! CDL training is now
available in your area.
1-800-242-7364

Local Church Has Opening For

Part-Time Youth Director
If interested, job descriptions are
available at
111 North 5th Street, or
call 753-3824

FULL TIME WAREHOUSE
UTILITY POSITION
Competitive Wage & Benefits
Send resume to:

PO Box 1524, Murray,KY 42071
Duties to include:
Picking & Processing Orders for Shipment
Receiving Products & Unloading Trucks
Moving & Maintaining Inventory
Requirements:
Valid Driver's License
Forklift Experience
Light to Moderate Lifting
Computer Skills w/Windows base programs
Good Communication Skills

PICTURE

LOVELINE

•

6.00

EACH
(no more than 20 words)

Love
Mommy

ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Daddy

For the return of picture you must send
a self-addressed stamped envelope.

David,
You're the love of
my life.
Happy Valentine's
Day!
.

•

Love Always!
Tammy

Deadline for receipt of Photos & Love Lines is Noon, Wed.,Feb.-6th.

jMURRAY

n

i EDGER&IIMES

enced servers, busboys,
and dishwashers, all shifts.
Apply in person, 2-4pm,
110 S. 5th St.
TRIM Carpenters
needed for local job.
Call Scott
770-380-3490

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

WANTED all around Maintenance men with carpentry, and building experience. Need to be familiar
with- wood framing, deck,mg,-and roofing. - Some'
climbing and heavy lifting
required. Work inside until

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture

-

aro
- We buy 1 or all!

----

Cali 753-3633ask-

warmer weather. Call 753- .
for Larry.
30111 for application and
C
TRIO
base -board
infeWieVv. Jobchedukiii
heaters, frost free refrigerto start by 1-15-2002.

WILL dobabyysE
ittin
ARn
gin my
HVAC home, in town, afternoon
JQURNEYMAN
shift. Call 753-1486.
Mechanic (Licensed).
2 openings- 1 Service DRIVERS:
Technican. 1 Installer. SalMAKE 2002
ary based on experience,
YOUR
CDL Training Now
hand tools required,. Call
753-7600 between 8:30
Available!!
am and 2:30, Mon-Fri.
Call 1-800-958-2353.
NEED Cash $55
5751 Briar Hill Rd.
AVON SALES REPS
Lexington, KY.
NEEDED
Full or part-time, detailed
training provided!
1-800-579-1225
Classifieds
press 2 enter
270-753-1916
64067#
or e-mail
bvincent@avon.net
090
NURSERY worker needed
Domestic &Childcare
for local church in Murray.
Sunday a.m. NVednesday SITTER needed for two
p.m. Send resume to P.O. children. Monday through
Box 1040-N, Murray. KY Friday. 759-8573.
42071

RESTAURANT
MANAGER NEEDED
Successful applicant will need to be
able to control labor cost, food cost,
service times and food quality.
Compensation will depend on experience and qualifications. Must be able to
work anytime. Apply in person at Sonic
of Murray, 217 S. 12th St. and ask for
Richard. No phone calls please.

Mills Manor
500 Beck Lane, Mayfield, KY 42066
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
247-7890

ators, electric stoves, good
used .carpeting and air
conditioners. 753-4109.
WANT TO BUY 79-84 Ca-*
dillac. 436-2427.
WANTED: STANDING
TIMBER. LARGE OR
SMALL ACREAGE.
436-5700
436-5727
753-2533.
150
Articles
For See

5PC Bedroom suit, twin
bunk bed, toddler bed, baby bed, fireplace insert,
vented gas stove, 96 Cadillac STS. Call 436-6380.
KING SIZE waveless waterbed mattress $100
753-1335
L.P. Gas Refills
Lowest prices in town.
New 100lb L.P. gas cyl.
$79.95
B&B Brokers
753-4389.
MACHINE quilting
$31.50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
MAPLE tree's, from 4 feet
to 20 feet tall, price according to size. Call 753-0835.
NORDIC Trak Ski machine
$150. Shopsmith $150.
Specialized Mountain bike
$75. Jayco 23foot
MotorhomeClassC$27,000
753-6985.
camcorder
time
OLD
w/case. Works pod.
Needs new battery. $100.
759-9215

Open up
to Me
possibility_

WINNODIXE.
America's Supermarket

At Winn-Dixie. our team is bringing pride and
energy to everything we do... and enjoying the
rewards of a great future. We're growing as the
Sunbelt's largest food retailer. Our associates
are appreciated and find training that puts
them on a path of opportunity and advancement. Make a difference here.Now taking applications for:

Co-Manager
location
- 550 US Hwy.62
Princeton, Kentucky

in our, Princeton

•

•

753-8630.

SERVICE Technical, to
KELLERS
work on outdoor equipCOMPUTER PLACE.
ment. Small engine repair
AMD comPuters...$699
and product assembley for
Upgrades & Repairs
retail stores. $9 hr (+).
Internet Service.
Contact 1-877-832-6473
On 121S.
OXt
Haw- geNICe 436-5933.
First.
9a.m.-7p.m.
THE Bud Pen Steaks /1
Mon--Sat.
Spirits Now Hiring experiVisa/ Mastercard.

Apply in person at:

•

•

HEWLETT- Packard Computer, Windows M.E. 40
GIG Hard Drive, 900 mhz
Processor, 8X4X32 CDRW, 128 meg ram, Speaker, 56K modem, $475

Full-time RN or LPN 7 p.m.-7 a.m.
Competitive salary based on experience.
Excellent working conditions.

•

Happy
. Valentine's
Day
Madison

RECEPTIONIST, Property
Manager. Mature, pleasing, personality, team player with computer skills.
Please take resume to
Century 21 at University
Square, North 12th St.

$1,000 SIGN-ON BONUS

Put Your Special Valentine's Day Picture & Message
Or Love Line In The Paper Feb. 14, 2002.

'9.00

Computers

Ledger&Timen

.(Ke 547 ía (cNemender...
_cbay

EACH
(no more than two per picture
and no more than 12 words)

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

of finding
your

dream home
in the
Classifieds
Every day, you'll find the most
extensive listing of homes, properties. aparor,ents and townhouses in your community
Readers from all over the area
have found their homes in the
Gossifieds Try it yourself today!

The

Attn: Classified Advertising Department
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Apply at one of the above location
or send resumes to:
Jerry Heidenreicsh
702 Locust Lane
Louisville, KY 40217

Murray
Ledger
& Times

(270) 753-1916

Find out more about our company W wwwwinn-dixie.com

753-1916

-

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
150

150
Articles For Sale

Articles For Sale

Vernon's Pawn Shop
DELL & GATEWAY COMPUTERS
Used 30 days
Retail $1,700

410
Apartments FOf Rent
LARGE 1 BR Apt Gas
heat/AC, appliances furnished. washer and dryer
partial utilities paid $280
month rent and dep.

NEAR 'University- Extra
large 3 B/R apt Large living room. kitchen- Dinette
combo Central elect H/A
Range, refrigerator, disposer, dishwasher. washer-dryer hookup $200.
WITH FREE PRINTER
Deposit- $350 Mo. (5250
Some computers starting at $100 & up
1st mo.)
753-4560
27" Television
11- Nintendo 64
M-F 9-5
Si 50.00 and up
NEW 2br duplex
'39.95
1815 Ridgewood
New & Used
753-7457
NICE 2br duplex, applianJEWELRY
Guns &
ces, good neighborhood
Damond Ring, Chains, Charms
No pets $375 per month
Knives
on
plus deposit $375. 753up
OFF
}
90', New 10°, Trade-In
Special } 2967
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
VCR $24.95 and up
$100 Deposit
All Caber kieronandisik.On Sale' NO Reasonabte One( Refused!
1BR From $280
Monday-Saturday 930-7 30 • Sunday 1-6
2BR From $325
713 SOUTH 12TH • MURRAY • 753-7113
Call Today!
753-8668.
320
PIANO $1500 759-1854
Southside Manor Apts
Apartments For Rent
I
1, 2 & 3br apts
PICK-UP Truck Cover
bed
Section 8 housing
short
Ford F150
753-8221
1 room efficiency, sepa$150 753-1335
EHO
rate kitchen & bath, some
utility paid $200 No pets
160
767-9037
Home Furnishings
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
7FOOT Den Couch Grea
902 Northwood Dr
2 or 3 Bedrooms, One
condition $100 753-5809
Monday,
Bath. 753-2795 or 759SOFA Sleeper, yellow and
Wednesday, Friday
8894.
condition.
excellent
brown,
Phone 759,4984.
2, 3, AND 4 br Houses
like-new. $300 436-6141
Equal Housing
Near down town Murray
180
_ Opportunity
_
- 753-4109
Lawn &Gerden
18R Apartment, available..
2-, 3, AND 4 br Houses
Dec. 1st. Close to campus.
Near down town Murray
CRAFTSMAN lawn tractor
No pets. 753-5980.
753-4109
$1,200 OBO 753-9590
1BR apt available, all ap309 Woodlawn Rent or
pliances furnished. MurRent with option to buy.
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
210
3br, 2 bath, C/H/A, $495. a
1BR APT for rent All apFirewood
month plus security 474pliances. Pets allowed_
2520.
$335/mo. Call 436-6291.
FIREWOOD $35
3BR. house in town.
1BR Apt in town, furnishDelivered 437-4718
Stove, ref rig., W/D, lease,
ed. Available Jan-15, $180 no pets. $495/mo. M-F 8-5
FIREWOOD. Also tree
month, plus 180 deposit.
753-4937.
service. 436-2562.
759-1519.
3BR.. 1 1/2bath, stove
1BR Apt $225
dishwasher, refrigerator.
h1111111k81
Small pets okay.
C/H/A, in .Kirksey 489Coleman RE
2940 or 489-2280
PLAYER Piano - Solo
759-4118
'
EAST of Murray, 94E &
Concerto by H.G. Bay, in
1BR Apt. Deluxe furnish- 1346 area. Cute 1br, $295.
cludes 11 Scrolls. $500 - ed. No pets. $265.(plus
per/ month plus security
Leave- -message,.489_ deposit. 436-6105.
474-2520
2979
•
FOR Rent
1BR Apt. Near MSU,
3 bedroom, 2 bath
appliExecutive home,
ances furnished, C/H/A.
2210 Gatesborough
615-338-0097 Susan
16X80 93 • Mobile Home, $275. 753-4181 or
FOR RENT. 4-5 Bedroom
with two porches. Must be 489-2181.
house. on 301 N. 5th. Call
moved, $14,000. 489- 1BR, furnished, low utilit2054.
ies, $225 month, reference 759-5073.
SOUTH of Hazel, Tennes1992 16x80 3BR
2 required. no pets. 753bath Like new, 16,500 3949.
see 3br, 2 bath 5375 per
Must Sell! 759-0996 or 1BR., nice quiet area
month rent plus deposit,
388-9529
lease, references
753-8588
492-8526
2BR 1 bath older mobile 1BR., Univer Hgts. Stove,
home. Lots of nice up- refng. W/D OW lease no
dates, needs some re- pets. $325/mo. M-f 8-5
pairs, large rented lot or 753-4937.,
Storage Rentals
moved off. $3,000. Call 2BR., 1 1/2 bath, covered
759-1154, after 4:30.
CREEKVIEW STORAGEparking, extremely nice
FOR sale a 1988 Fair Vis- Coleman RE 759-4118
$20-$40 On Center Drive
ta, 14x72 mobile home, 28IR edge of town, washBehind Tom's Grille
with carport and storage er & dryer. $335
759-4081
building on a 6 tenth acre Coleman RE 759-4118
NORTHWOOD
storage
wooded lot at 1211 Lynn 3 & 4br.apts. avail Diuguid presently has units availaLawson Road, Murray, Ky. Drive. Coleman RE 759- ble 753-2905 or 753Approximately 5.1 miles 4118
7536.
northwest of Murray off 3BR, 2 bath Apt, down- PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Hwy. 121. Priced at stairs $400 a month.
•Inside climate control
$28,000 or best offer.
489-2296
storage
For more information
3br. house.
*Security alarmed
call 270-767-2265
1-2,br apts. efficiency
•Safe & clean
extension 386.
C/H/A. near MSU.
•We sell boxes!
HM & Sons Mobile Home 753-1252 or 753-0606.
•We rent U-Hauls
Mover. 20yrs experience_ APT for rent, 3br, applian*Heated Boat &
Licensed & insured in Ken- ces furnished. C/H/A, near
RV Storage
tucky, Tennessee & Illi- MSU $400 month 759753-9600
nois. 437-3939.
4696
LOOKING for a new
home? Take a look at AVAILABLE Now Clayton
Sunshine's fine line of Village Apartments 2 bedhomes. You will see a dif- room, C/H/A. garage,
All Size Units
ference. Arrowhead Home stove, refrigerator, dishAvailable
Sales, Inc.-3124 Hwy 79N- washer, garbage disposal,
Pans, TN. 641-6900 or toll water, sewer, garbage
free 1-877-754-6900.
pickup. lawn care furnished JANUARY SPECIAL
$475.00 was $495.00. DePets & Supplies
280
posit & references reMobile Homes For Rent
quired. Pans TN. 731-644- 2 Male AKC Golden Re
Meyer
puppies
$150
2BR 1 Bath Mobile Home 3080.
each 436-6074
on 1 acre lot with storage CONDOPLEX 3br., 2 bath
Available January 5,2002
building Call 753-4980
DOG Obedience
$700/mo.
Master Trainer
2BR.. Rent to own. 14x70
Deposit required
436-2858
Coleman RE 75974118.
753-0834
FOR SALE 12 week old
3BR, 2 bath $300. per
AKC Reg Chinese Pug,
month. 753-6012
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath Male has all shots $300
3BR, 2 bath. $300. per
townhouse appliances fur- 753-6034
month. 753-6012.
nished, W/D. 1yr, lease. 1
NICE 2br, Mobile home
month deposit. No pets
Livestock &Supplies
No pets 753-9866
753-2905.
LAKELAND WESLEY VILALFALFA hay for sale
Mobile Home Lots For Rent LAGE has 1BR subsi436-2181
dized, utilities included.
With our extensive. organized
2BR 5 Miles North Eas 2BR market rate, partial
listings . readers will Cod .our
utilities, included, apartad easily, so you can start
of Wal-Mart $225 month
cleaning house right away'
ment for rent. Apply before
753-6012
Feb 1. and receive 3
270-753-1916
months free cable.
siness Rentals
MURRAY LEDGER
Call 270-354-8888
&TIMES
OFFICE Building for ren For the hearing impaired
1001 Whitnell Ave.. Murray
or lease. 4,500 st unde 1-800-247-2510. e.h o.
roof_ 753-9562

NOW

$595

r-

to 50%

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
753-3853

Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Art Notice

1 and 2 BR Apts across
rom MSU $295 and
$335 water included, 7537397
1 bedroom apt. Clean
Stove. refrig, dishwasher
and W/D $325 No pets
436-5268.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109

All real estate adienised herein is subject to the Federal Fait
Housing Act, which mates it illegal to advertise any preference.
limitation or discnmination based on race, color, religion. sex.
handicap. familial status or national ongin, or intention to make
any such preferences, limitations or di.crimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale, rental or advertising ot
real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under fed
eral law
We will not know ingly accept any ads ertising tor real estate which
is in violation of the law. All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are loanable on :in t•,p1:1!
opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair Housing Ads cooing
requirements. contact NAA Counsel Rene P Milani.
i 7031 648-1000,
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410
Public Sale

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat. January 12, 2002•10:00 a.m:
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn, Lynn Grove Ky.
From Murray, Kir' take Hwy -94tWest to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield Ky. takeHwy. 121 through Coldwater turn south on Hwy. 1836. Follow to auction
.f2) frost free ref. - upright and chest freezer - auto
Electric & gas cook storVre
washer & dryer - microwave oven - nice oblong table w/2 leave & 6 chairs matching glass door china cabinet wnight - chrome breakfast set w/padded back
& seat chairs from the 50's - nice large round dining table - small drop leaf table
w/2 chairs - maple table & chairs - metal kitchen cabinets - metal shelving - 2
nice electric lift chairs - recliners - sofa - chair - loveseat - hide-a-bed sofa - odd
chairs & stools - coffee tables & end tables - table, vanity & floor lamps - antique
bedroom suit - like new 5 piece pine bedroom suit - twin beds - odd beds - chest
& vanities - nice Willett 5 drawer chest - nice old record cabinet - old chifforobe
- old dresser - nice kneehole desk - wood bookshelf - small childs desk - gun cabinet - open face hutch - Vibrasun heat vibrator relaxer w/music - color t.v.'s with
remote - throw rugs - fine cast iron screw tail bulldogs odd & good - portable
sewing machine - 2 green- kerosene lamps - model 550 Remington 22 rifle Crossman 160 pellgun - 27, drawer metal.cabinet free 8azding_sliclyci.- large
lot of men & women clothes - weather permitting there will be a lot of small collector items - dishes - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - if the weather is
too bad to be outside furniture will- sett first and then small items.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch asailable.

For more information & your auction needs phone

435-4144

Dan Miller • Darrell Beane - Tern' Paschall - Auctioneer
Joe Thomason - Apprentice Auctioneer
Real Estate

Used Cats

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"

1998 Bonneville Loaded
must selll 753-4497, or
559-2304.

Used Trucks

1998 Chevy Z-71 4x4
60,xxx miles. $17,000
753-7925.
1998 DODGE RAM 1500.4Dr
1998 Ford raurus-SE
Like new, need to sell
440
metallic blue. $ 4,500
759-5940
Lots For Sale
1997 Ford Explorer V8, all
1999 Chevrolet
whetl drive, leather interior,
Silverado_New body style.
LOTS for sale Starting a loaded $12.800
ext cab, LS. MUST SELL.
$11-,000 Price includes 753-0792
Great Truck, First 16,500_
water, septic & driveway.
Book over 17,000. 759Also land home packages 97 Lincoln Mark VIII. LSC,
9062. or 559-2959.
270-437-4838
black, leather, sunroof,
package, 2000 Chevy Silverado LS
CD, touring
460
chrome wheels Gorgeous! 1/2 ton Ext. cab 2WD color
Homes For Sale
$14,500. 615-338-0097 Pewter bed cover 47.xxxmiles 1 owner, very nice.
Susan
FOR Sale By Owner
753-7492.
3 bedrooms, living room,
dining room, kitchen; bath, MAZDA 626 LX Sedan 91 Chevy Silverado pickup. LWB, goncishape.
bonus room, screened in • 1994. 6
- 13,xxx'Mileages.
porch, bungalow. Near power steering, A/C, Auto- 753-0728 after 4 p.m.
hoSpital and downtown. matic:'air bag. $5,200. 96 Chevrolet C-1500 Sdverado -Extended Cab.
$54,000
615-338-0097 270-753-3252_
Loaded, Vortec V-8, 350,
Susan.
-bd-ct:niet: white with blue
PRICE Buster's II
RELIANCE HOMES
interior. 104,xxx miles. Call
New car man in town
4BR., 2 Bath. 1,800 sq
Come to where prices are 994-0388 or 767-9036
foot home. No reasonable
born. Office 759-0001
offer will be refused FiNights 727-0169 705 S.
nancing available. Located
12th Street. Across from
Services Offered
2 miles North of Murray,
Sirloin Stockade open
KY on Hwy 641.
Mon -Sat. 9-5
A affordable hauling, junk
clean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning. 436-5141.
jr-ol
A time to take care of your
w M
home. Affordable work
()Z7? 'e?
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches. decks, roofing,
YOU SHOW US: •
siding, concrete, fences,
•Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history.
WE SHOW YOU:
furniture design. and resto•100% loan, no money down • Flexible. forgiving program
ration. Free Estimates.
'
Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
753-4380.
•A-1 AFFORDABLE allaround hauling, tree work,
Gem h.( kett • Pat Butler • Jacquelm %%mon
cleaning out sheds, gutter,
753-7407• Ill N. 12th St. Suite B
junk clean-up. 436-2867.

Global Mortgage Link

THINKING about building
a new home? Why not
consider a new Sunshine
home for about 1/2 the
price? 7/12 or 5/12 roof
pitches available on most
models. Come by and see
for yourself. Arrowhead
Home Sales, Inc.-3124
TN.
Hwy
79N-Paris,
6416900 or toll free 1-877
754 6900
WE Buy Houses.
We take over payments
Any price or Condition
270-534-4500
www CP1homebuyers com
riga
Spoil Utility Vehicles
97 Jeep Cherokee 4x4
ed, 4dr 57.xxx miles
$8000 00 75978003
97 JEEP CHEROKEE
Red, 4DR, 4x4, 57,xxx
miles $8,000 759-8003

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing
even if you have been turned down
before. Loans available for bankrupt, bad credit, no credit. No cosigners necessary.
Call Ruthie or Dennis
753-2222
24 Hours 1-800-992-7334
Used'ftcits
1983 Chevy 4x4, short
wheel base red truck.
$4,500. OBO. 492-6179.
1997 Ford Ranger XLT
51,xxx miles, great heat
and air conditioning, stepside bed, CD Excellent
condition $6.500 call 7535502

$30
Services Meted

630
Services Offered

Public Sale

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Pole Barns. Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship..
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194.

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience."
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
AFFORDABLE Electric
•Commercia+,
*Residential
*Remodel
•Free Estimates
"Quality don't cost it pays"
Dave Myers 759-2488
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter work.
rmmediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Pleaise call Pauljor
free estimate at

270-759-4979
vien.E4CICING

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop
Has

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
DAYS:
New Const. -Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
753-5273 753-0133
& Water Damage, ReNIGHTS:
placement Windows. Vinyl
492-8219 • 753-1833
Siding, Painting, Decks
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-6191
753-9372, 753-0353.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
-Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
white rock.
•Install braces & floors joists under houses
436-2113.
for sagging or weak floors.
CAR clean up. Decent
rates. 767-0147
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
CARPORTS Starting at *Install moisture barriers.
$675 installed Roy Hill
We Do All Kinds of Remodeling
(270)436-2113
CERTIFIED Elementary
David Gallimore, Owner
Tutoring at library $18 hr
Will Do Insurance Work
Call 270-924-6909
DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl -Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Midr 25 Years
ExperienceT-Serald WalStatewide
ters. 753-2592.
Statewide
Classifieds
Classifieds
FENCING
Midway Fence All types.
•TRAIN
AND
WORK
BUSINESS
CLOSE
TO
HOME!
Complete services.
OPPORTUNITIES
Choose from one of 7 Job
Reasonable prices.
End
•SSVENDINGSS
Corps centers across the
Free Estimate Insured
money worries! National
state and receive free
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
Co.. Exclusive program.
training right here.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Hottest
- Machines!
Trimming, removal: stump Locations waiting. 25-yr. Kentucky. Job Corps staff
plan your
grinding. firewood. Insur- experience, huge return: will help you
career, find a great job
ed. 489-2839.
Potential $50-$75K yearly.
close to home and earn
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs Investment secured by
more money when you
equipMent.
702-562-4144
wanted. No job too small.
graduate. Get your GED oc
(24
hours) •
Give us a call. Yes we
high school diploma while
clean gutters.
•WANTED,SERIOUS peo- living on a Kentucky Job
-ple to work mail order/inter- Corps center. Residential
Phone: 436-5759
net business for int.l corn- and pop-residential proHAULING
Cleaning out garages, -pa hys, WK.-Wain U
ytclIT1S available. Ages 16$1500-$7500 PT/FT/ 1- 24.
Call
1 -866-JOB
sheds, carport ancs,
800-342-4383. Free info. CORPS for more informaand storage
www.hea,Ith-n- tion about a center near
753-2555
wealth4u.coff.
you!
Luke Lamb

David's Home Improvement

.731-247-5422

J &D Motors
COMPUTERS
For most of your car
•NEED
A COMPUTER
needs. We also rebuild
BUT NO CASH? You're
transmissions too. Call for
approved! Financing guarAppt. 753-6988
anteed! No cash needed
203 S. Cherry Street
today! Bad credit okay! No
credit check-no credit turndowns!
800-947-7988.
www.pc-credit.com
All Major Appliances
FOR SALE

WE SERVICE

and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
-Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

753-5827:
MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local.
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555.
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

MISCELLANEOUS
•INVENTORS-Product
Ideas Wanted' Have your
product developed by our
research and development
by our research and development firm and professionally presented to manufacturers.
Patent
Assistance Available, Free
Information: 1 -800-677"COMPLETE SATELLITE 6382
SYSTEM with 2 receivers
REAL ESTATE/REAL
installed for less than
ESTATE FOR SALE
$50 00 Call 502-254-0768
-NEW LOG CABIN on 3
or 1-866-398-3474
acres with free boat slip &
access.
lake
BUY FACTORY DIRECT private
mountains.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS Tennessee
Payments
From Near 18 hole golf course
525Month FREE Color $69,900. Terms Call 1-800704-3154 ext. 237
Catalog
Call Today
1-800-842-1310
www.np.etstan.com

RESORTS RENTALS

HELP WANTED
*AVON Want an office with
all the comforts of home?
Work at homel Avon representative work when and
where they choose. Let's
talk. 888-942-4053.
-SOUTHERN LIVING AT
HOME, A Party Plan
Division of Southern Living
Magazine seeks First
Consultants in your area.
Training Provided. Contact
Michelle Campbell 859-,
543-2030

•A BEAUTIFUL, COMPLETE SMOKY MOUNTAIN WEDDING. Original
Log Wedding Chapel.
Everything provided. photos, video, flowers, formal
wear, cabins_ Smokies
best value. 1-800-2625683. www.smokymtnweddingchapels.corn,....
*AN AFFORDABLE AND
BEAUTIFUL WEDDING
CHAPEL in the Smoky
Mountains. Christian ceremony, pictures, video, flowers. $150, also providing
cabins, formal wear. Call
800-922-2052.

Visit Us On
The Web!

Vour Fail Horne hnprovernent Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services
"Vtie

Specialize in Cleaning

•Vinyl.Siding & Fencing •Niobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

Lamb Brother
Moving Co.
1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

Roofing Metal
We

now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

in Roof Repairs
• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

_._._._._._
"One Shingle or Whole Roof'

fire Eirrimires

/it Years Ekperiem

489-2366 or Cell 339-7316

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

,-Lamb Brothers
:
21v,v11) Tree Service
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED& 1SURED

I

&et, Estimare•

7',-ee 7)-iminow

24 Hr Seretre

Cleanup Sertzce

Hedge TrImmtng Full Line of
Equtprorn

. . Tree & Stump
Re To,vl

p.
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Horoscopes

Statewide
Classifieds

TRUCK DRIVERS
•DRIVER
TRAINEES
HELP WANTED
NEEDED-Earn While Your
.ATTENTION .DRIVERS- Learn-Werner an other

<>RIVERS
Wanted
team/single drivers 28-34
cents Owner -operators
NO EXPERIENCE NEC: Carters are hiring 15-Day needed arid - paid on %
TMC Training Weekly home bases Must have 2 years
ESSAFP/I
Transportation needs driv- time available $650-$900 experienced, health insur$650 guaranteed weekly, plus benefits Call ance available family type
ers
atmosphere Cali 1-877
weekly Potential to earn 1-800-309-0592
893-7846
$900 per week or more •DRIVER-COMPANY DRIand still get home on VERS earn up to 35 cpm -DRIVERS-HOME EVERY
Owner WEEKEND, No NYC
weekends!!! For CDL train- plus
bdhus
Operators earn up to 86 Company_ Start up to
ing call 1-800-206-7364
Superior
cpm. Lease & Lease .36c/mile,
Purchase available Call Insurances and Benefits
You
Keep
*DRIVER-We
Operator
Boyd Bros 800-543-8923 Owner
Rollin!' Start up to 35c/mile
83c/mile. fuel surcharge
Loaded/Empty, Excellent •DRIVER -COVENANT Paid
Base
benefits. Direct Deposit, TRANSPORT Now offering Plate/Permits/Fuel Taxes,
Pay
for Reimburse Tolls/Scales
Diem
Pay,' Assigned Per
Tarp
Conventional drive home Experienced Teams, Solos Lease Purchase Program
0/0- Available, 1-800-948-6766,
Trainers
800-441-4271 ext. ET135. and
Solos/Teams 83c Plus fuel www.epestransport.corn.
TRAIN- surcharge. Cali- 1 -888- •TANGO
-$S$CAREER
TRANSPORT.
ING$$$'15 Day
CDL MORE-PAY (1-888-667- INC.. seeking Owner/
Training 'Companies HIR- 3729)
Operators for flatbeds/
ING TODAYffl.'Earn up to <>RIVERS.
Owner vans in your area. Contact
$800 per Week •Tuition Operators & Drivers for John Osborne at
888-408Reimbursement 'Benefits 0/0. Class A CDL with 2646 or Jerry Shepherd at
Available 'Get $$ While Hazmat. small fleets wel- 888-878-2646
Training' 1-800-883-0171. comed, 53' vans & 48'
•ITRAVEL USA FOR PAY!
•.vww.cdIweb.com
Mileage pay- Immediate openings
flatbeds
delivloaded & empty. L&N ering Motorhomes, Trucks
Transportation,
Inc
and Busses Tow car and
•DRIVERS -TRACTOR
TRAILER 'Starting Pay Louisville. KY 1-800-632- CDL license with air
Scale .29 to .31 CPM 'Paid 4332.
enforcement required. 25
Orientation 'Full Benefits •DRIVERS• Solos up to yrs. minimum age. No DUI.
'New Model Conventional .34c, Teams up to .48C, DWI or
Suspensions
Tractors •Quality Home Contractors .81c all miles. Information
meeting
Time 'Regional & OTR Lease options available. Tuesdays 9 am. Horizon
Drivers Needed 'Must (Zero down.) Holiday ori- Transport, 407 Wabash
Have Class
A CDL entation pay. Burlington Wakaursa, IN. Information.
W/HazMat. NO STU- Motor Carriers 1-800-583- 1-800-320:4055 www.honDENTS PLEASE. CAW -81109
—
zontraporf.Com
ARCTIC EXPRESS 800•ATTENTION!
GET
PAID
927-0431 www.arcticex•PAID CDL TRAINING get
press.com. P.O. Box 129. During Our 2-week, C D L paid while training for
Truck
Driver - Training placement with
major
Hilliard, OH 43026.
Locally!
Hundreds
of trucking company. Earn big
Immediate Job Openings money! Commonwealth
in Kentucky Earn $800 per Truck Driving School. Call
-GET TRAINED. GET
HIRED. GET PAID-Get Week' No Layoffs' 1-800- toll free: 877-970-4043.
Your Class A CDL And A 688-7009
Great Job Making $34K +
Benefits 1st Yr No Money
Out Of Pocket, While
Training,
Tuition
Reimbursement Available
with this 2x2
No Employment Contracts
800-219-7593

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Jan. 14,
2002:
You develop an even stronger personality this year. You learn quickly that sitting
on the back burner doesn't work. Others
respond to your charisma and style.
Many opportunities present themselves
once you make yourself available. Pick
and choose with an eye to your long-term
desires. If you are single, you will develop quite an entourage of friends. Wait
until summer, when it becomes clear as
to whom you want for a sweetheart. If
you are attached, avoid getting into minibickenng matches over little things. Use
your warmth and understanding, and so
will your sweetie. CAPRICORN understands.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apnl 19)
**** Do research in the morning, as
the afternoon becomes more demanding.
You're on call, whether you know it or
not. Don't explode at someone's inadequacies. That is why this person looks to
you for help. This person knows that he
or she has a problem. Tonight: Once
again, others want your suggestions.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your mind might be already
gone for the weekend, even if your body
is still at work. Face facts: You might as
well call it an early day. Clear out calls.
Network. You excel in social interactions. Don't forget someone at a distance.
Tonight: Go to a jazz tavern or a blues
haunt.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Deal with others individually
and success will greet you. What you discover is that people might not want to
share as much as you would like them to.
Someone might just blow' his or her fuse
rather than reveal what's on his or her
mind. Be compassionate and understanding. Tonight: Be a duo.
CANCER (June 21-July.22)
***** Your fun nature emerges
despite someone's change of plans or

Business On A Budget?
SAVE S182

DRIVING
•TRUCK
Money
SCHOOL 'No
Down 'Earn up to $35,000
your -first year '100% Job
Assistance
Placement
CALL TOLL FREE 1-877.270-2902
•

consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $250.

information that you hear. Don't be
uptight with someone. Don't listen to
gossip. Stay. even-tempered when dealing with those in your life, as they present different options-. Stay upbeat and
-patnue. Tanight.-Be-a4ocW
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Someone might push your buttons before you're even out the door this
morning. As a result, you throw yourself
into work, determined to get the job
done.. You relax through concentrating
and accomplishing. Call a friend and
make Plans. Tonight: Get a good workout.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Someone might be clearly
out of sorts with an emotional collision

Call 753-1 916 For Details

Check on local happenings
within our Chamber of
Commerce each Saturday
with Chamber Chatter

in the morning Respond to others in
your day-to-day life Be grateful as people lighten up your mood A flirtation
could grow and become more. Trust.
Tonight: Dance away.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct.. 22)
*** Someone whom you count on is
on a tear. Review your decisions carefully. especially at work. Sloppiness in any
way, shape or form could cause a problem or snafu. Close your door when balancing and checking all financial figures.
You cannot be careful enough. Tonight:
At home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Take a hint from today's Libra
message, especially involving your
finances. Avoid risks. You, however,
could be the person on a tear — out of
control trying to accomplish way too
much. Slow down! Be cautious and
develop a detail-oriented approach,
Tonight: Swap war stones with a friend.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Someone charges right in and
could let you know exactly what he or
she feels and thinks. Don't allow a situation to get out of control. Listen more
carefully to someone's sharing. Realize
your limits with certain individuals,
especially if trying to stabilize an emotional situation. Tonight: Treat someone
to munchies.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You could have a blow-out in the
morning. Though you might feel better, it
could take another temper tantrum before
you are heard. Remain sure of yourself
when meeting someone's challenges.
Your sense of humor goes far in relaxing
those around you. Tonight: The world is
your oyster.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***. An unanticipated expenditure
could cause you a problem. Rather than
discussing the problem, you withdraw
into your cocoon and work it out. Review
a situation in your head. You not only
find the solution, but also decide how to
avoid this problem in the future. Tonight:
Do what's good for you.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Understand that you could be
exhausted. You react strongly in the
morning to different items. Relax in the
afternoon, making plans for the weekend. A meeting turns from businesslike
to extremely social. What occurred in the
a.m. quickly becomes the past. -

CALL

CRIME 4111
SMPPERS
OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY iNr,

(270) 753-9500

Low salt, low-protein diet
can prevent kidney stones
^ •

^

By The Associated Press

Many doctors have told such
patients Id cut—down on Calcium'
because most kidney stones are
made of a calcium compound. But
recent studies have suggested that
such a diet might not prevent kidney stones after all and may even
promote them — along with osteoporosis.
The new study "dispelled a
myth that a low-calcium diet is
important in preventing kidney
stones," said Dr. David A.
Bushinsky, a kidney specialist at
the University of Rochester.
William Keane, president of the
National Kidney Foundation, said
he is sure the new diet "will
become the gold standard."

A diet low in salt and meat can
dramatically reduce the risk of kidney stones, according to an Italian
study that, could spell the end for
the low-calcium diet that doctors
have been recommending for
years.
About 10 percent of the U.S.
population — and a much larger
percentage of men, who make up
80 percent of sufferers — will have
at least one kidney stone sometime
in their lives, and it can be excruciatingly painful. Most stones can be
excreted, but in about 15 percent of
cases, surgery .or shockwave treatment to pulverize the stones is
needed.

Tenn. to vote on new maps
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Ten years ago, 14 Republican lawmakers voted for a House redistricting plan drawn by Democrats
even though it shoved 12 of their
colleagues into six districts.
The Tennessee Republican
Party wanted to ensure that doesii-'I--happen- today (Thursday), when legislators are expected to
approve new maps for the state
House. Senate and COngres§.
So the party's executive corn-

mittee revised its bylaws last
month to allow recruitment and
endorsement of primary opponents to any GOP lawmakers who
vote for tine Democrats' plan,
which this time lumps 14 sitting
Republican lawmakers into seven
districts.
"The bottom line is that this is
the most partisan issue every
decade. We should all be together," Matt King, executive director
of the GOP, said Wednesday.--

THAI'S CORNER
RESTAURANT

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

Celebrate The Holiday Season
with this Special.Promotion

500/0 OFF every

5.00%

Tuesday & Saturday lunch

(January, 2002)

Every Monday SE Thursday
50010 OFF appetizers

Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity

Happy How 25% OFF beer
& wine trom -4:31.1 p.m.-7.1.X) p.m.
•o.Atialing, buffet day,
& Sat. from
With a zuriety oftastefront not spicy
to zwy 41)icti food and special rnenn
for kids.

This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However regard
less of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.00%. Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Buy one entree get another ont'

Buffet every Wed. & Sun.
We offer 10% for senior all day-everyday and 10% OFF for MSU students
for dinner only
(100% guarantee NO MSG USED IN FOOD).

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

Olympic Plaza (next to Gold Rush)

Ad #99ANN006

753-3328

FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR

SHOPPING

CENTER

•

MURRAY

•

IT

75 3-8322

IHIIUS

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
Jan. II & 12 • 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fresh Whole
BBQ Chicken
ONLY

400

ea.

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

JAM. 1 1 TH 8g. 12TH
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

NEW!!!
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
Boneless Pork
Fresh Pork BBQ
Chop Sandwich
Sandwiches

$21313 2
I

/XCEPTIONALVALUE
E

CORN OR
GREEN BEANS

5 $1
14-15 Oz. Can

12

ea.

Rib Eye
Sandwich

$200

ea.

They're Great!

L- .AB SLICED
BACON

$1"

for

for $3

Fri. &Sat. Onl)

NO MORE VIP CARDS NEEDED!!
Hot &
Tender

Pork BBQ

Sorry No
Hamburgers

IDAHO
SWEET ONIONS

By The Pound

$

BONELESS SKINLES
CHICKEN BREAST

$5

00

lb.

"Finger
Lickin' Good''
Whole
Slab Ribs

$10

58

(37

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
1 for $3.00

(ALICA SELTZER
•
COLD PLUS

Lb.
Fri &Sat. Only

$
2
88
20 Count
Fn.& Sat.00

NO MORE VIP CARDS NEEDED!!
Fried or Smoked
Turkey Breast
6 lb. Avg.

15

Great

ea.
pea"

°11
Call ahead to assure
availability.

(FOOD GIANT

HAMBURGER OR
HOT DOG BUNS

48'

(FROM OUR DELI

POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW
r

LIPTON FAMILY SIZE

TEA BAGS

980

$128
24 Count

S Count

1.1).

Fri.I Set. Oily

& Sat 00

Many, Many More GREAT SPECIAL'S.

